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ABSTRACT
Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have become an essential commodity ever since
their commercialization in the 1990s to power portable electronic devices such as
laptop computers, mobile phones, etc. This is mainly due to the LIB‘s ability to store
and deliver high energy and power densities more competitively than or equivalently
to the fast depleting, non-recyclable fossil fuels. Nevertheless, they require a
paradigm shift to make them suitable for powering plug-in electric vehicles and as an
alternative to power grids to minimize the energy loss by transmission. The present
state-of-the-art LIB containing ―graphite‖ anode and ―layered LiCoO2‖ cathode, with
Li-ions mobilized by organic electrolyte, has limited energy density, however, and
raises serious safety issues. So, the demand for high energy density and power
density anode and cathode materials with a solid electrolyte layer sandwiched
between them could be an ideal engineering design for future safe plug-in electric
vehicles.
To date, layered graphite has been widely used as an anode material in LIBs
ever since its launch in the 1990s, but its limited theoretical capacity of 372 mA h g-1
and the very low diffusion coefficient of lithium in graphite (10-9 to 10-7 cm2 s-1)
restrict its use in high energy applications such as plug-in electric vehicles.
Therefore, the anode of the battery is the key component in a rechargeable battery
with such high energy density. Alternatively, metallic lithium would be an ideal
anode, but it has safety problems resulting from anode dendrite formation. This
growth from the metallic-lithium anode, when it is used in conjunction with an
organic-liquid electrolyte, has resulted in the development of ―conversion-reaction‖
based non-layered compounds (such as transition metal oxides, nitrides, fluorides,
vii

sulphides, phosphides, and even hydrides), as they offer numerous advantages,
including multiple electron transfer, the ability to tune the redox centre based on
anions of transition metal compounds, and most importantly, their capability to
recover their original phase upon reversing the polarity. This reaction results in fast
capacity fade, however, due to the stress induced by accommodating the volume
changes during cycling and the sluggish reaction kinetics upon charge transfer, while
the intrinsic structural changes could damage the electrode when it is cycled at high
current densities. Enormous efforts were made in past decades to circumvent these
disadvantages by tuning their morphologies and particle size, but even so, fabricating
a durable conversion electrode exhibiting superior reversible energy and power
densities remains a great challenge. The use of blended nanostructures, wherein
nanostructured active electrode materials are chemically or non-covalently bonded to
conductive materials, has proved to be an effective method for achieving high
performing electrode materials for LIBs by improving their electrical conductivity
and electron transfer. Although the results have been encouraging, there are still
issues that haunt the electrochemical performance of these composites. This is
mainly due to the random/improper distribution of active materials (AM) with
uneven particle sizes over carbonaceous materials, leading to poor synergy with no
change in electrical conductivity and, therefore, no effect on their overall
electrochemical performance. There are also limits to the high loading of AM into
the composites. As the composites have had a high weight ratio of carbonaceous
materials to AM, the operating voltage was reduced to a level similar to that of
traditional graphite, further impeding understanding of the AM mechanism of energy
storage and its contributions towards overall electrochemical performance.
Therefore, in this thesis, the work is built on a strategy that could transform bulk AM
viii

into well-defined two-dimensional (2D) nanostructured AM to increase the edge
density of its inert basal planes for use as the sole active anode material, followed by
construction of electrodes with a three-dimensional (3D) architecture consisting of
2D nanostructured AM sandwiched between low/negligible quantities (≤20 wt.%) of
conductive reduced graphene oxide (rGO) for long-term stable lithium storage. I
tested this hypothesis with 3 different conversion electrodes, including metal oxide
(nanoporous hematite, α-Fe2O3/rGO-10 nanorods) prepared by the advanced sprayprecipitation technique, while 2D nanosheets of phosphide (red phosphorus, NSRP@rGO-10) and nitride (carbon nitride, C3N4-rGO10) were prepared by high energy
ultrasonication of their respective bulks. Interestingly, a comparatively small amount
of rGO (10 wt%) interaction creates an outstanding interconnected conductive
network among the 2D nanoporous nanorods/ nanosheets, resulting in a highly Li-ion
penetrable nanostructure that has revealed a superior reversible capacity of 1320 mA
h g-1 at 100 mA g-1 for 100 cycles, 706 mA h g-1 at 50 mA g-1 for 100 cycles, and 970
mA h g-1 at 50 mA g-1 for over 300 cycles, respectively, for nanocomposites of αFe2O3/rGO-10, NS-RP@rGO-10, and C3N4-rGO10.
The safety and other issues for dendrite-free, lithium and conversion reaction
based anodes with long cycle life are being addressed with the development of an
insertion cathode host providing a large cathode energy density. Transition-metal
oxides offer the highest voltage, and Li-ions can be extracted reversibly at acceptable
rates from oxides with close-packed oxygen arrays; layered LiMO2, spinel LiM2O4,
and olivine LiMPO4, with M representing a transition-metal cation with a stable
redox energy have been of particular interest, provided that they are stable at high
voltages in contact with the electrolyte. Acceptable ordering of the layered LiMO2
oxides requires having a small enough average radius of the M cations relative to the
ix

radius of the Li+ ion. With Ni3+/Ni2+ redox energy at the top of O2-:2p6 volume bands
in an oxide and in the presence of Mn4+ and low spin Co3+ ions, it is possible to
access not only Ni3+/Ni2+ but also most, if not all, of the Ni4+/Ni3+ couples pinned at
the top of O2-:2p6 valence bands with little or no energy gap between the two Ni
couples. The Ni-rich layered oxides Li[Ni(II)1-2xCo(III)xMn(IV)x]O2 have been
investigated as LIB cathodes, which can easily give a cathode discharge capacity of
200 mA h g-1. Surface reactions with the liquid electrolyte of a conventional LIB
have not been totally suppressed by cation substitutions, however, including the
Li2MnO3 interlayer 2D phase. This situation has led to the exploration of anion
substitutions, particularly F- for O2-. Therefore, in this thesis, I report an investigation
of the effects of F- doping on the high-voltage Ni-rich layered cathodes
Li(Ni0.7Co0.15Mn0.15)O2-xFx and Li-rich spinel cathodes Li[LixMn1.5-yNi0.5-z]O4-x-Fx
with x = y +z = 0.36,  = 0.36, synthesized solvothermally with a following postannealing. When cycled for 100 cycles, the former with the composition
LiNi0.7Co0.15Mn0.15O1.95F0.05 delivered a capacity of 170 mA h g-1 at 200 mA g-1
(cycled between 2.8 – 4.4 V), while the latter delivered a reversible capacity of 198.3
mA h g-1 at 40 mA g-1 when cycled against lithium between 2 – 4.8 V. Unlike the
pristine sample, this long-term stable cycling performance is mainly due to the ability
of the system to form a passive layer at the active material surface of F doped
samples, which helps to retain the originally formed solid-electrolyte-interphase
(SEI) layer at the same thickness even after cycling, which further helps to avoid the
dissolution of metal ions due to the adverse attack of HF, as elucidated by the timeof-flight – secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) technique.
Although the design and testing of these advanced electrodes have been
accomplished using liquid organic electrolytes for high energy applications, the
x

safety remains a major concern in designing the architecture of batteries with these
chemistries for plug-in electric vehicles. Therefore, it is necessary to design a solid
electrolyte that could enable the feasibility of the combination of a dendrite-free
lithium anode and a high-voltage cathode to advance the development of highenergy-density, safe plug-in electric vehicles. Moreover, this requires smart design of
the interface between the cathode and the solid electrolyte. It is a well-known fact
that the high-voltage cathodes are host structures that retain their structure with, at
most, only changes due to distortion on cycling cations in and out over a large solidsolution range, but their volume changes can only be accommodated over a long
cycle life if they are in contact with a soft electrolyte: liquid, polymer, or plasticizer.
Therefore, a glass electrolyte in contact with a polymer or a plasticizer coating the
cathode is used to accommodate volume changes and to ensure a safe, high-voltage,
solid-state battery with long cycle life. This thesis reports on the design and
performance of an all solid-state rechargeable battery that contains a dendrite-free
lithium anode, a high-voltage cathode, consisting of Li[LixMn1.5-yNi0.5-z]O4-x-Fx, and
a solid electrolyte. This newly designed solid-state rechargeable battery architecture
exhibited a reversible capacity that increased with the number of cycles from 79 mA
h g-1 to 250 mA h g-1 when cycled at 23 mA g-1 between 2.5 – 4.7 V.
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discharge-charge profiles; (b) specific capacity vs. cycle number at 100 mA
g-1; (c) rate capability plots of nanocomposites; (d) long-term cycling
stability at high current densities and (e) rate performance of α-Fe2O3/rGO10.
Figure 4.7 FESEM images of fresh/before cycling electrode at (a) low and
(b) high magnification. The fresh electrode consisted of active materials (αFe2O3/rGO), carbon Super P and binder; (c-d) morphology of electrode
after 100 cycles at 100 mA g-1. The cycled cell was disassembled in glove
box and washed several times in the solvent, DEC of the used electrolyte (1
M LiPF6 in 1:1 (v/v) of EC:DEC) and dried overnight prior to taking
FESEM.
Figure 4.8 (a) Cyclic voltammetry of all compositions cycled between 0.02
– 3.0 V at 0.1 mV s-1; (b) electrochemical impedance spectroscopy of fresh
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cells at their open circuit potential, with the inset showing an enlargement
of the high frequency region.
Figure 5.1 Schematic illustration of the synthesis of amorphous RP films
(NS-RP) from bulk RP and synthesis of its hybrid with rGO (NSRP@rGO): (a) Bulk RP is dispersed in solvent water using high energy
sonication; (b) RP nanosheets (NS-RP) were obtained from exfoliation of
bulk RP by 20 h of ultrasonication with ON/OFF time of 2 seconds each;
(c) blended NS-RP with reduced graphene oxide (rGO)using high energy
sonication for 3 h to obtained NS-RP@rGO hybrid (d).
Figure 5.2 FESEM images showing the morphology of (a) bulk RP; (b-c)
NS-RP@rGO-10; (d-e) NS-RP@rGO-20; (f-g) NS-RP after 100 cycles
Figure 5.3 (a) FESEM image of NS-RP; (b) TEM image of NS-RP (with
the inset showing the corresponding SAED pattern); (c, d) FESEM images
of NS-RP@rGO hybrid.
Figure 5.4 AFM topography image and depth profile of the NS-RP. The
topography shows nanosheet morphology of the NS-RP whose thickness is
~4.8 nm.
Figure 5.5 (a) X ray diffraction patterns and (b) Raman spectra of bulk and
amorphous films of red phosphorus (RP) and NS-RP@rGO hybrid
composite; high resolution XPS spectra of the (c) C 1s and (d) P 2p regions
for the NS-RP@rGO hybrid.
Figure 5.6 Raman spectra of bulk RP; NS-RP@rGO-20 and NS-RP@rGO30 hybrid composites.
Figure 5.7 (a) N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms and Barrett-JoynerHalenda (BJH) pore size distributions amorphous RP films.
Figure 5.8 (a) Charge-discharge characteristic curves of NS-RP electrode
at different cycles; (b) characteristic CV charge-discharge plots; (c) GITT
curves of NS-RP for the first 2 cycles; (d) Li+ chemical diffusion
coefficient of NS-RP determined by GITT during the charge-discharge
process.
Figure 5.9 (a) Long-term cycling stability at 100 mA g-1 compared with
bulk RP; (b) Electrochemical impedance spectra of samples (inset:
enlargement at high frequency).
Figure 5.10 Electrochemical performance of NS-RP vs. Li+/Li0 at 50 mA
g-1 between 0.002 - 2 V: (a) voltage profiles for selected cycles and (b)
cycling performance.
Figure 5.11 Li+ chemical diffusion coefficient of NS-RP determined by
GITT during the charge-discharge process.
Figure 5.12 (a) Ex-situ XRD with corresponding charge-discharge curve
(right), with (b) enlarged portions of XRD patterns between 30°-50°; and
(c) ex-situ FESEM images and in-situ PEIS curves at various potentials
during the first charge-discharge cycle.
Figure 5.13 Long-term cycling performances of NS-RP@rGO composites
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at 50 mA g-1.
Figure 6.1 (a) Schematic illustration of synthesis procedure for ultrathin gC3N4 nanosheets (NS-CN) sandwiched in a 3D architecture (CN-rGO) of
carbon nitride nanosheets embedded in reduced graphene oxide, which is
used as anode for LIBs.
Figure 6.2 (a) XRD patterns of bulk g-C3N4 (b-CN), 2D layered g-C3N4
(NS-CN), and CN-rGO hybrid; (b) Raman spectra of as-prepared bulk gC3N4 (b-CN), ultrathin g-C3N4 nanosheet (NS-CN), and CN-rGO hybrid.
The rGO/NS-CN 3D architecture shows prominent Raman peaks of
reduced graphene oxide, while there are no traces from the ultrathin gC3N4nanosheets. (c-d) XPS spectra of CN-rGO nanosheet hybrid showing
high-resolution N 1s and C 1s peaks, respectively.
Figure 6.3 (a) XPS survey spectrum of NS-rGOn hybrid; high resolution
spectra of bulk CN (b) N 1s; (c) C 1s
Figure 6.4 (a) N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms and (b) Barrett-JoynerHalenda (BJH) pore size distributions CN-rGO20.
Figure 6.5 FESEM images of (a) b-CN; (b) NS-CN; (c) NS-rGO hybrids
with corresponding high resolution insets; (d-f) TEM of CN-rGO with
corresponding selected area electron diffraction (SAED) which confirms
the crystal structure of the reduced graphene oxide (rGO) sheets. The
diffraction rings indicate that the obtained rGO presents turbostratic stacking.
and (g) AFM topography image and depth profile of the NS-CN. The
topography show 2D nanosheet morphology of the NS-CN whose
thickness is ~4.4 nm.
Figure 6.6 TEM of exfoliated NS-CN at (a) low and (b) high
magnification.
Figure 6.7 (a) Galvanostatic charge-discharge curves of bulk g-C3N4 (bCN), bulk g-C3N4mixed with rGO (b-CN-rGO20), g-C3N4nanosheets (NSCN), and bulk g-C3N4@rGO hybrid (CN-rGO20) at various cycles obtained
at 50 mA g-1; (b) long-term cycle stability testing of the above
compositions at 50 mA g-1; (c) electrochemical impedance spectra of b-CN,
b-CN-rGO20, NS-CN, and CN-rGO20, with the inset showing the equivalent
circuit used to interpret the results.
Figure 6.8 shows the effect of cycling time over specific capacity for
various compositions.
Figure 6.9 Schematic model of carbon nitride and lithium ion storage in
NS-CN/rGO 3D architecture: a) polymeric carbon nitride (nitrogen: red
and carbon: yellow) nanosheets having the tri-s-triazine structure
containing pyridinic and pyrrolic nitrogen; (b-f) shows the storage of one,
two, three, and six lithium ions in the void. In lithium ion insertion into the
carbon nitride nanosheet, one lithium-ion (yellow) is attached to three
pyridinic nitrogen (blue), but with increased lithium ion insertion into the
3D architecture, more lithium ions are attached to pyridinic nitrogen atoms
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Figure 6.10 (a) Cyclic voltammograms of CN-rGO hybrids cycled at 0.1
mV.s-1 between 0.002 – 3.000 V; (b) charge-discharge plots of NS-rGO20
hybrid obtained at different cycle numbers; (c) long-term cycling stability
of CN-rGO hybrids at 50 mA.g-1; (d) electrochemical impedance spectra of
CN-rGO20.
Figure 6.11 Rate capability tests of CN-rGOn electrodes at various current
densities.
Figure 7.1 XRD pattern and FESEM (insert) shows phase purity and
morphology, respectively, of the as-prepared NCM precursor.
Figure 7.2 XRD patterns of pristine and various fluorine doped Ni rich
cathode with corresponding morphologies of each composition on the
adjacent FESEM.
Figure 7.3 High-resolution XPS spectra of LiNi0.7Co0.15Mn0.15O1.95F0.05 for
regions in (a) lithium, (b) fluorine, (c) nickel.
Figure 7.4 (a) Long cycle stability of pristine and F doped
LiNi0.7Co0.15Mn0.15O2 tested at 200 mA g-1; charge-discharge at various
cycles of (b) pristine and (c) LiNi0.7Co0.15Mn0.15O2 obtained at 200 mA g-1;
(d)
electrochemical
impedance
spectra
of
pristine
and
LiNi0.7Co0.15Mn0.15O2.
Figure 8.1 Morphology of metal carbonates microsphere precursors
Figure 8.2 Rietveld fit-profiles using high-resolution neutron powder
diffraction (NPD) data of (a) pristine LEMO (undoped) and (b) LEMFO
(Fluorine doped) and (c) their morphology.
Figure 8.5 (a) 1st cycle charge-discharge profile and (b) long cycle stability
of pristine LEMO and LEMFO obtained at 40 mA g-1; charge-discharge
profiles of (c) pristine and (d) fluorine doped LEMFO and (e) their
comparative rate capability at various current densities.
Figure 8.6 (left) Contour plot using the operando neutron powder
diffraction and (right) the single-peak fitting results for 222 reflection of Fdoped electrode. The charge-discharge profile is also shown alongside.
Figure 8.7 (a) Depth profiles of two reference secondary ion fragments, F2and MnO-, representing the F dopant and the active material, respectively,
demonstrating the F surface segregation. Due to the F- signal saturation the
F2- cluster signal was selected to represent the F dopant in HC mode. (b) F2profiles for the F doped and undoped cells. (c) High lateral resolution
chemical maps showing the total, F-, and MnO- signal spatial distributions
at 3 different depths, 0.15, 3 and 54 nm, corresponding to Cs+ sputtering
times of 5 s, 100 s and 1800 s, respectively. The F- signal essentially
disappears at the secondary particles locations after 1800 s of Cs+
sputtering, which demonstrates the F dopant surface segregation in the
active material.
Figure 8.8 Depth profiles of the C2F- fragment, representing the C-F
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 General Background
The 2015 Paris climate summit aimed to lower greenhouse gases emissions in
an attempt to keep the rise in the average global temperature well below 2 °C [1, 2].
These

greenhouse

gases,

such

as

carbon

dioxide,

carbon

monoxide,

chlorofluorocarbons, etc., are the by-products obtained on igniting fossil fuels and
also due to volcanic eruptions. The latter are a natural event, but fossil fuel utilization
could be effectively controlled, as this been the source of energy for several decades,
for powering internal combustion (IC) engines for automobiles, electric power
generation, etc. With limited fossil fuel reserves due to its rapid consumption and an
attempt to control its utilization, there is paradigm shift to renewable sources such as
the sun, wind, tides, etc. for abundant renewable energy, as ―Energy‖ is considered
as heart of this modern society [3, 4]. The capture and storage of the sun‘s energy by
plants could be analogously supplemented by photovoltaic cells and windmills that
convert the energy into electric power. The generated energy needs to be collected
and stored for future needs, however, when the renewable energy sources are
unavailable. As energy can neither be created nor be destroyed, but can be
transformed from one form to another, this has enabled the invention of energy
storage devices, such as fly wheels, fuel cells, electrochemical energy storage
devices (such as batteries and supercapacitors), etc. [3]. Among the various energy
storage devices, batteries and supercapacitors are electrochemical devices that
transform chemical energy into electrical energy. Supercapacitors possess high
power density, but also possess a high self-discharge rate, as compared to low selfdischarge batteries. Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have been the subject of intense
1

research among material and environmental scientists for decades, as they have
revolutionized the electronics market since their commercialization in the 1990s by
Sony Inc. [5, 6]. LIBs possess high energy density from their stored power (>180 W
h kg-1), high working voltage (> 3.6 V), low self-discharge rate, high safety, long
cycle life, low cost, and environmental benignity. For instance, almost 25 years ago,
an LIB delivered ~150 W h kg-1 but the current state-of-art LIB system is capable of
delivering 260 W h kg-1 and 780 W h L-1, approaching the 300 mile driving range
target for plug-in/ hybrid electric vehicles (EVs).

Figure 1.1 shows the Ragone plot of various electrochemical energy storage devices
(Ref.: B. B. Owens and T. Osaka, Journal of Power Sources, 1997, 68, 173)
Nowadays, with the above mentioned features, LIBs are ubiquitous in the
extensive markets for small electronic devices, such as mobile phones, laptop
computers, electric light bulbs, etc. Their characteristics of being environmentally
friendly, highly safe, and possessing high energy density have made materials
scientists rethink extending LIB applications to high energy applications, such as
powering plug-in/ hybrid electric vehicles and as a replacement for power-grid

2

transmission. Likewise, there have been several tremendous advances in
nanostructured materials for the anode, cathode, and electrolyte.

Figure 1.2 Record of all positive electrodes, negative electrodes and electrolytes that
were developed for the application of non-aqueous lithium-ion battery applications
(Ref.: F. Cheng, J. Liang, Z. Tao and J. Chen, Advance Materials, 2011, 23, 1695).
The LIB anode has been mode from a variety of materials, from classical,
layered graphite to high energy and power density, lithium-metal alloying reaction
(e.g.,

silicon, tin oxide, etc.) and conversion reaction (e.g., oxides, fluorides,

phosphides, nitrides, and hydrides) materials. Likewise, several insertion cathode
materials such as classical high energy density layered (LiMO2), high power density
spinel (LiM2O4), 3D olivine (LiMPO4), and polyanionic materials (LiMSiO4, etc.),
with M a transition metal, have been developed to increase the operating voltage,
thereby enhancing the energy density for plug-in electric vehicle applications. In
spite of the advances in the above materials, the ―safety‖ of using organic
electrolytes is holding back the complete utilization of these advanced materials,
3

which limits their energy density and makes it harder to develop better LIBs for
plug-in electric vehicles. Therefore, recently, there have been tremendous efforts to
replace organic electrolyte with solid electrolytes (such glass electrolytes, polymers,
etc.) to fabricate dendrite-free lithium anodes and high-voltage cathodes to advance
the development of safe, powerful plug-in electric vehicles.

1.2 Motivation of the Research
With the above-mentioned challenges that require advances to build better
next generation LIBs for upcoming small- and large-scale applications, the present
research and development on LIBs are essentially focussed on these topics:
1)

Advances in nanostructured electrodes to prepare 2D/3D nano-architectured

electrodes with enhanced electronic conductivity and interfacial contact to promote
better electron transfer as compared to the classical LIB.
2)

The use of advanced characterization techniques, such as in-situ neutron

powder diffraction, ex-situ time-of-flight − secondary-ion-mass-spectroscopy (TOFSIMS), transmission-electron-microscopy, etc., to evaluate a material‘s physicochemical properties, which can help to further enhance their material properties.
3)

Discovery of novel materials and tuning of their electrical and electronic

properties by doping, and enhancing their life cycle by appropriate surface treatment
to evade/ minimize the effects of HF attack on the electrode, which leads to metalion dissolution, resulting in capacity fade.
4)

The development of advanced synthesis techniques enabling mass production

to prepare energy materials with different morphologies (1D, 2D, 3D) to tune their
properties for high energy density powered applications.
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1.3 Thesis Structure
This doctoral thesis presents the synthesis of advanced nano-architectured
electrodes and electrolytes to build high energy density LIBs. The following themes
are included in this thesis:
1)

The synthesis of high energy density conversion electrodes, such as

nanoporous hematite nanorods (by the spray precipitation technique) and nanosheets
of red phosphorus and carbon nitride (by the high energy ultrasonication technique).
Firstly, these materials were tested as the sole active material against lithium. Then,
each material was formed into a nanocomposites with a small quantity of reduced
graphene oxide (rGO), say, 10-20 wt.%, to enhance their electrical conductivity by
connecting them more closely to the current collector and to alleviate volume
changes during cycling. The material properties of these materials were physically
characterized, while each of the nanocomposites was electrochemically tested against
lithium at specific current densities between 0.002 – 3 V using organic electrolyte.
2)

The second theme is the development of high energy layered Ni-rich and Li-

rich spinel cathodes using the solvothermal technique. Fluorine doped layered Nirich and Li-rich spinel cathodes were physico-chemically characterized using
advanced techniques such as the in-situ neutron powder diffraction technique, X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and TOF-SIMS to study the effects of fluorine as
a electrode surface reaction scavenger.
3)

The construction of a high energy density all-solid-state battery containing a

dendrite-free lithium anode, a high voltage cathode (the F-doped spinel cathode
tested above), and a solid glass electrolyte.
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The following is the list of topics featured in this doctoral thesis:
Chapter 1: Introduction, general background, the need for energy storage devices,
the current status of and requirements on LIBs in terms of their electrochemical
performance. This chapter provides the objectives of this thesis work and an
overview of the thesis structure.
Chapter 2: Literature survey – provides insights and perspectives on the construction
and components of LIBs. The present state of material advances for high energy and
high power density applications is consolidated.
Chapter 3: Characterization techniques –gives the detailed background theory on
various physicochemical characterization techniques. The techniques include x-ray
diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Bruauer-Emmett-Teller
(BET) nitrogen adsorption, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), XPS, TOF-SIMS,
and neutron diffraction techniques, followed by testing of electrochemical properties
against lithium.
Chapter 4: Chemically modified, graphene oxide wrapped porous hematite with a
nano-architectured design, as a high rate lithium-ion battery anode material [7].
Chapter 5: Unlocks the potential of amorphous red phosphorus films as long-term
stable negative electrode for the lithium battery [8].
Chapter 6: 2D layered graphitic carbon nitride sandwiched with reduced graphene
oxide as a nano-architectured anode for highly stable lithium-ion batteries [9].
Chapter 7: Long-term stable cycling of a fluorine-doped, nickel-rich layered cathode
for the lithium battery [10].
Chapter 8: Elucidates the effects of fluorine doping in Li-rich spinel cathode for the
lithium battery: a study using ex-situ TOF-SIMS and in-situ neutron diffraction
techniques
6

Chapter 9: Non-conventional highly durable high-voltage rechargeable solid state
lithium battery
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Lithium-ion Battery and other Rechargeable Batteries
The growing energy crisis due to the fast consumption of fossil fuels
combined with alarming global warming are leading to much more energy harvesting
from renewable sources such as the sun, wind, tides, etc. For instance, the conversion
of solar energy into chemical energy by photosynthesis could be compared to the
harvesting of solar energy by photovoltaic cells. Solar energy, however, requires a
storage device that could store this energy in chemical form and release electrical
energy upon discharge [1, 2]. Compared to supercapacitors, fuel cells, and other
conventional heavy acid batteries such as nickel-cadmium, nickel-metal hydride, lead
acid, etc., lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have revolutionized the electronics market by
powering mobile phones, laptop computers, etc., since their commercialization in
1990s by Sony Inc. [3]. This is mainly due to the following properties of LIBs: (1)
the specific energy and specific power are 2 – 4 times higher compared to nickelcadmium batteries; (2) they possess 3 times higher specific energy and are more ecofriendly when compared to lead-acid batteries; and (3) they have 50% longer cycle
life with no memory effect for recharging and low self-discharge capability. This
enhanced performance with high specific energy and power densities and an average
voltage of 3.6 V for LIBs was mainly attributed to the low density (0.53 g cm-3);
small Li+ ionic radius (0.76 Å), and low redox potential of lithium when compared to
other alkali elements, and these features were quite appealing for its
commercialization for portable electronic applications [4-12].
The first electrical storage device was invented back in the 1780s by Luigi
Galvani, for so-called ―animal electricity‖, and in the 1800s, electrochemical
8

galvanic cells were developed by Alessandro Volta [3, 5, 8, 12, 13]. These galvanic
cells or voltaic cells consisted of two different metals such as copper and zinc
separated by an electrolyte solution and could generate electric current. It was
Michael Faraday whose inventions and discoveries were responsible for major
progress on the principles of electrochemistry, which led to the development of the
first rechargeable lead-acid batteries with an aqueous based liquid electrolyte by
Gaston Plante [14]. This was followed by invention of a variety of such rechargeable
batteries, such as aqueous-based Ni-Cd, Ni-Fe, and non-aqueous based lithium/sodium-ion batteries.

Figure 2.1 Historical timeline of the battery and summary of the revolution in
batteries from primary, non-rechargeable to rechargeable batteries [14].
The primary non-rechargeable batteries developed in the 1960s possess high
energy density with variable discharge rates and are still being used in various
applications such as wrist watches, calculators, medical applications, etc. The
discovery of inorganic materials that could reversibly react with alkali metals such as
lithium, sodium, etc. led to increased interest in alkali metal based electrochemistry,
leading to the discovery of intercalation/de-intercalation compounds. In 1972, the
Exxon Company introduced their lithium battery project based on layered TiS2lithium metal electrodes and LiClO4 in dioxolane as electrolyte [13], although this
project was decommissioned because of safety concerns due to dendritic lithium
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growth during cycling, leading to short-circuits and explosions. Following this, the
Bell Laboratory proposed and successfully demonstrated that layered oxide-based
intercalation compounds possess high energy density and are better suited to be
cathode materials compared to chalcogenides. Based on this research, in 1980s, Prof.
John B Goodenough at Oxford University successfully invented layered LiMO2
(where M = Co, Ni, Mn, Fe, etc.) cathode compounds as the best suited positive
electrodes for rechargeable LIBs found so far [6, 8-10, 15]. The lithium metal was
replaced due to safety concerns by safe graphite anode. Therefore, an assembly of a
layered LiMO2 cathode with a safe graphite anode mobilized/ wetted by organic
electrolyte represents today‘s rechargeable LIB, also known as a ―rocking-chair‖
battery. The optimization and development of LIBs with rocking-chair chemistry led
to their first successful commercialized by Sony Inc., in the 1990s, which further
revolutionized the world of portable electronics.

2.1.1 Working Principles and Basic Terminologies of LIBs
The basic rechargeable LIB consists of lithium-metal-oxide (the cathode) and
graphite (the anode), separated by a porous ion-selective membrane separator
impregnated with non-aqueous electrolyte containing an Li based salt in mixed
organic solvents. The anode and cathode materials are coated over pieces of copper
and aluminum foil, respectively, using appropriate binders and solvents. A schematic
representation and the working principles of LIBs are presented in Figure 2.2 [16].
The main electrochemical mechanism of the LIB involves reversible
intercalation/de-intercalation of Li-ions between these two electrodes. During
charging of the LIB via an external electrical circuit, electrons are introduced into the
graphite anode due to the oxidization of the cathode, leading to Li-ion deintercalation and intercalated between the layers of the graphite anode by passing
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through the electrolyte. In this process, the electrical energy is stored as chemical
energy during charging process. Upon discharging, the Li-ions from the anode are
extracted and reversibly intercalated into the cathode by releasing a flow of electrons
through the external circuit as electrical current. These mechanisms of the rockingchair LIB are represented below [8-10, 16]:
At Anode:

6 C + x Li+ + x e-

↔

LixC6

At Cathode:

LiCoO2

↔

Li1-xCoO2 + x Li+ + x e-

Figure 2.2 Schematic of working principles of classical rechargeable LIB [16].
Furthermore, LIBs could be thermodynamically explained as shown in
Figure 2.3 as devices consisting of a reductant anode; oxidant cathode, and the
electrolyte‘s energy separation (band gap, Eg) between the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), which
define the cell‘s potential window. The electrochemical potential of the two
electrodes are defined as μA (anode) and μC (cathode). When the μA of the anode is
above LUMO, the electrolyte is reduced until a passivation layer has been created as
a barrier to reduce the electron transfer from the anode to the electrolyte, while when
μC of the cathode is below HOMO, the electrolyte will be oxidized until a passivation
layer forms, blocking the electron flow from the electrolyte to the cathode.
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Therefore, a passivating solid-electrolyte-interphase (SEI) layer on the electrodeelectrolyte boundary helps boost stability of a larger cell voltage (VOC) [9, 10, 17].

Figure 2.3 Schematic diagram depicting the working voltage vs. the reversible
capacity of the two electrode materials in relation to the energy levels of the
electrolyte in an open-circuit potential state [9, 10, 17].
Below are the basic concepts and definitions of the technical terms that are often
used to define LIBs [18-20]:
(1)

Open Circuit Voltage (VOC) is the maximum voltage of a cell obtained

without any external electrical current flow between its terminals. This
electrochemical characteristic is determined by difference in the electrochemical
potential between the electrode materials, i.e. the anode and cathode materials,
represented as :
VOC = (μA – μC) / (-nF)
where μA and μC are the electrochemical potentials of the anode and the cathode,
respectively, n is the number of electrons transferred, and F is the Faraday‘s constant
(96485 C mol-1).
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(2)

Operating voltage (V) is the voltage by which an electrical system is

designated that defines certain of its operating characteristics. The operating voltage
of a given system (V) is given as:
V = VOC – IR
where I is the working current (A); R is the internal resistance of the cell (ohm)
(3)

Capacity (Q) is the total amount of charge (C) present in the electrodes of the

battery for the redox reaction during charge-discharge process.
Q = ∫ I(t) dt = n z F
where t is the time (s); I(t) is the number of ions (mol); n is the valence of the ion;
and F is Faraday‘s constant (96485 C mol-1).
(4)

Specific capacity (QS) is the gravimetric specific capacity (A h kg-1) or

volumetric specific capacity (A h cm-3) of the electrode calculated based on the
capacity (Q) per unit mass or volume, respectively, during the cycling process.
(5)

Irreversible capacity is attributed to the loss of lithium in the active materials

during the cycling process. It is determined by the difference between the charge and
discharge capacities of different cycles.
(6)

Energy density is the quantity of energy stored in a given system per unit

mass or per unit volume, which is accordingly described in gravimetric (W h kg-1) or
volumetric (W h L-1) terms, respectively, which are used to compare the energy
content of the cell‘s electrodes.
(7)

Power density is the amount of power stored in a given system per unit mass

or per unit volume, which is accordingly described in gravimetric (W kg-1) or
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volumetric (W L-1) terms, respectively, which are used to compare the rate capability
of electrodes in the cell.
(8)

Charge-discharge rate (C rate) is used to determine the capability of the

electrodes to charge-discharge at different current densities for a specific number of
cycles. Commonly, the battery‘s capacity is rated at 1 C, meaning that a fully
charged battery rated at 1 A h should provide 1 A per 1 h.
(9)

Coulombic efficiency (ηe) represents the efficiency with which charge is

transferred in a system to facilitate an electrochemical reaction, which is equal to the
ratio of the charge capacity to the discharge capacity of the cell at the nth cycle.
(10)

Capacity retention is represented by the ratio of the discharge capacities of

the cell at different cycles.

2.2 Basic Components of Lithium-ion Battery
This section includes a general description and recent developments on each
component of LIBs [3]. The components include the anode, cathode, and electrolyte,
which are elucidated below:

2.2.1 Anode (Negative Electrode) Materials
The anode of the battery is a key component of the LIB. The choice and ideal
candidate anode materials for LIBs include the following properties: rapid chargedischarge rate capability; excellent cyclability; ability to accommodate a large
amount of Li+ ions per formula unit; potential/ voltage equivalent to that of metallic
lithium; inert/ inactive upon contact with organic electrolyte; cheap; abundant; and
eco-friendly [3, 19, 21]. Depending upon the anode material and its electrochemical
reaction mechanism against lithium, these materials are categorized into 3 groups, as
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explained in detail below: The common issues in all of these electrodes include low
conductivity towards lithium and volume changes during the charge/discharge
process, problems which can be addressed by forming composites with highly porous
and conducting carbonaceous materials.

2.2.1.1 Carbonaceous Intercalation/ De-intercalation Compounds
Although metallic lithium would be an ideal anode, safety problems resulting
from anode dendrite formation and growth from a metallic-lithium anode in an
organic-liquid electrolyte have resulted in the development of carbon-based anodes
that could store Li+ ions rather than metallic lithium [22-25]. In commercial LIBs,
graphite is used as the anode, and it is still preferred in spite of the enormous
progress on high energy alloying and conversion based materials [7, 26] as discussed
below. This is mainly due to the many merits of graphite, despite its demerits, such
as low reversible specific capacity and rate performance, which limit the use of
present state-of-the-art electrodes for large-scale energy storage applications [6,7].
Therefore, carbon-based anode materials that possess excellent reversible specific
capacity and cycling performance are required for constructing plug-in electric
vehicles and off-grid storage applications.
The intercalation and de-intercalation mechanism of lithium with
carbonaceous materials could be expressed as: 6 C + x Li+ + x e- = LixC6, with x
being the stoichiometric factor, where x = 1 for graphitic carbon, and 0.5 < x < 3 for
low-temperature-annealed non-graphitic carbon [27, 28]. Although the latter offers a
high specific capacity, it also suffers from large irreversible capacity losses in the
first cycle due to electrolyte decomposition and the formation of solid-electrolyteinterphase (SEI) over its surface at an operating voltage close to that of lithium. It
traps a large amount of lithium ions in its network during the intercalation due to its
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oxygen-containing surface functional groups or diffusion constraints [29]. Even so,
the initially formed SEI layer prevents further decomposition of electrolyte at the
anode surface and reduces the diffusivity of the charge carriers between the anode
and the electrolyte. Therefore, the thickness of the SEI layer could be adjusted by
tailoring the properties of the carbon and the surface functional groups. Many
strategies have been used to mitigate SEI formation by tuning its morphology, such
as by the use of graphene, carbon nanotubes, carbon nanofibers, and porous carbon
[30-33]. The nanostructured porous carbons are of great interest, as they provide
enhanced reversible lithium storage and excellent cycling life. This is achieved
because of the large electrode-electrolyte-interface, which increases the chargetransfer reaction by reducing the diffusion length of lithium. Another approach is to
modify their surface functional groups with non-carbon elements such as nitrogen,
sulphur, and phosphorus [34-41]. The presence of heteroatoms enhances their
reactivity and electrical conductivity, thereby enhancing their lithium storage
capacity [36-40, 42]. In addition to these advantages, amorphous carbon also offers
high mechanical stability against the volumetric changes that occur during the
lithium insertion-deinsertion. Hence, surface modified nanostructured carbon
provides an excellent network for interstitial connections, which results in superior
electrochemical performance and also acts as a buffering agent for mechanically
weak inorganic electrode materials [29, 36-40]. For example, structurally modified,
two-dimensional (2D) graphene could deliver a reversible capacity of more than 500
mA h g-1 due to its ability to store Li on either side, while heteroatom doping (< 3 at.
% N) of graphene can lead to a high reversible capacity >2000 mA h g-1 [28, 36, 37,
41, 43].
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2.2.1.2 Alloying-based Lithium-Metal Materials
Lithium-metal alloys are typically formed via an alloying reversible chemical
reaction wherein lithium reacts electrochemically with metals/ semi-metals. The
typical reaction mechanism involves [44-46]:
LixM ↔ M+ x Li+ + x ewhere M is an element from groups IV or V of the periodic table, such as Sn, Si, Pb,
Ge, Sb, etc. [47]. Among these metals, elemental Si [48-50], Sn [51, 52], and Ge [53,
54] were subjected to exhaustive experiments due to their high specific energy and
power densities, so that they have been considered and developed as potential anode
candidates for LIB to advance the development of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles
and high power applications. The theoretical capacity of Si and Ge are 4200 mA h g-1
and 1620 mA h g-1, respectively, as compared to 372 mA h g-1 for graphite, but the
main concern with these former materials is that there is a huge volume change
(about 400%) upon alloying with lithium, inducing enormous mechanical strain that
further destabilizes the SEI layer with the possibility of crack formation, leading to
poor cycling performance [44-46]. These drawbacks have been alleviated by many
strategic routes such as (1) construction of nano-architectured electrodes containing
nanowires by using the templating technique over the current collectors [49, 55-57];
(2) making a composite with highly porous and conducting graphene, or reduced
graphene oxide or carbon nanotubes to enhance its conductivity and stabilize the SEI
layer by alleviating the strain induced due to volume changes during cycling process
[44-46].

2.2.1.3 Conversion Reactions
As an alternative strategy to overcome above drawbacks without incurring
any loss of high power and energy density, a new reactivity concept, namely, the
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―conversion reaction,‖ was developed based on the electrochemical performance of
non-layered transition metal oxides against lithium [4, 58, 59]. As compared to the
classical insertion reactions, these novel conversion reactions involve 2 or more
electrons (per 3d metal atom), and these conversion reaction materials were
considered to enable the creation of a new class of electrodes with staggering
capacity gains over various voltage ranges, depending on the nature of the X anion.
A typical conversion reaction equation could be given as [58]
MaXb + (bn) Li

↔

a M + b LinX

where M = transition metal, X = anion, and n = formal oxidation state of X. This
concept has been extended to some oxides [59-61], sulphides [62-64], fluorides [65],
phosphides [66-69], and even hydrides [70]. The key to the reversibility of the
conversion reaction seems to lie in the formation, upon complete reduction of the
metal, of nanoparticles that, owing to the large amount of interfacial surface, are very
active towards the decomposition of the matrix of the lithium binary compound
(LinX) in which they are embedded when a reverse polarization is applied. The
nanoscale character of the metal particles has been shown to be maintained even after
several reduction-oxidation cycles. Figure 2.4 shows the footprint of the reduction
process as function of the voltage plateau, which must have length equivalent to the
amount of electrons required to fully reduce the compound.
The major disadvantages to date of conversion reactions are poor kinetics,
marked by large voltage hysteresis between charge and discharge and poor capacity
retention during cycling. Therefore, it is believed that to fully use these conversion
reactions in practical cells, it is imperative to reduce this hysteresis, which currently
limits both the energy efficiency and the power capability of batteries. From several
reports in the literature, it is clear that the polarization (ΔV) decreases as one moves
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from fluorides (ΔV~1.1V) to oxides (ΔV ~ 0.9 V), sulfides (ΔV ~ 0.7 V), and
phosphides (ΔV ~ 0.4 V) [58]. This is due to the fact that the redox centres are not
exclusively located on the transition metal, and electron transfer also occurs into
bands that have a strong anion contribution. Obviously, this phenomenon will be
directly correlated with the covalence of the M–X bond. It was shown that the actual
potential at which conversion occurs depends on both the transition metal and the
anionic species, so that, in principle, the reaction potential can easily be tuned to the
application requirements [58]. In the case of phosphides, the covalent nature of the
M-P bonds yields electronic structures around the Fermi level (i.e., the electronic
states involved in the redox activity of the compounds), in which bands with a strong
P (3s, 3p) character lie at high energy. As a matter of fact, the attractive redox
activity of phosphorus has led to efforts to investigate the performance of a Li-P
battery [58].

Figure 2.4 Typical voltage vs. composition profiles of the initial cycles for electrode
containing materials that reacts through a conversion reaction, measured against
lithium. The light grey, dark grey and black balls represent X, Li, and M,
respectively. The inset is a schematic diagram of the conversion mechanism [7].
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Enormous efforts were made in past decades to circumvent these
disadvantages by tuning the morphologies and particle sizes of the conversion
reaction materials, but even so, fabricating a durable conversion electrode exhibiting
superior reversible energy and power densities remains a great challenge. The use of
blended nanostructures, wherein nanostructured active electrode materials are
chemically or non-covalently bonded to conductive materials, has proved to be an
effective method of achieving high performing electrode materials for LIBs by
improving their electrical conductivity and electron transfer. Although the results
have been encouraging, there are still issues that haunt the electrochemical
performance, mainly due to the random/improper distribution of active materials
(AM) with uneven particle sizes over carbonaceous materials, leading to poor
synergy with no change in electrical conductivity and, therefore, no effect on their
overall electrochemical performance. There are also limits to the high loading of AM
into the composites. As the composites had a high weight ratio of carbonaceous
materials to AM, the operating voltage was reduced to a level similar to that of
traditional graphite, further impeding our understanding of the AM mechanism of
energy storage and its contributions towards overall electrochemical performance.
Therefore, in this thesis, a strategy was devised that could transform bulk materials
into well-defined 2-dimensional (2D) nanostructured AM to increase the edge
density of their inert basal planes for use as the sole active anode material, followed
by construction of electrodes with a 3D architecture consisting of 2D nanostructured
AM sandwiched between low/ negligible quantities (≤20 wt.%) of conductive
reduced graphene oxide (rGO) for long-term stable lithium storage [43, 69, 71].
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2.2.2 Cathode (Positive Electrode) Materials
TiS2 was introduced by Stanley Whittingham et al., [13] as the first cathode
or positive electrode material for LIBs, following which, many chalcogenides were
rapidly studied, but these materials delivered an average voltage of < 2.5 V vs.
Li+/Li0. Nevertheless, the feasibility of using metallic lithium as anode had to be
dismissed because non-uniform dendritic lithium electroplating during cycling poses
a serious safety threat. Following the invention of layered oxide, LiCoO2, operated at
4 V by John B Goodenough and co-workers in the 1980s, was commercialized by
Sony Inc., with a carbonaceous anode material as an effective low-voltage Li-ion
host [9, 10, 15]. To date, the positive electrode materials maintain the same original
configuration that was employed for successful generation of LiCoO2, i.e., based on
Ni-rich (LiNi1-xMxO2) and Li-rich layered oxides, Li1+xMO2, where M = Ni, Co, Mn,
Al. Although there have been increasing prospects for employing high energy and
power density anodes (e.g., silicon, Sn based materials), their sole contribution to the
increasing the energy density of a LIB is limited by the presence of inert cell
components above a certain threshold capacity (> 900–1100 mA h g-1) [48, 49, 55,
56, 72]. Unfortunately, the same doesn‘t hold true for positive electrodes, as their
development has largely lagged behind. Therefore, to-date, there are ongoing
substantial research efforts focused on the design and optimization of novel positive
electrode materials with a large capacity (e.g., > 200 mA h g-1) and/or high average
voltage (e.g., > 4 V vs. Li+/Li0) [17, 73-76], the key factor in further enhancing cell
energy densities. At present, the current state-of-the-art notable cathode materials
include: nickel-rich layered oxides (LiNi1-xMxO2, M = Co, Mn and Al), lithium-rich
layered oxides (Li1+xM1-xO2, M = Mn, Ni, Co, etc.), high-voltage spinel oxides
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(LiM2O4), and high-voltage polyanionic compounds (phosphates, sulfates, silicates,
etc.) which are discussed briefly below.

2.2.2.1 High-Voltage Layered Ni-rich and Li-rich Compounds
Layered lithium-cobalt-oxide (LiCoO2) has dominated the LIB market for
powering portable electronics for the past two decades [15]. In spite of its high
theoretical capacity of 270 mA h g-1, only ~ 135 mA h g-1 is reversible due to limited
Li+/ electron transfer accessibility and due to the risk of O2(g) evolution when the cell
is operated at an upper voltage of 4.2 –4.3 V vs. Li+/Li0 [11, 12, 77]. Therefore, to
increase the lithium accessibility in the layered lattice and lower the material cost,
cobalt was replaced fully or partially with nickel, along with other elements, as a
very effective approach leading to the development of nickel-based layered oxides
(LiNi1-xMxO2, M = Co, Mn, and Al) [17, 78-80], which have enjoyed great
commercial success in recent years with compositions such as LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2,
LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2, and LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2.

Figure 2.5 (a) Crystal structure of LiMO2; (b) stability predicted for the ternary
solid-solution Li-Ni-Co-Mn-O system [17].
Compared to LiCoO2, this class of compounds has an analogous α-NaFeO2
structure (Figure 2.5a), similar average working voltage (> 3.8 V vs Li+/Li0), larger
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accessible reversible capacities in the range of 160 to 200 mA h g-1, depending on the
amount of nickel incorporation, and decent long-term cycling stability despite
slightly higher upper cut-off voltages (4.3 – 4.5 V vs. Li+/Li0). To further increase
the gravimetric energy density of state-of-the-art rechargeable LIBs to above 300 W
h kg-1 for plug-in electric vehicles, the development of next-generation Ni-rich
layered oxides with high specific capacity is attractive. This has led to revisiting the
Ni-rich layered oxides with high nickel concentration (> 0.8), such as
LiNi0.8Co0.1Mn0.1O2

[81,

82],

LiNi0.85Co0.05Mn0.1O2

[83],

and

LiNi0.84Co0.06Mn0.09Al0.01O2.92 [83], and at the same time extending the operating
voltage range of commercially established LiNi1-xMxO2 beyond 4.5 V (e.g.,
LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2 [84-86], LiNi0.4Co0.2Mn0.4O2 [87-91], etc., as an another
approach to access larger capacities. The above approaches have introduced
problems, including difficulties in sample processing, which pose serious concerns
related to safety and cycle life [17, 92, 93]. In theory, it is possible to synthesize
stoichiometric layered Li-Ni-O with a rhombohedral R m structure, in which Ni3+
and Li+ ions occupy, respectively, the octahedral 3a and 3b sites on separate slabs
that repeat periodically along the [001] direction [94-97], but due to the similar ionic
radii of Ni2+ and Li+, the phenomenon termed ―cation disorder/mixing‖ [98, 99]
occurs, by which the former ions occupy the Li+ sites, impeding Li-ion diffusion in
the layered framework.
Furthermore, to prevent multiple phase transitions from occurring for the pure
Ni layered oxide upon delithiation [100, 101], these materials are usually prepared
with a large amounts of metal substitution, such as with Co [79, 81], Mn [102-104],
Al [105, 106], Mg [106, 107] and Ti [108, 109]. In general, appropriate metal
substitution will provide good layered ordering and solid-solution behaviour during
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charge– discharge cycling, but at the expense of reversible capacity. For example, the
substitution of cobalt and manganese helps to stabilize the layered framework in the
nickel-rich regime (Figure 2.5b) [17, 110]. While the incorporation of Co3+ ions
enhances both the electrical and the ionic conductivity of the sample [103, 111], the
capacity contribution from the Co3+/4+ redox reaction is limited due to similar
concerns to those on overcharging LiCoO2; on the other hand, Mn4+ ions inhibit the
irreversible structural reconstruction of the surface and increase thermal stability
during charging [102, 108], but they are electrochemically inactive and promote
more Ni2+ formation (charge neutrality), which degrades the rate capability.
Therefore, due to these consequences, Ni-based layered oxide cathodes usually have
capacities ranging from 160 to 200 mA h g-1 from the commercial point of view
[102, 112, 113].
M. M. Thackeray et al., [114] introduced another class of high-voltage
positive electrode materials that received considerable attention in the recent past, Lirich layered oxides (Li1+xM1-xO2, M = Ni, Co, Mn, etc.). These layered oxides could
deliver a large specific reversible capacity of ~ 250 - 300 mA h g-1, even though they
possess a crystal structure similar to above-discussed Ni-rich layered oxides (Figure
2.6), thanks to the unusual anionic oxygen reactivity [115-117]. Despite the lower
average voltage (3.6 V vs. Li+/Li0) and electrode packing density (3.0 g cm-3)
compared to theoretical layered oxides, batteries with Li1+xM1-xO2 deliver the highest
volumetric energy density among the various established lithium-based batteries
[74], which is one of the most important requirements for plug-in electric vehicle
applications. Li-rich layered Li1+xM1-xO2 is quite complex in terms of the structure–
composition–morphology–property relationship.
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Figure 2.6 Crystal structure of Li-rich Mn-based Li1+xM1-xO2 [17].
The majority of research with respect to this family of oxides has been
focused on Mn-based compositions, which are commonly denoted as: xLi2MnO3·(1x)LiMO2 (M = Ni, Co, etc.). This notation represents integration of two atomic
arrangements, a combination of the rhombohedral R m LiMO2 (M = Mn, Ni, Co,
etc.) and the monoclinic C2/m Li2MnO3 phases. The former is the Li-stoichiometric
layered phase discussed in detail above; the latter shares an almost identical atomic
arrangement, except that one-third of the Mn4+ cations in the transition-metal layer
are periodically replaced by Li (Li[Li1/3Mn2/3]O2 notation). The cation ordering
between Li+ and Mn4+ gives rise to a monoclinic structure with the C2/m space
group. Subsequently, it was discovered that partial co-substitution of Li and Mn for
Ni2+ ions at the transition-metal layer of the layered framework (i.e., Li[Li(1/32x/3)Mn(2/3-x/3)Nix]O2

leads to markedly enhanced lithiation reversibility [118]. Since

then, extensive research efforts have been directed towards this class of oxides for
Li-ion applications, and the two most studied ‗base‘ compositions thus far are
Li1.2Mn0.54Ni0.13Co0.13O2 and Li1.2Mn0.6Ni0.2O2 [119, 120]. This system exhibits
complex lithiation/delithiation behaviour involving initial charging of LiMO2 below
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4.4 V vs. Li+/Li0, followed by a signature plateau at 4.5 – 4.6 V, indicating the
activation of Li2MnO3 phase. The former originates from the conventional cationic
redox processes of transition-metal ions, including the Ni2+/3+/4+ and Co3+/4+ redoxcouples [121], while the latter is associated with anionic reactions forming molecular
oxygen and/or peroxo-like (O2)n- species [98, 122-125]. This is in acute contrast to
the conventional layered lithium metal oxides, where the release of oxygen gas in
overcharged states is an irreversible process and promotes premature cell failure. For
Li-rich layered oxides, however, this step could be reversible and is essential to
account for their large specific capacity. Apart from the usual interfacial issues at
higher voltages, the Li-rich materials suffers from several issues intrinsic to their
crystal structure, voltage decay, unsatisfactory rate capability, a large first cycle
irreversible capacity loss, and, most importantly, the release of oxygen during the
cycling process, which poses a serious safe concern.

2.2.2.2 High-Voltage Spinel Compounds
4 V lithium manganese oxide spinel (LiMn2O4) has already been established
as a successful practical positive material for rechargeable LIBs. Although its
practical capacity (~145 mA h g-1) is lower than that of state-of-the-art layered metal
oxides, LiMn2O4 possesses several advantages, including lower cost, higher safety,
and excellent rate capability, which are desirable for high-power vehicle applications
[126, 127]. In order to further increase the energy and power capabilities of this class
of materials, an emerging high-voltage spinel oxide, LiMn2-xMxO4, was prepared
through partial substitution for Mn of elements such as Ni, Co, Fe etc. (Figure 2.7a),
particularly the composition LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4, which has aroused significant interest
among the battery community [128, 129].
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Figure 2.7 (a) Crystal structure of high voltage spinel LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4; (b) typical
electrochemical profile of LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4, depending upon the degree of cation
ordering [17].
Under ideal conditions, this composition crystallizes into an ordered cubic
crystal structure constructed from edge-sharing MO6 octahedra (M = Ni or Mn)
[130]. In the lattice, all Ni2+ ions are located at the octahedral 4a sites and
coordinated by the six nearest octahedral 12d Mn4+ ions with an atomic ratio of 1:3,
while the Li+ ions occupy the tetrahedral 8c sites. Meanwhile, a disordered structure
(space group: R m) may also be obtained with Ni2+ and Mn4+ ions randomly
distributed among the 16d sites in the lattice (with the Li+ located at the 8a sites)
[131]. Interestingly, the degree of cation ordering has a profound impact on the
voltage profile of LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4, as shown in Figure 2.7b. As a rule, under
charge/discharge operations, samples with a high degree of ordering show a flat
voltage plateau of 4.7 V vs. Li+/Li0, corresponding to the redox reactions of Ni2+/3+/4+
couples by the typical two-phase mechanism [132, 133]. On the other hand, the
disordered sample shows distinct Ni3+/4+ and Ni2+/3+ regimes at around 4.8 - 4.6 V
(only distinguished at very low current rates), respectively, during which the lattice
parameters change continuously [134, 135], along with the Mn3+/4+ redox reaction
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occurring at 4.0 V. It was generally accepted that a certain degree of cation disorder
is beneficial to the rate capability and cyclability of this composition due to the
enhanced electrical conductivity [136]. Depending upon the materials preparation
and process, the reversible capacity, rate capability, and cycling stability of asprepared high-voltage nickel manganese spinel oxides vary accordingly [137-145].

2.2.2.3 High-Voltage Polyanionic Compounds
Since the discovery of polyanions (XO4, X = P, S, Si, etc.) to construct
alternative lithium-ion host frameworks [146-148], a large diversity of polyanionbased insertion compounds have been developed for rechargeable LIBs. Figure 2.8a
outline the values of the operating potential for several M2+/3+ redox couples (Fe, Mn,
Co, and Ni) in different polyanion-based host frameworks (borates, silicates,
phosphates, and pyrophosphates). Among them the high-voltage olivine phosphates
(LiMPO4, M = Fe, Mn, Co, Ni), built on hexagonal-closed-packed oxygen arrays.
adopt an orthorhombic symmetry with space group Pmnb or Pnma (equivalent)
(Figure 28b).

Figure 2.8 (a) Redox potentials of M2+/3+ in borates, silicates, phosphates, and
pyrophosphates; (b) representation of the crystal structure of a typical olivine
phosphate [17].
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In the lattice, Li+ and M2+ occupy one-half of the octahedral sites, and
phosphorous ions reside at one-eighth of the tetrahedral sites. A series of cornersharing MO6 and edge-sharing LiO6 octahedra run parallel to the crystallographic c
axis while alternating along the b direction, constructing a rigid 3-dimensional
framework that is fairly stable during lithium uptake/removal. Among them, lithiumion phosphate (LiFePO4) has been commercialized, due to its positive attributes such
as abundant raw materials, long service life, and excellent safety features [149],
despite its relatively low capacity (160 mA h g-1) and operating voltage (3.4 V vs.
Li+/Li0), which make it unreliable for most vehicle applications in terms of energy
and power density requirements. In contrast to the two-dimensional layered oxides,
the rigid three-dimensional framework built from strongly covalently-bonded
polyanions has superior thermal-abuse tolerance and is typically robust during
lithium uptake/removal (up to 1 Li+ per transition-metal cation, corresponding to
specific capacity of 100–190 mA h g-1) with no major signs of oxygen loss or
irreversible phase transitions. Furthermore, tuning the operating voltage of
polyanionic compounds (from 4.0 to 5.0 V) is feasible with their rich crystal
chemistries and compositions (Figure 2.8a). Despite higher operating voltages,
however, the cathodes developed thus far still cannot be compared with the highvoltage layered oxides in terms of volumetric energy densities.

2.2.2.4 Issues and Challenges in High-Voltage Cathode Materials
and Possible Surface Treatment Methods
The above-mentioned high voltage cathodes, despite their merits in delivering
high specific capacities as compared to classic LiCoO2, these electrode materials
suffers drawbacks as described below:
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(1)

Parasitic oxidative decomposition of electrolyte components (Figure 2.9) is

one of the most pronounced and widely studied impacts of high-voltage
electrochemical operation [150, 151], which could be triggered by many factors,
such as trace moisture, elevated temperature, and strongly oxidizing/reducing
environments in the current state-of-the-art Li-ion electrolyte systems, i.e., dilute
LiPF6/carbonate-based non-aqueous solutions. Since the emerging high-voltage
cathode materials have their operating potential in part or entirely above their
oxidation stability limit (4.3 V vs Li+/Li0), the non-aqueous electrolytes become
thermodynamically unstable, leading to electrolyte breakdown and subsequent
polymerization of the oxidized products. This process produces a variety of highly
complex organic and inorganic deposits at the cathode surface as well as gaseous
species.

Figure 2.9 Schematic illustration of parasitic electrolyte decomposition at the
electrode surface [98]
As a result, sustained parasitic reactions at high potentials lead to consumption of
active Li+ ions, large impedance build-up, excessive gas production, and even
electrolyte depletion in extreme cases, which lead to abrupt, premature cell death
[152-154]. Nucleophilic attack refers to the tendency of oxide ions at the surface of
positive electrode materials to form chemical bonds with electrophilic carbonate
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solvent molecules in electrolyte solutions. As a rule, the surface oxygen of layered
oxides has stronger nucleophilicity than that of spinel oxides, which is reflected by
the increase in their impedance after cycling [77, 98, 122-124, 128, 155-161].
(2)

Dissolution of transition-metal cations from active positive materials in

rechargeable LIBs has long been recognized as one of the primary causes for their
capacity fade and limited cycle life [150, 151]. Hydrolytic and/or thermal
decomposition of LiPF6 produces acidic species (PF5 and HF) that are critical for the
passivation of aluminium substrate current collectors for cathode electrodes at > 3.5
V vs. Li+/Li0 [162-164]. Unfortunately, these acidic species also aggressively attack
the active cathode materials, leading to deterioration of their interfacial stability
towards the electrolyte. In addition, they catalyze electrolyte breakdown and
subsequent polycarbonate generation [165-169], as shown in Figure 2.9. As a result,
continuous accumulation of active mass dissolution products at the surface of
composite electrodes and in separator pores hinders Li-ion transport, resulting in an
increase in internal impedance and capacity fade.
(3)

The crystal structure of LIB positive electrode materials is often subject to

irreversible rearrangements at highly delithiated states (high voltages), involving
migration of transition-metal ions or shearing of atomic layers in the lattice upon Li
removal [151], as shown in Figure 2.10a [98, 99]. Consider layered Ni-rich and Lirich oxides as examples, which undergo surface phase transitions from the layered to
a rock-salt structure (Figure. 2.7a) [95, 170, 171], and possible ‗spinel-like‘ and rocksalt regions (Figure. 2.7b) [172, 173], respectively. In both scenarios, reduction of
transition metals to the divalent state and their subsequent removal from the host
lattice coincide with structural reconstruction initiated at the surface, signifying the
correlation between active mass dissolution and a surface phase transition (Figure
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2.10b). In general, irreversible surface reconstruction destroys active Li intercalation
sites in the host framework, forming ionically insulating structures that obstruct Liion diffusion, and this process is considered as one of the primary causes for capacity
fade of high-voltage positive materials during cell operation.

Figure 2.10 Schematic illustration of (a) structural modification during cycling [98]
and (b) the mechanism of the process of cation mixing [99].
Various approaches have been demonstrated in the literature to address the
above-mentioned problems, which are briefly described below:
(1)

One conventional strategy to mitigate the interfacial degradation of Ni-rich

and Li-rich layered oxides under electrochemical cycling is through surface coating,
including with oxides (e.g., Al2O3 [174, 175], ZrO2 [89, 174], TiO2 [176], MgO
[177], etc.), phosphates (e.g., AlPO4 [178]), and electrochemically active materials
(e.g., spinel LiM2O4 [179, 180]). These surface coating agents reduce the amount of
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surface residual Li species on as-prepared samples and serve as a protective film
against interfacial side reactions during battery operation, thereby improving the
cycling stability within reasonable voltage ranges. Importantly, in most cases, coated
materials have to remain relatively thin to facilitate Li-ion conduction, and
sometimes their protection is insufficient under more aggressive conditions,
especially for samples with higher Ni content (> 0.8).
(2)

Another more robust approach is the use of bulk compositional heterogeneity.

As mentioned above, metal substitution in bulk offers many advantages despite a
capacity penalty. In particular, Mn and Al are effective in suppressing unwanted
surface chemical and structural evolution of the sample at high voltages, while Co is
commonly incorporated to improve layered ordering and electrical conductivity. For
these reasons, the design of chemical compositional variation from the interior to the
exterior of a micron-sized secondary particle (i.e., concentration-gradient structure)
[144, 181-184] combines the individual positive attributes of these metal ions in
terms of capacity, cyclability, and thermal-abuse tolerance.
(3)

The use of electrolyte additives is another approach to prolong battery service

life [185-187]. For example, the introduction of < 2% vinylene carbonate (VC) is one
of the most effective reducible additives for stabilizing Li+ cells [188]. Other
common SEI-forming additives on graphite and silicon, such as fluoroethylene
carbonate (FEC) [189] and vinyl ethylene carbonate (VEC) [190], show decent
compatibility with layered metal oxides. As a rule, these additives sacrificially
decompose during the early stages of cell operation, producing dense, uniform interphases with improved protection on both electrodes against parasitic reactions and
other related degradation processes.
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2.2.3 Electrolytes
The electrolyte is an important component of the LIB that remains in contact
with both the negative and the positive electrode, facilitating the transport of ions
during charge-discharge processes. Therefore, the role of the electrolyte is as follows
[191, 192]: (a) it should provide ionic contact between the electrodes allowing the
circuit to be closed when the cell is operational; (b) it should maintain electronic and
spatial separation of the positive and negative electrodes in order to avoid shortcircuits and the resulting self-discharge of the cell, which, in some cases, can be very
spectacular; (c) from the view point of the weight of the Li-ion cell, the electrolyte is
considered a ―waste‖ which should be limited to the indispensable limit; (d) the
electrolyte should not undergo any net chemical changes in a voltaic cell, or
contribute to the Faradaic processes that are expected to take place within/at the
electrodes, or change its composition; (e) the electrolyte viscosity should be low to
enable fast ion transport and efficient (quick) filling of a commercial cell on a
production line; (f) the electrolyte should be inert to all cell components, especially
the positive and negative electrode materials and the current collectors; (g) it should
have sufficient wettability towards the electrodes and the separator; (h) it should
remain liquid over a wide temperature range (low melting and high boiling points are
desirable).
In Li–ion technology, three groups of electrolytes are generally considered
for ambient and moderate temperature application. These are: liquid systems
(solutions of lithium salt in aprotic solvents and ionic liquids), polymer electrolytes
(solid or gel systems), and solid electrolytes, which discussed briefly:
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2.2.3.1 Conventional Liquid Organic Electrolytes & Ionic Liquids
The energy density is the product of the average cell voltage and the specific
capacity of the electrode active materials [9, 10]. Acquiring high cell voltages,
however, requires the replacement of non-flammable, that is, rather safe, water-based
electrolytes, for which the electrochemical stability window (ESW) is far too narrow
(< 1.2 V) for such applications. Accordingly, organic liquids such as aliphatic ethers
and carbonates, which offer significantly wider ESWs, are used as electrolyte
solvents [185, 186]. Nevertheless, electrochemical stability is only one mandatory
requirement for LIB electrolytes. The use of graphite as an anode material was
enabled solely by the finding that ethylene carbonate (EC) formed a stable,
electronically insulating, but ionically conducting, solid–electrolyte interphase (SEI)
[193] when reductively decomposed at the graphite surface [185, 186, 194-196].
With regards to the cathode side, that is, the electrochemical stability towards
oxidation, EC is reported to be stable up to potentials of about 4.8 V with a platinum
working electrode [155]; this means that it is a suitable solvent for common lithiumion cathode materials, which (de-)insert lithium between 3.4 and 4.5 V. Pure EC,
however, has a relatively high melting point, considering its utilization in ambienttemperature energy storage devices. Thus, linear aliphatic carbonates, mainly
dimethyl and/or diethyl carbonate (DMC and DEC), are added to obtain suitable
electrolyte solvent mixtures, namely, lithium-ion conducting media [185, 186, 194,
195]. To finally obtain an electrolyte, a conducting salt, namely, a lithium salt, is
dissolved in this solvent mixture; this is commonly LiPF6 or LiClO4. Several
different additives, at content of < 5 wt.%, are also included in the electrolyte to
optimize specific properties (e.g., the flammability or the SEI formation). This
electrolyte system has certainly contributed to the great commercial success of LIBs
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within the past 25 years and is doubtless a highly suitable system for small-scale
portable electronic devices. The other well-studied cyclic organic carbonate, PC,
would be a preferable electrolyte solvent with respect to its substantially lower
melting point, while providing a comparable dielectric constant. Its incompatibility
with graphite anodes, however, which results from its inability to form a suitable
SEI, prevents its widespread employment in LIBs—at least at a significant
concentration [20]. An effective and economic approach to mitigating and/or
addressing the severity of SEI-decomposition-driven thermal phenomena without
jeopardizing the LIB performance is the utilization of electrolyte additives.
Generally, the amount of additive in the electrolyte should not exceed 10% either by
wt.% or by vol.% For e.g., easily polymerizable electrolyte additives, VC [197-200]
and vinyl ethylene carbonate (VEC) [201] are among the few that are particularly
effective in forming stable, robust SEI layers on lithiated graphite.
Another approach to overcoming safety concerns related to the utilization of
highly volatile organic solvents in commercial cells is their replacement by a new
class of fluids characterized by low volatility, i.e., ionic liquids (ILs). With respect to
these considerations, ILs appear to be suitable alternative fluids because they are
commonly characterized by negligible vapour pressure, very low flammability, and
offer wide range of ESW (up to 5 to 6 V for certain cation–anion combinations). This
set of properties renders them very promising for safe, large-scale LIBs [202-207].

2.2.3.2 Solid Electrolytes - Polymers, Ceramics, Glass
Ideal candidates for realizing inherently safe lithium batteries are polymer
electrolytes because they do not contain easily flammable, liquid organic solvents;
thus, they also avoid the risk of cell leakage in case of mechanical abuse.
Additionally, polymer electrolytes offer the great advantages of flexible battery
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design; high mechanical stability; and suitability for continuous cell manufacturing
processes, for instance, by using lamination technology [208-210]. The development
of polymer electrolytes has passed several development stages [208], starting from
dry (solvent-free) polymer electrolytes (SPE) [211] to plasticized systems (SPEs
including small amounts of low-molar-mass polar compounds) [212], gel polymer
electrolytes (GPEs) [213] rubbery systems [214, 215], and composite electrolytes,
including nanoparticulate ceramics [210, 212, 216]. Generally, polymers used for
electrolyte applications have to fulfil several prerequisites [192, 210, 212]: (1) an
electronically insulating nature, since commonly, no separator is used in combination
with such electrolytes; (2) good mechanical strength; (3) thermal, chemical, and
electrochemical

stability;

(4)

compatibility

with

inhomogeneous

electrode

morphologies and the formation of low-resistivity electrode/electrolyte interfaces;
and (5) ease of processing, in other words, low cost.
The most desirable approach to enhancing the safety of future lithium
batteries is the employment of solid electrolytes. This class of electrolytes has
attracted much attention because such systems promise the complete avoidance of
any flammable compounds (organic solvents and also polymers) and offer enhanced
reliability due to their inorganic nature [217, 218]. Research efforts have basically
focused on ceramic or glassy materials, as well as their composites [218, 219]. The
most promising results were obtained so far for glassy (i.e., amorphous) materials,
which provide some general advantages over crystalline materials, such as superior
ionic conductivity, due to their ideally isotropic lithium transport and high density of
grain boundaries, as well as facilitated processability and the ability to form rather
thin electrolyte films [219-222]. Prominent SE compounds include oxides (e.g.,
garnet-type Li7La3Zr2O12 [219]), phosphorus oxynitrides (PONs) (e.g., LiPON [22337

226]), or sulfides (e.g., Li2S–GeS2–Ga2S3 [222] or Li10GePS12 [218]). Although
several new start-ups recently announced the successful realization of all-solid-state
lithium batteries [6, 227], it appears that some major challenges still need to be
addressed, including inferior power densities (attributed to the relatively lower ionic
conductivity), decreased specific energies (due to the higher weight of the
electrolyte), and less facile cell processing and preparation, as well as significant
interfacial stress related to volume variations upon (de-)lithiation of commonly
employed electrode materials [218, 219, 222]. Particularly with respect to safety,
however, SEs are certainly the material of choice for future large-scale lithium(-ion)
batteries.
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CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
AND MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATIONS
This chapter describes the experimental methods and characterization
techniques used in this doctoral thesis for synthesis of high energy battery materials
and various advanced material characterization tools used to determine their
physicochemical and electrochemical properties.

3.1 Schematic of Experimentations

Figure 3.1 Flow chart illustration of experimental plan and their execution.
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3.2 Chemicals used for Materials Synthesis
Table 3.1 List of chemicals used in this doctoral thesis tabulated with their chemical
formulae, purity, and manufacturer.
Chemical/Solvents

Chemical Formulae

Purity

Supplier/
Manufacturer

Common Chemical/Solvents
Isopropyl alcohol

(CH3)2CHOH

99.7% +

Ajax
Finechem
Australia

Ethyl alcohol

C2H5OH

Reagent

Ajax
Finechem
Australia

De-ionised water

H2O

3 ppb

Millipore

(TOC)

filtration

Materials Synthesis
Iron nitrate nanohydrate

Sodium hydroxide

Fe(NO3)3∙9 H2O

NaOH

99.99

Sigma-

%

Aldrich

≥ 98%

SigmaAldrich

Graphene oxide (GO), L = ~1

-

μm; thickness = ~5 nm

L-Ascorbic acid

SigmaAldrich

C6H8O6

99%

SigmaAldrich

Red Phosphorus (~ 1- 20 μm)

P

99.7%

SigmaAldrich

Melamine

C3H6N6

≥ 99%

SigmaAldrich

Nickel (II) acetate tetrahydrate

Ni(CH3COO)2∙4H2O

> 98%

SigmaAldrich
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Cobalt (II) acetate tetrahydrate

Co(CH3COO)2∙4H2O

99.9%

SigmaAldrich

Manganese

(II)

acetate

Mn(CH3COO)2∙4H2O

99.9

tetrahydrate

SigmaAldrich

Urea

CH4N2O

-

China

Lithium carbonate (~ 1- 10 μm)

Li2CO3

99%

SigmaAldrich

Lithium fluoride (~ 1- 10 μm)

LiF

99%

SigmaAldrich

For Electrode Preparation
N-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone

C5H9NO

98%

SigmaAldrich

Super P carbon black

C

-

Timcal,
Belgium

Electrolyte

1 M LiPF6 in 1:1

99%

Novolyte

(v/v) EC:DEC
1 M LiPF6 in 1:1:1

99%

(v/v/v)

99%

EC:DEC:DMC
1 M LiPF6 in 1:1
(v/v) EC:DMC
Lithium foil

Li

-

Ganfeng,
China

Polyvinylidene fluoride

(CH2CF2)n

-

MTI,

United

States
Sodium

carboxymethyl

-

cellulose (molecular weight :

SigmaAldrich

90,000)
Celgard LIB separator film

25 µm thick x 60 mm W × 400

MTI, USA

mL
Aluminium Foil

Al

-

Vanlead Tech,
China
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Copper foil

Cu

-

Vanlead Tech,
China

CR2032 type coin cells

-

-

China

Gases for Inert Atmosphere During Annealing Process
Argon

Ar

99%

Praxair,
Australia

Nitrogen

N2

99%

Praxair,
Australia

Oxygen

O2

99.9%

Praxair,
United States

3.3 Materials Synthesis Methods
This chapter briefly introduces the synthesis techniques used for preparation
of battery materials in this doctoral thesis. Despite the existence of several synthesis
methods to prepare nanostructured materials, including sol-gel [1], co-precipitation
[2, 3], ball milling [4], high temperature solid-state method, etc., the following
advanced methods were adopted, as these methods are versatile, facile, low cost and
simple to scale up for commercialization. Each technique is explained
comprehensively below:

3.3.1 Spray Precipitation Technique
To date, metal oxide nanopowders have been successfully synthesized by
various wet-chemistry approaches, such as the sol–gel method [1] and coprecipitation method [2, 3]. Moreover, these methods employ surfactants to produce
different hierarchical nanostructured morphologies, but process scaling poses a
greater challenge. Although the conventional co-precipitation method is generally
considered as the most effective way to prepare metal oxide powders, the
conventional drop-by-drop feed style leads to the formation of relatively large and
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easily agglomerated droplets, degrading the solution uniformity. In order to solve
the above problem, we adopted a novel spray-precipitation method in which the
precipitant solution was atomized and a large amount of atomized droplets was
injected into the metal salt solution. Compared with the conventional co-precipitation
method, the way that the precipitant is added to the solution is different, i.e., it is
sprayed drop-wise using a spray nozzle and peristaltic pump, as shown schematically
below in Figure 3.2 [5].

Figure 3.2 Schematic diagram of experimental set-up of spray-precipitation
technique.
During the spray-precipitation, the precipitant is atomized. As the rate
equation of mass transfer is: Mass transfer rate = ratio of (driving force × phase
contact area) to (mass transfer resistance), therefore, increasing the phase contact
area could increase the transfer rate. This novel spray-precipitation method atomizes
the precipitant solution to increase the phase contact area. The atomized droplets are
of benefit for achieving a homogeneous local concentration in the solution and even
for nucleation, which are the two main requirements for a fine nanopowder. Also, the
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spray precipitation technique possesses several advantages over the above
conventional methods, such as (1) requiring less time to produce large amounts of
uniform nanoparticles economically without post-annealing; and (2) avoiding the use
of surfactants for precise particle size control due to its ability to produce atomized
droplet sizes in the range of 20-100 nm, thereby leading to improvement of the
magnetic and other physical properties of the nanomaterials [6-8].
Chapter 4 will provide the details of the experimental method used to prepare
nanoporous hematite nanorods by the spray-precipitation technique. These nanorods
were further wrapped with rGO at various contents between 10-30 wt.% to enhance
the electrical conductivity of the composite and alleviate volume changes during the
electrochemical cycling process [7].

3.3.2 High Energy Ultra-sonication Technique
The advent of 2D materials, including nanosheets of graphene, silicene, and
phospherene, are of immerse interest due to their revolutionary applications in
energy storage devices [9-11]. The 2D nanosheets could be ex-foliated from their
bulk samples using the high-energy ultra-sonication technique. This is based on the
highly intense pressurized waves (shear force) and microscopic bubbles (cavitation)
created by the probe in the solvent, which help to break down the van der Waals
force between the bulk particles into rough and highly porous sub-micron layered
particles, as shown in Figure 3.3.
After exfoliation, the solvent-nanosheet interaction needs to balance the intersheet attractive forces. The solvents, sonicating time, probe speed, and solution
concentration determine the quality and morphology of the final product. For
applications in battery electrodes, large-scale production of high-purity thin
nanostructures is essential [12, 13]. The removal of active material nanosheets from
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the high boiling point solvents (such as N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (204 °C), dimethyl
formamide (153 °C), etc.) used in liquid-phase exfoliation is tedious, as residual
solvent covers their surfaces and, thereby, inevitably limits the utilization of their
intrinsic properties for various applications [14].

Figure 3.3 Schematic illustration of high energy sonication technique for the
exfoliation of bulk materials to nanosheets [12, 13].
In Chapters 5 and 6, ultra-sonication is employed to produce nanosheets of
red phosphorus (NS-RP) and carbon nitride (NS-CN), respectively, using ionized
water as solvent/ sonication medium. Furthermore, nano-architectured electrodes
were prepared with each of these respective nanosheets used to form a
nanocomposite with rGO, and their electrochemical performance was tested as
negative electrode for the lithium battery [14].

3.3.3 Solvo/Hydrothermal Method
This is a unique wet-chemical method that involves processing of reactants at
high pressures in a sealed Teflon-lined stainless steel container (Figure 3.4) operated
between 200-250 °C. This technique has been used for decades to produce well
defined uniform 1D, 2D, and 3D nanostructures that have various energy
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applications [15, 16]. All the reactants should be completely miscible in the ionized
water (hydrothermal) or organic solvent (solvothermal) to produce a clear solution
prior to its loading into a Teflon-lined container encased in stainless steel shell.
Therefore, the solvent, operating temperature, pH, surfactants, etc. are the few
parameters that are controlled to obtain the desired nanostructures and crystal
structures of the final products [16].

Figure 3.4 Hydrothermal autoclave with Teflon container (Acid Digestion Bombs
4748) from Parr Instruments.
In Chapters 7 & 8, the solvothermal method was employed for synthesis of
Ni-rich and Li-rich layered cathodes for the lithium battery [17].

3.3.4 Solid State Method
The solid state method is regarded as one of the most important high
temperature methods to synthesize many polycrystalline solids from a mixture of
their solid raw materials [18]. This method is based on and mainly controlled by the
solid diffusion process under high temperature in accordance with Fick‘s law :
J = -D (dc/dx)

(3.1)
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where J is the flux of diffusing species, D is the diffusion coefficient, increasing with
temperature, and dc/dx is the concentration gradient. Because of the low diffusion in
solids, which depends on the (high) temperature and annealing time, the raw
materials are usually pressed into pellets and then annealed. There are only two steps,
but the simple operations, such as grinding, pressing, and sintering, have to be
repeated many times to prepare pure phase products.
In Chapter 9, the solid state method was employed for the synthesis of solid
glass electrolyte, for which high-voltage cathode was prepared by the solvothermal
method [19].

3.4 Material Characterization Techniques
3.4.1 Phase Purity and Crystal Structure
3.4.1.1 X-ray Diffraction (XRD)
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is an important material characterization technique
that enables determination of crystal structure, phase purity, preferred orientation,
crystallite size, etc. to be obtained on the atomic scale from crystalline and noncrystalline materials. X-rays as electromagnetic waves are generated when the anode
material, such as copper, chromium, etc., is irradiated by a beam of high-energy
electrons with wavelength in the range of 0.01 – 10 nm. The incident X-rays interact
with the electrons in the atoms of the sample, either being deflected from their
original direction of travel without loss of energy (elastic scattering) or transferring
some of their energy to the electrons in the atoms (inelastic scattering). If the
scattered waves are in phase (coherent), they interfere constructively and the
diffracted beams in specific directions are governed by Bragg‘s law, which relates
the wavelength of the incident radiation, λ, and the spacing of the atomic planes, as
given below:
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2 d sinθ = n λ

(3.2)

where d = the distance between lattice planes; λ = the wavelength of the incident Xray beam; n = any integer; θ = the angle of incidence with the lattice planes.
The crystal size (D) of a material could be determined using the DebyeScherrer method, as below:
D = K λ / (β cosθ)

(3.3)

where K = the shape factor of the average crystallite (~ 0.9); λ = the wavelength of
incident beam (nm); β = the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the diffraction
peak; θ = the peak position (degree).
All the powder samples for the anode and cathodes materials in this doctoral
thesis were characterized for phase purity using a GBC MMA X-ray diffractometer
and a Rigaku Miniflex600 irradiated by Cu Kα radiation with wavelength, λ = 1.5406
Å, respectively, at ISEM/AIIM, University of Wollongong, Australia and the Texas
Material Institute, University of Texas at Austin, United States.

3.4.1.2 Neutron Powder Diffraction (NPD)
The neutron powder diffraction (NPD) technique is an advanced
characterization tool used to determine the atomic structure of a material. In order to
fabricate advanced electrode materials, it is necessary to study and determine the
structural and phase transformations during the electrochemical cycling process.
Although NPD‘s operational principle is similar to that of XRD, the former can
detect and identify lighter elements such as lithium and oxygen among other heavier
elements [20]. This characteristic tool helps to determine the proportion of lithium
ions and their location during cycling by providing distinct contrast between side-byside elements in the periodic table. Therefore, it‘s exemplary for determining the
changes in the crystal structure and valence state of redox couples during
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intercalation and de-intercalation of lithium from the host structure by in-situ NPD,
which is also called operando NPD [20, 21].
In this doctoral work, a custom made stacking-based pouch type full cell
battery was prepared and employed for in-situ NPD at the WOMBAT facility at the
Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organization (ANSTO), Australia.

3.4.2 Morphological and Particle Size Analysis
3.4.2.1 Scanning-Electron-Microscopy (SEM)
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) makes use of an electron beam to form
an image of the specimen. SEM has a large depth of field that allows examination of
specimens at higher magnification, more than 300,000 times and even higher, as
compared to optical microscopy. SEM makes use of different signals, such as
secondary electrons (SE), back scattered electrons (BSE), etc., generated as a result
of the impact of a fine beam of electrons on the specimen to generate the specimen‘s
image.
In this doctoral dissertation, the morphology of both anode and cathode
materials was analyzed with a field-emission-gun-scanning-electron-microscope
(FESEM), a JOEL JSM 7500F or a Hitachi S5500 SEM/STEM operated at 5 kV and
10 μA, respectively, at the Electron Microscopy Center, Australian Institute of
Innovative Materials (EMC/AIIM), University of Wollongong, Australia and the
Texas Material Institute, University of Texas at Austin, United States. All powder
samples were casted over doubled-sided carbon tape, and a sputtered coating of
platinum 10 nm thick was applied to avoid charging/ interaction of the electron beam
with the samples and to obtain better image contrast.

3.4.2.2 Transmission-Electron-Microscopy (TEM)
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The transmission-electron-microscopy (TEM) technique provides highresolution images and crystallographic information on such subjects as lattice
spacing, crystal orientation, etc., from selected areas of a specimen. Its lateral spatial
resolution of the order of an Angstrom (Å) is valuable from the viewpoint of material
characterization applications. In TEM, a beam of electron from a heated source
(LaB6 or tungsten filament) is focused on a thin specimen using a series of
electromagnetic lenses. The beam is then deflected and aligned/ focused again by
another set of electromagnetic lenses to generate an image over a fluorescent screen
of the instrument. Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) is obtained by
converging the beam over the selected area of the specimen to produce a convergent
beam diffraction pattern. The SAED pattern is useful for determining whether the
specimen is single crystal, polycrystalline, or amorphous, for determining the
crystallographic structure and lattice parameters, and for identifying whether more
than one phase is present in the specimen.
In this doctoral work, the high-resolution morphology, particle size
distribution, and SAED patterns of both anode and cathode materials were analyzed
with a JOEL JEM2010 and a JOEL JEM-ARM200F operated at 200 kV with
resolution of < 0.08 nm at EMC/AIIM, University of Wollongong, Australia. The
powder samples were dispersed in ethanol, and then drop casted over holey copper
grids and dried at room temperature before sample loading.

3.4.2.3 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) makes it possible to image any type of
specimen, including ceramics, polymers, glass, etc., by measuring the small force
between the tip of the AFM probe and the surface of the specimen to generate the
high-resolution 3D topography of the specimen. It can be operated on different
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modes depending of the specimens: contact mode, non-contact mode, and tapping
mode.
In this doctoral thesis, AFM was used to obtain the 3D topography of
nanosheets of red phosphorus (NS-RP) and carbon nitride (NS-CN) at ISEM/AIIM,
University of Wollongong, Australia. The powder samples were tape-casted over
silicon foil to determine the thickness of the nanosheets.

3.4.3 Composition, Valence, and Chemical Bonding/Interaction
Analysis and Surface-Area Analysis
3.4.3.1 Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS)
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) is an analytical technique
employed to determine the elemental analysis and chemical composition of a
specimen. The principle involves the detection of X-rays emitted during energy shifts
of electrons from a high energy level in a specimen which is bombarded by high
energy electron beams. The emitted X-rays corresponding to a specific binding
energy (keV) are collected and classified as corresponding to a specific element with
a characteristic X-ray spectrum. All nanocomposites of anodes and cathodes were
analysed using Brunker EDAX spectrometers that were incorporated with FESEM
and TEM instruments at EMC/AIIM, University of Wollongong, Australia.

3.4.3.2 Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy is a non-destructive surface technique employed to
determine the type of chemical bonding and chemical interaction of the components
in a composites. This is based on using a monochromatic light source such as a laser
to excite the electrons on the surface of the specimen and then detect the scattered
light in the form of frequency or wavelength. Most of the scattered light is in the
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form of elastic scattering or Rayleigh scattering. The Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman
effects exhibit a positive or negative energy shift, respectively, which is called the
Raman effect and provides certain information, including the chemical composition
and structure.
In this doctoral thesis, the Raman spectra were collected with a JOBIN
YVON HR 800 Horiba Raman Spectrometer equipped with a laser light source for
excitation at 632.8 nm, which was the available at University of Wollongong,
Australia.

3.4.3.3 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a non-destructive surface
technique used to determine the chemical state and composition of elements in a
given specimen. In XPS, the specimen excited with X-rays emits photoelectrons
characteristic of the binding energy (eV) from the surface. This binding energy is an
intrinsic material property, which will not change with the X-ray source of the
photon energy, but will show slight variations for a particular element and energy
level, depending upon the exact chemical environment, which results in XPS
chemical shifts, which are the main advantage of XPS.
In this doctoral work, the valence state of redox couples and compositions
were determined with an X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (Kratos Axis Ultra DLD,
Manchester, U.K.), having a monochromated Al-Kα X-ray source (hν = 1486.5 eV)
at ISEM/AIIM, University of Wollongong, Australia. All peaks were calibrated with
respect to adventitious carbon, C 1s, at 285 eV. Casa XPS analysis software was used
for peak fitting analysis, and the stoichiometric ratios were determined from
corrected peak areas by employing the Kratos sensitivity factors for each element of
interest.
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3.4.3.4 Time-Of-Flight-Secondary-Mass-Spectroscopy (TOF-SIMS)
Time of flight secondary ion mass spectroscopy (TOF-SIMS) is the most
advanced surface sensitive technique. It is used to analyse the top monolayer of a
specimen and is capable of detecting elements at low concentrations, less than 1
ppm, and also elements at bulk concentrations of around 1 ppb. Among the available
mass analysers, the time-of-flight (TOF) analyser is preferred for static SIMS
analysis. In TOF-SIMS, the ions emitted from the specimen‘s surface due to the
primary ion beam from the spectrometer are accelerated to a selected potential
equivalent kinetic energy, but there are different velocities for ions with different
mass to charge (m/e) ratios [22-25]. These collected ions are then allowed to travel
through a flight tube of field-free space, such that the ions of higher mass arrive later
at the end of the flight tube compared to the ions of lower mass. This allows the
time-sensitive detection unit to produce an accurate mass spectrum enabling the
detection of various elemental species present at the time of impact of the primary
beam on the specimen‘s surface. By focusing and scanning the primary ion beam,
molecular information could be obtained with sub-micron lateral resolution, and
thus, the molecular surface distribution can be detect in the form of images with a
mass resolution of 0.001 atomic mass units.
In this doctoral thesis, the surface chemical compositions of pristine and
cycled electrodes were determined with an ION-TOF GmbH (Germany, 2010) TOFSIMS 5 at the Texas Material Institute, University of Texas at Austin, United States.
Due to the high reactivity of lithium with atmospheric moisture and oxygen, the
electrodes were transferred from an argon-filled glove box to the TOF-SIMS
instrument in an air-free capsule that used an in-house built air sensitive set-up.

3.4.3.5 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)
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Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is an analytical technique that provides
information on the effects of temperature on a specimen‘s mass variation. This is the
technique is used for determining the amount of volatile and non-volatile
components in a specimen when subjected to a given temperature range, from room
temperature to 1000 °C.
In this doctoral work, TGA was employed to determine the carbon content in
the anode nanocomposites and the thermal stability of cathode materials with a
Mettler Toledo, TGA/ DSC1, Switzerland at ISEM/AIIM, University of Wollongong,
Australia.

3.4.3.6 Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) Surface Area Analysis
The principle of Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area analysis is
based on adsorption/ desorption of an inert gas over the surface of a material. The
experiments were evaluated in the presence of liquid nitrogen (77 K) at various
relative pressures (P/P0) to determine the specimen‘s specific surface area (m2 g-1)
and pore size distribution using the Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) desorption
method. All powder samples of anodes and cathodes were degassed at 120 °C for 5 –
12 h prior to experimentation for consistent and accurate results.
Nitrogen

adsorption-desorption

studies

were

performed

with

a

Quantachrome (iQ-MP) for Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface-area analysis at
ISEM/AIIM, University of Wollongong, Australia.

3.5 Electrochemical Analysis
3.5.1 Electrode Preparation and Coin Type Half-Cell Battery
Configuration
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The electrochemical performances of the as-prepared nanocomposites of
anodes and cathodes, along with those of their individual components, were studied
with CR2032 half-cell configured coin-cells [26] assembled in an argon filled glove
box (MBraun, Germany). The fabricated nanocomposites were blended with carbon
black (Super P, TIMCAL Switzerland) as conducting material and an appropriate
binder (sodium alginate, polyvinylidene fluoride) in a weight ratio of 8:1:1 (unless
specified), respectively, using the appropriate solvent (Millipore water, N-methyl-2pyrrolidone). The slurry was mixed using a planetary mixer (Kurabo Mazerustar,
Japan), and the thus-obtained slurry was tape-casted over a copper film current
collector for the anode and aluminium foil for the cathode by using the doctor blade
technique, followed by vacuum drying overnight between 80 – 120 °C. The dried
electrodes were cut into circular discs, and the half-cell type coin cells were
assembled using the above electrode as working electrode, while Li metal foil was
the counter/reference electrode, with Celgard polypropylene film as the separator,
which was impregnated with a few drops of commercially available 1 M LiPF6 in 1:1
(v/v) ethylene carbonate (EC): diethyl carbonate (DEC) (unless otherwise specified)
as electrolyte. All the assembled cells were electrochemically tested in a battery
testing analyser (Land, China CT2001A) at a constant specific current density (mA g1

) against Li+/Li0 [27-30].

3.5.2 Galvanostatic Charge-Discharge Plots
All the assembled cells were tested galvanostatically i.e., at specific constant
current densities (mA g-1) in the voltage range of 0.002 – 3.0 V for anodes and 2.0 –
4.8 V for cathodes. The resultant data were plotted in the form of specific capacity
(mA h g-1) versus voltage (V vs Li+/Li0) and cycle number versus specific capacity
(mA h g-1). The specific capacity of materials is determined by current (mA) × time
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(h) per unit mass of active material (g). To determine performance under long
cycling and fast cycling, the cells were subjected to rate capability testing at various
current densities (mA g-1) for a specific number of cycles.
All electrochemical testing was carried out with a Land Multichannel tester
(CT2001A. China) at room temperature at ISEM/AIIM, University of Wollongong,
Australia and the Texas Material Institute, University of Texas at Austin, United
States.

3.5.3 Cyclic Voltammetry (CV)
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is an electrochemical technique used to determine
the reaction kinetics and reaction mechanism when the working electrode is scanned
at a specific scan rate (mV s-1) against a reference/ counter electrode within a specific
voltage range, leading to redox peaks associated with the anodic and cathodic
currents in a given cycle. The CV curves are also used to determine the diffusion
coefficient of lithium-ions using Randles-Sevcik equation as given below:
Ip = (2.69 × 105) n2/3 A C D1/2 ν1/2

(3.4)

where Ip = current in maximum (A); n = number of moles of electrons involved in
the electrochemical reaction; A = surface area of the electrode (m2); C = bulk
concentration of the redox species (mol cm-3); D = diffusion coefficient (cm2 s-1), and
v = scan rate (mV s-1).
A Biologic (VMP3) electrochemical workstation was employed to perform
cyclic voltammetry (CV) at a 0.1 mV s-1 scan rate as part of this doctoral work.

3.5.4 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS)
Electrochemical

impedance

spectroscopy

[31-33]

is

an

important

electrochemical analytic technique used to determine the working electrode‘s
solution resistance (RS), charge-transfer-resistance (Rct), and the interface between
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the electrodes. EIS provides measurements of the reaction kinetics when subjected to
range of sinusoidal waves, say 1 MHz to 10 mHz, which can be studied in two
modes, namely, constant potential, potentiostatic (current varied at constant
potential), and constant current, galvanostatic (potential varied at constant current),
all tested against a reference/counter electrode, Li+/Li0. In a typical EIS
measurement, the spectrum obtained at constant potential consists of a semicircle at
high frequency and a straight line at lower frequency, each corresponding,
respectively, to the reaction kinetics (resistance to charge transfer (Rct)) and the
diffusional process (Warburg diffusion constant, W). A Biologic (VMP3)
electrochemical workstation was employed to perform potentiostatic electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (PEIS) in the frequency range of 0.1 MHz to 10 mHz
against Li+/Li0 as part of this doctoral work.

3.5.5 Galvanostatic intermittent titration technique (GITT)
The

galvanostatic

intermittent

titration

technique

(GITT)

is

an

electrochemical technique used for determining the thermodynamics of the active
material in the working electrode along with the diffusion coefficient. It consists of
series of current pulses, each followed by a relaxation time, during which no current
passes through the cell. The chemical diffusion process is assumed to obey Fick‘s
second law of diffusion. After a series of simplifications, for a sufficient time interval
(t « L2/DLi+), the equation for the diffusion coefficient, DLi+, could be written as [30,
34, 35]

(3.5)
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where, iLi+ (cm2 s-1) is the chemical diffusion coefficient of the Li+ ions; V (cm3 mol1

) is the molar volume of active material; F is Faraday‘s constant (95485 C mol-1), I

is the applied current (A); S is the surface area of the electrode (cm2), and L is the
diffusion length (cm). Based on the above equation, the chemical diffusion
coefficient of Li+ was calculated from GITT as a function of cell voltage (V) and the
number of lithium ions (x) per formula unit. For this doctoral thesis work, the GITT
was measured with a Biologic (VMP3) electrochemical workstation.
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CHAPTER 4: A CHEMICALLY MODIFIED
GRAPHENE OXIDE WRAPPED POROUS
HEMATITE NANO-ARCHITECTURED AS A
HIGH RATE LITHIUM-ION BATTERY
ANODE MATERIAL
Successful fabrication of nanoporous metal oxides with carbonaceous
nanomaterials can enhance the conductivity of electrodes as well as advance their
electrochemical activity to overcome the stress induced during continuous charge–
discharge cycling, and this is an effective way to harness their excellent reversible
theoretical capacity. Nanoporous hematite (α-Fe2O3) nanorods have been prepared
through an advanced spray precipitation method and nanofabricated with reduced
graphene oxide (rGO) sheets by simply mixing solutions. This approach helps to
introduce a continuous conductive network in between the nanorods to enhance ion
interactions, giving the composite a promising electrochemical response as a
negative electrode for the lithium-ion battery (LIB). The nanocomposites delivered
an outstanding reversible capacity of 1330 mA h g-1 at 100 mA g-1 for 100 cycles and
showed excellent rate retention during cycling at different current densities over long
cycle numbers, highlighting the potential of this material with its specially designed
nano-architecture as an anode material for high energy LIBs for electric vehicles.
Along with the overwhelming electrochemical performance of chemically modified
graphene-oxide-wrapped hematite porous nanorods (α-Fe2O3/rGO), the abundance of
the hematite source, and the advanced and environmentally friendly synthesis
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approach show the potential for large-scale preparation of such electrode materials
for real world application.

4.1 Introduction
There is an overwhelming quest to fabricate the best electrochemical
energy storage devices to harness available renewable energy (from solar,
hydro, tidal, wind, etc.) as (1) an alternative to fast depleting fossil fuels to
build plug-in hybrid electric vehicles [1-3] and (2) for long term energy
storage with minimal dissipation as a replacement for power grids [4]. Ever
since commercialized in the 1990s, lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have found
widespread applications in modern portable electronic devices and are still a
prime subject of research for materials scientists, as they deliver high power
and energy densities, long cycle life, and good safety as compared to
supercapacitors and fuel cells [5-9]. This has boosted the thirst of researchers
to hunt for high performing electrode materials that could store energy
efficiently. The discovery of the ―conversion reaction‖ by Tarascon and coworkers [10] raised the possibility of using non-layered transition metal
oxides, nitrides, fluorides, sulphides, phosphides, and even hydrides [11-25] as
high performing negative electrodes to replace the commercialized layered
graphite. Iron oxide is considered the best conversion reaction electrode due to
its high theoretical capacity (1007 mA h g -1), natural abundance, and
environmental friendliness [10-15, 26-41]. In a typical conversion reaction,
lithium (Li) reacts with metal oxide to form a polymeric Li 2O matrix
surrounded by Fe nanoparticles, which, in turn, take part in the reverse
reaction when the polarity changes [15, 42]. This reaction results in fast
capacity fade, however, due to the stress induced by accommodating the
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volume change during cycling and the sluggish reaction kinetics upon charge
transfer, while the intrinsic structural changes could damage the electrode
when it is cycled at high current densities [42-43]. Enormous efforts were
made in past decades to circumvent these disadvantages by tuning the iron
oxide morphology (such as with one-, two-, and three-dimensional (1D, 2D,
and 3D) nanostructures) and particle size, but even so, fabricating a durable
iron oxide electrode exhibiting superior reversible energy and power densities
remains a great challenge [27-29].
The use of blended nanostructures, wherein nanostructured active electrode
materials are chemically or non-covalently bonded to conductive materials, have
proved to be an effective method of achieving high performing electrode materials
for LIBs by improving their electrical conductivity and electron transfer. In such
hybrid nanocomposites, the contribution due to the strong synergetic effects from
integrating the various components could lead to outstanding overall electrochemical
performance. Such an approach has shown practical progress in recent decades, such
as with α-Fe2O3/reduced graphene oxide (rGO) [13, 15, 37], carbon coated αFe2O3/rGO [35-36], α-Fe2O3/carbon nanotube (CNT) [15, 32-33], carbon coated αFe2O3 [31, 35-36], and α-Fe2O3/graphene [34, 36-37, 39, 40-41].
The uniqueness of these nanostructured composites and their
electrochemical performance have made them the object of much research, and
they have been reported to be synthesized via electro-spinning, hydrothermal,
solvothermal, microwave assisted hydrothermal, chemical vapour deposition,
and sol-gel techniques [27, 14, 28, 35-41, 44]. Moreover, these methods
employ

surfactants

to

produce

different

hierarchical

nanostructured

morphology, but process scaling poses a greater challenge. The spray
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precipitation technique, however, possesses several advantages over the above
conventional methods, such as (1) requiring less time to produce large amounts
of uniform nanoparticles economically without post annealing; (2) avoiding
the use of surfactants for precise particle size control by its ability to produce
atomized droplet sizes in the range of 20-100 nm, thereby leading to
improvement of the magnetic and other physical properties of the
nanomaterials [45-46]. Nevertheless, an effective method for the preparation
of nanoporous α-Fe2O3 nanorods for LIB application by a simple spray
precipitation process has been rarely reported.
This chapter have explored the nanofabrication of graphitic carbon
connected to porous hematite (α-Fe2O3) nanorods. An advanced room
temperature spray precipitation method has been utilized to prepare highly
porous hematite structures, and ultra-large graphene oxide (GO) nanosheets
have been inserted into the composition by low temperature aqueous
dispersion to form conductive connections among the nanorods. In-situ
deoxygenation of the GO content by using ascorbic acid enables the composite
to offer a three dimensionally (3D) interconnected conductive network for
excellent lithium ion (Li+) penetration throughout the whole surface of the
active electrode material. Also, the porosity and surface area created by the
nanofabrication, along with the porous structure of the hematite nanorods,
decrease the diffusion length to the nanoscale, enhance electrolyte
impregnation, and enable this composite to act as a buffer to accommodate
stress induced during charge-discharge cycling, which are the major highlights
of this nano-architectured electrode material.
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4.2 Experimental
All the chemicals employed were of analytical grade and purchased
from Sigma Aldrich. They were used as is without any further purifications or
treatments.

4.2.1 Synthesis of Nanoporous α-Fe2O3 Nanorods and Graphene
Oxide
The nanoporous hematite nanorods were synthesized via the spray
precipitation technique, as reported elsewhere [45-47]. In a typical process, the
prepared 0.15 M Fe(NO3)3∙9H2O precursor was sprayed drop-wise using a
spray nozzle and peristaltic pump into a 1.5 M NaOH solution, as shown in
Figure 4.1, resulting in a red-brown precipitate, which was then allowed to rest
overnight to allow the partial separation of the solid and liquid phases. The
spray precipitation precursor was then subjected to ageing, which changed its
colour from brown-red to yellow. After decanting the upper liquid layer, the
precipitants were washed several times via centrifugation, and the resultant
solid precursor material was vacuum dried for 3 h at 90 °C and then subjected
to annealing under argon atmosphere at 400 °C for 4 h in a tubular furnace
(Thermotech, Haugesund, Norway). The method for the synthesis of ultralarge graphene oxide (GO) nanosheets in aqueous dispersion has described in
our previous reports [48-50].
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Figure 4.1 Schematic illustration representing the fabrication process for graphene
wrapped highly porous hematite nanorods: (a) homogeneous aqueous dispersion of
α-Fe2O3 nanorods, (b) dispersion of α-Fe2O3 nanorods with GO sheets and ascorbic
acid reducing agent, and (c) nanocomposite composed of rGO wrapped nanoporous
hematite nano-architecture.

4.2.2 Fabrication of Reduced Graphene Oxide Wrapped α-Fe2O3
Nanorods
Nanoporous α-Fe2O3 nanorods (50 mg) were dispersed in 50 mL
deionised (DI) water using probe sonication for 30 min (Sonics VC505 with
maximum amplitude of 30%) followed by a 30 min bath sonication to form a
stable homogeneous dispersion. As prepared GO (10 wt% or 30 wt% of αFe2O3 nanorods) in the liquid crystalline state (5 mg/mL) was added to the
above solution under vigorous stirring. Ascorbic acid in a similar weight ratio
to GO was also added as its reducing agent with continued stirring at 80 °C for
6 h. The resultant solid sample was collected, washed with an ethanol-water
mixture to remove residual acid, and dried at 45 °C to obtain pure αFe2O3/reduced graphene oxide (rGO) nanocomposite. The samples having 10
wt% and 30 wt% rGO are denoted as α-Fe2O3/rGO-10 and α-Fe2O3/rGO-30,
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respectively. A bare rGO sample was prepared with GO and ascorbic acid for a
comparative electrochemical study.

4.2.3 Materials characterization
The nanoporous α-Fe2O3 nanorods wrapped with chemically modified
rGO

sheets

were

characterized

for

phase

purity,

morphology,

and

electrochemical properties. X-ray diffraction (XRD, GBC MMA) with Cu-Kα
irradiation conducted at 1°/min scan rate and 0.02° step size was used to
identify

the

phase.

Field-emission-gun-scanning-electron-microscopy

(FEGSEM, JOEL JSM-7500, Japan) was used to study the morphology of the
nanocomposites. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEOL JEMARM200F) operated at 200 kV with resolution of <0.08 nm was used to
determine the distribution of rGO and nanopores over the α-Fe2O3 in the
nanocomposites. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was
conducted using a PHOIBOS 100 hemispherical analyzer with pass energy of
26.00 eV and 45° take-off angle. Raman spectroscopy was carried out on a
HORIBA spectrophotometer (H800) with a microscope objective of 50× and
confocal hole size of 1000 m. A 532.81 nm He–Ar laser was used to excite
Raman scattering between 200 and 3000 cm−1 using a 200 m grating.

4.2.4 Electrochemical Analysis
The electrochemical performances of the as-prepared nanocomposites,
along with those of their individual components, have been studied with
CR2032 half-cell configured coin-cells assembled in an argon filled glove box
(MBraun, Germany). The fabricated nanocomposites were blended with
carbon black (Super P, TIMCAL Switzerland) as conducting material and
sodium alginate (Sigma Aldrich) as a binder in a weight ratio of 8:1:1,
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respectively, using Millipore water as solvent. The slurry was mixed using a
planetary mixer (Kurabo Mazerustar, Japan), and the thus-obtained slurry was
tape-casted over copper current collector by using the doctor blade technique
and vacuum dried at 80 °C overnight. The dried electrodes were cut into
circular discs, with each electrode loaded with ~1 mg cm-2 active materials.
Half-cell type coin cells were assembled using the above electrode as working
electrode, while Li metal foil was the counter/reference electrode, with
Celgard polypropylene film as the separator, which was impregnated with a
few drops of commercially available 1 M LiPF6 in 1:1 (v/v) ethylene carbonate
(EC): diethyl carbonate (DEC) as electrolyte. All the assembled cells were
electrochemically tested in a battery testing analyser (Landt, China CT2001A)
at a constant specific current density (mA g-1) between 0.02 – 3.0 V. A
Biologic (VMP3) electrochemical workstation was employed to perform cyclic
voltammetry (CV) at a 0.1 mV s-1 scan rate and potentiostatic electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (PEIS) in the frequency range of 0.1 MHz to 10 mHz
against Li+/Li0.

4.3 Results and Discussion
A schematic illustration of the fabrication of nanoporous α-Fe2O3
nanorods is presented in Figure 4.1, and the synthesis procedure is explained in
the above experimental section. Spraying the Fe 3+ precursor into the NaOH
solution resulted in formation of an intermediate precursor containing goethite
(α-FeO(OH)) nanoparticles. Annealing at 400 °C for 4 h resulted in the
formation of nanoporous α-Fe2O3 nanorods. The nanorod morphology may be
due to the formation of highly crystalline precursor containing spindle-shaped
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nanoparticles, which then aggregated to form nanoporous α-Fe2O3 nanorods
upon annealing [45-50].
The individual hematite nanorods contain several nanopores on their
structure, which could facilitate uniform and stable dispersion in aqueous
medium upon sonication [47]. As-prepared graphene oxide (GO), being highly
dispersible in water without sonication which helps to maintain its ultra-large
sheet size and able to form composites with various nanomaterials easily [48].
The addition of this GO to the nanorod dispersion under stirring leads to a
homogeneous aqueous dispersion of α-Fe2O3/GO composite [47]. Under low
temperature stirring (Fig. 1a), the aqueous medium is slowly evaporated, and
the van der Waals interaction of the two different materials drives the ultralarge GO sheets to wrap the nanorods as a shell architecture prior to selfagglomeration [51]. The addition of ascorbic acid helps to deoxygenate the
functional oxygen groups on the GO surface at low temperature to convert the
GO content to reduced graphene oxide (rGO), leading to α-Fe2O3/rGO
composite [48]. In our proposed structure (Figure 4.1b), the rGO sheets not
only wrap the nanorods to create hollow spaces, but also constitute a
continuous network among the nanorods, which helps the composite to benefit
from a conductive carbon network in between the porous hematite nanorods
(Figure 4.1c). Different amounts such as 10 wt% and 30 wt% of GO content
along with the respective wt% of hematite nanorods were used in the
dispersion to prepare nanostructures with different connectivity of rGO among
the hematite nanorods.
The crystallographic structure and phase purity of the pure α-Fe2O3
nanorods and the α-Fe2O3/rGO composites are presented in Figure 4.2. All the
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diffraction peaks of pure α-Fe2O3 could be assigned to the rhombohedral
crystal structure with R c space group (ICSD No.: 01-079-1741). It could be
ascertained that the α-Fe2O3 nanorods were preferentially grown along the
[110] axis, which may be due to the controlled velocity of the droplets coming
out of the spray nozzle [45]. Apparently, no peaks of rGO were identified in
either of the α-Fe2O3/rGO nanocomposites, indicating that the α-Fe2O3
nanorods were efficiently distributed over the surface of the rGO and
suppressed stacking of layers [13-15], as is evident from the FEGSEM images.

Figure 4.2 XRD patterns of α-Fe2O3, α-Fe2O3/rGO-10, and α-Fe2O3/rGO-30
The top view FEGSEM images in Figure 4.3a, b reveals that the
nanocomposites are composed of a uniform distribution of α-Fe2O3 nanorods over
rGO layers. The quantity of α-Fe2O3 nanorods varies with the rGO composition. This
is well supported by TEM (Figure 4.3c), which shows α-Fe2O3 nanorods spread
across each layer of rGO without layer stacking. Also, the nanorods feature
preferential growth along the (110) axis, as established by XRD data. Nanopores ~25 nm in size are well distributed over the α-Fe2O3 nanorods, as is evident from the
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high resolution TEM (HRTEM) image. Therefore, this nanostructure represents an
integration of several highlighted features which shorten the Li+ diffusion length,
since nanorods that are both preferentially orientated along the (110) planes and
nanoporous could facilitate easy impregnation with electrolyte and accommodate the
stress due to volume changes induced during the charge-discharge process [15-30].

Figure 4.3 Electron microscopy analysis to reveal the nano-architecture of the
proposed composites: (a) low and (b-c) high magnification SEM images of αFe2O3/rGO-10 (yellow arrows indicate the presence of rGO sheets); (d) low and (e-f)
high magnification SEM images of α-Fe2O3/rGO-30 (yellow arrows indicate the
presence of rGO sheets) (inset figure f: cross sectional view of the α-Fe2O3/rGO-30
composite reveal the restacking of rGO sheets during reduction as an effect of higher
GO quantity of the sample); (g) low and (h) high magnification TEM showing αFe2O3 wrapped in 10 wt% rGO, and (i) corresponding HRTEM image showing the
highly porous structure of the as-prepared nanorods (inset of figure h represents the
lattice fringes of the as-prepared nanorods revealed by FFT analysis).
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Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of the composites were carried out
and compared with bare hematite nanorods as well as rGO to provide the
evidence of reduced graphene oxide and hematite nanorods contents in the
final composites. Figure 4.4 represents the thermal stability of the materials in
air. Having the complete degradation of rGO in air at 1000 °C and 3.6 wt%
degradation of hematite nanorods at similar condition the α-Fe2O3/rGO-10
shows stability of 88.7 wt%, whereas the α-Fe2O3/rGO-30 composite remain
only 67.9 wt%. These results clearly reflect the content of hematite nanorods
of 10 wt% and 30 wt% in the α-Fe2O3/rGO-10 and α-Fe2O3/rGO-30
respectively as mentioned in the nano-decoration approach.

Figure 4.4 Thermogravimetric analysis of the α-Fe2O3/rGO composites
compared with α-Fe2O3 nanorods in air.
The Raman spectra in Figure 4.5a demonstrate the presence of
chemically reduced GO in the α-Fe2O3/rGO nanocomposite. The peaks at 294,
410, and 608 cm-1 indicate the presence of α-Fe2O3 nanorods in the
nanocomposites, while two Raman peaks from the hexagonal carbon plane at
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1327 cm-1 and 1600 cm-1 could corresponds to the D band and the G band of
the reduced graphene structure [47]. The intensity ratio of the D to the G peaks
(ID/IG) was calculated to be 1.13, indicating the change in the carbon structure
from GO to rGO as an effect of deoxygenation/reduction on the planar GO
surface due to the ascorbic acid [48]. Along with Raman analysis, the
compositional analysis of the α-Fe2O3/rGO composite is revealed by the XPS
analysis, as presented in Figure 4.5b-d. The survey spectra (Figure 4.5b) show
the presence of three key components, C, O, and Fe, in the final composite.
The presence of the elements C and Fe confirms the successful composition of
hematite nanorods entrapped by the rGO sheets as a continuous network. The
high resolution XPS C 1s spectrum of α-Fe2O3/rGO-10 (Figure 4.5c) was fitted
with three sub-peaks, suggesting the presence of three types of carbon. The
peaks at 284.4, 285.5, and 287.5 eV were assigned to C=C, C–C, and C–
O/C=O/O–C=O [45, 50]. The high resolution Fe 2p spectrum of α-Fe2O3/rGO10 (Figure 4.5d) nanocomposite contains two distinct peaks at 710.7 and 724.4
eV, conforming the presence of Fe 2p3/2 and Fe 2p1/2, and these can be used to
qualitatively determine the ionic state of iron [45-46]. Moreover, a satellite
peak at 717.5 eV (Figure 4d) is characteristic of the Fe3+ ions in the
nanocomposite [45].
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Figure 4.5 Structural analysis of the composite: (a) Raman spectra of (1)
porous α-Fe2O3 nanorods, (2) rGO, and (3) α-Fe2O3/rGO-10; (b) survey
spectra of α-Fe2O3/rGO-10 (red) and rGO (black); (c) core level C 1s
spectrum of α-Fe2O3/rGO-10, and (d) core level Fe 2p spectrum of αFe2O3/rGO-10.
Following, α-Fe2O3/rGO composites were tested as anode materials
against Li+/Li0 between 0.02 - 3V at specific constant current density (mA g-1).
Figure 4.6a presents discharge-charge curves of rGO, α-Fe2O3, and the αFe2O3/rGO-10 and α-Fe2O3/rGO-30 composites at a moderate current density
of 100 mA g-1 within a cut-off potential window of 0.02 – 3.0 V. The initial
specific discharge and charge capacities were respectively found to be 285,
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139 mA h g-1 (rGO); 1234, 956 mA h g-1 (α-Fe2O3); 1527, 1120 mA h g-1 (αFe2O3/rGO-10); and 1198, 974 mA h g-1 (α-Fe2O3/rGO-30). Since the specific
capacity of pure rGO is negligible (due to its low theoretical capacity) as
compared to the α-Fe2O3/rGO composites, the performance was calculated
based on the active mass of α-Fe2O3 in each respective nanocomposite. The
first irreversible capacity loss may be attributed to the initial irreversible
formation of Li2O and other irreversible processes involving lithium retained
in the crystal lattice, the formation of solid electrolyte interphase (SEI), and
electrolyte decomposition at low potential, which are the most common for
nanostructured anode materials [12-15]. From the second cycle onwards,
however, the nanocomposites exhibited stable specific capacity with 98-99%
coulombic efficiency. The performance of α-Fe2O3 deteriorated with
increasing cycle number, while the composites with α-Fe2O3 wrapped in rGO
exhibited stable and superior specific discharge capacities. When cycled at 100
mA g-1, α-Fe2O3 delivered only discharge capacity of 562 mA h g -1 up to 100
cycles, while the α-Fe2O3/rGO-10 and α-Fe2O3/rGO-30 nanocomposites
exhibited 1320 mA h g-1 and 970 mA h g-1, respectively, as plotted in Figure
4.6b. Also, the performance of the latter composite decreases as compared to
former composite, which may be caused by stacking of rGO (inset of Figure
4.3e) with random distribution of α-Fe2O3, which resulted in this erratic
behaviour.
For further optimization, the high rate capability is also of the greatest
importance, particularly for high power applications. When subjected to rate
capability testing at various current densities of 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, 1.0, 1.5, 3.0,
4, and 6 A g-1, the α-Fe2O3/rGO-10 composite exhibited reversible capacity of
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1338, 1269, 1215, 1147, 970, 700, 558, 500, and 425 mA h g -1, respectively.
Such a remarkable high rate performance is superior to those of most reported
α-Fe2O3 based electrode materials, as tabulated in Table 4.1. Even after cycling
at the high current density of 6 A g-1, a reversible capacity of 1380 mA h g-1
could be restored upon cycling at 100 mA g-1 after 100 cycles, as shown in
Figure 4.6c.

Figure 4.6 Electrochemical performance of rGO, α-Fe2O3, and α-Fe2O3/rGO-10 and
α-Fe2O3/rGO-30 nanocomposites: (a) first cycle discharge-charge profiles; (b)
specific capacity vs. cycle number at 100 mA g-1; (c) rate capability plots of
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nanocomposites; (d) long-term cycling stability at high current densities and (e) rate
performance of α-Fe2O3/rGO-10.
Also, to test the long cycle life stability of α-Fe2O3/rGO-10, the
composite was subjected to electrochemical testing at high current densities of
1 – 2 A g-1. The composite delivered a high reversible discharge capacity of
1100 and 844 mA h g-1 for 100 cycles at 1 and 2 A g-1, respectively (Figure
4.6d). Also, it exhibited capacity of 445 mA h g -1 at 4 A g-1 over a long run for
200 cycles (Figure 4.6e). Such high performance for long cycling at high
current densities has been rarely reported. This overwhelming performance
benefitted from the unique hierarchical structure and the presence of rGO. αFe2O3/rGO-10 composite exhibited an excellent cycling response to
continuously varying current densities, even though α-Fe2O3 electrodes suffer
from sluggish kinetics. This chapter claim that nanoporous α-Fe2O3nanorods
prepared by the practically scalable spray precipitation technique have superior
electrochemical performance as negative electrode for lithium ion battery
applications.
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Table 4.1 Comparison of the electrochemical performance of the nanoporous α-Fe2O3 nanorod electrode with
those of α-Fe2O3 with different structures synthesized by different methods.

Morphology/
Synthesis
(wt%) carboneaous
method
materials

Potential Current
(V vs.
rate
+
0
Li /Li ) (mA/g)

Initial
Capacity
(mAh/g)

Capacity
retention
(mAh/g)/
(cycles)

Rate Test
Current rate
(mA/g),
(cycle)/
Capacity
(mAh/g)

Ref.

Pres
ent
work

Nanoporous αFe2O3 nanorods/
(10 wt%) rGO

Spray
precipitation
and solution
mixing

0.02 - 3

100

1527

1320 (100)

6000, (10)/
425

α-Fe2O3/ (44.2
wt%) rGO

Hydrothermal

0.01 – 3

500

~1080

~700 (300)

2000, (5)/
~600

[14]

0.1 - 3

200

916

758 (300)

5000, (5)/
295

[34]

1089.2

1787.27
(90)

0.005 - 3 100

~680

~600 (500)

0.01 - 3

~
(>6000)

1692 (50)

α-Fe2O3 wrapped
by (15 wt%) few
layered graphene
nanosheets
α-Fe2O3/ (20%)
rGO
α-Fe2O3/ (37%)
rGO

Dielectric
barrier
discharge
plasma
(DBDP)
assisted
milling
Solvothermal/
hydrothermal
Hydrothermal

Chemical
α-Fe2O3 nanomesh/
vapour
(90%) graphene
deposition

0.01 - 3

100

50

94

1600, (5)/
393.75
10000, (300)/
225
1000, (5)/
~555

[37]
[38]
[39]

α-Fe2O3 particles
enwrapped by 30
wt% graphene
α-Fe2O3 / (17.1
wt%) graphene
α-Fe2O3 /(39.2
wt%) graphene
composite
α-Fe2O3
nanoparticles over
graphene
Hollow α-Fe2O3
spheres
constructed 22
wt% graphene
Fe2O3@SnO2
nanoparticle
decorated (35.5
wt%) graphene
flexible films

Hydrothermal

0.001–3

50

1561

1094 (50)

1000, (10)/
572

[40]

Hydrothermal

0.05 - 3

200

1268

~900 (100)

2000, (5)/
634

[53]

Chemical
modified
method

0.005 - 3

100 1000

1336

806 (60)
289 (@60)

2000, (5)/
620

[54]

Hydrothermal

0.01 - 3

50

1369

559 (50)

300, (10)/
300

[55]

Hydrothermal

-3

100

1353

950 (50)

1000, (10)/
~700

[56]

Hydrothermal

0.01 - 3

100

1620

1015 (200)

2000, (5)/
~535

[57]

Note: The table compares the present work with the existing literature: (1) highest first discharge
capacity except for references [39,57]; (2) superior long-term cycling stability at 50-100 mA g-1
compared to references [14,27,35,38,40,54,56,57]; and (3) excellent rate capability with 10 wt.% rGO
composite compared to [14,34,35,37-40,53-57].
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Figure 4.7 FESEM images of fresh/before cycling electrode at (a) low and (b)
high magnification. The fresh electrode consisted of active materials (αFe2O3/rGO), carbon Super P and binder; (c-d) morphology of electrode after
100 cycles at 100 mA g-1. The cycled cell was disassembled in glove box and
washed several times in the solvent, DEC of the used electrolyte (1 M LiPF 6 in
1:1 (v/v) of EC:DEC) and dried overnight prior to taking FESEM.
To provide insight into the electrochemistry of α-Fe2O3 and αFe2O3/rGO composite during the discharge-charge process, cyclic voltammetry
was performed at 0.1 mV s-1 scan rate between 0.020 – 3.0 V, as shown in
Figure 4.8a. Upon discharge from open circuit potential (OCP), a peak at 1.63
V may be due to the intercalation of lithium into α-Fe2O3 to form LixFe2O3
without any change in the crystal lattice. On further reduction to lower
potential, a distinct peak at 0.57 V represents the formation of the intermediate
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Li2Fe2O3, which then decomposes to form Fe(0) nanoparticles dispersed
around a Li2O matrix at lower potential of 0.02 V. The first 2 steps are
irreversible reactions, while the last is reversible for lithium storage. On
applying reverse potential, Fe(0) facilitates the charge process, the conversion
of Li2O to α-Fe2O3, which is represented by two broad anodic peaks in the
range of 1.66 V – 1.92 V and matches well with reports in the literature [1315, 20-25, 58-59].
1st discharge:
4Li+ + α-Fe2O3 → α-LixFe2O3 → α-Li2Fe2O3 → 3Li2O + 2Fe

(4.1)

1st charge:
Li2O + Fe

→ α-Fe2O3

(4.2)

Figure 4.8 (a) Cyclic voltammetry of all compositions cycled between 0.02 –
3.0 V at 0.1 mV s-1; (b) electrochemical impedance spectroscopy of fresh cells
at their open circuit potential, with the inset showing an enlargement of the
high frequency region.
The overlapping of subsequent CV cycles shows the reversibility of the
10% rGO composite with a shift in the conversion reaction‘s cathodic potential
to 0.81 V, which may be due to structural changes that occurred during the
first cycle. Similar trends were observed in α-Fe2O3/rGO nanocomposites, with
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slight shifts in the cathodic and anodic peaks during cycling. To show the
advantages of rGO backbones, however, our 10% rGO composite exhibited
lower resistance to charge transfer compared to α-Fe2O3 and the α- Fe2O3/rGO30 composite, as is evident from the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(Figure 4.8b). As a result of lower contact resistance and charge-transfer
resistance, lithium ion diffusion and electron transfer are facilitated, so as to
give

the

10

wt%

rGO

wrapped

α-Fe2O3

nanocomposite

superior

electrochemical performance [59].

4.4 Conclusions
Nanocomposites consisting of highly porous hematite nanorods wrapped with
chemically modified graphene oxide layers were successfully fabricated using spray
precipitation and a simple low-temperature soft self-assembly approaches. The
electrochemical performance of the nanorod architecture in a conductive rGO
network shows exceptional energy storage capability as a negative electrode active
material for battery application. A comparatively small amount of rGO (10 wt%)
interaction creates an outstanding interconnected conductive network among the
nanorods to result in a highly (Li+) ion penetrable nanostructure that has revealed
superior reversible capacity of 1320 mA h g-1 over 100 cycles at 100 mA g-1 and
excellent rate capability at various current densities over prolonged cycling. These
environmentally friendly materials in a composite created through a low temperature
fabrication approach highlight this material as a promising anode material for high
performance lithium ion batteries. The simple fabrication methodology can point the
way to the large-scale production of active materials for modern energy devices in
future developments.
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CHAPTER 5: UNLOCKING THE
POTENTIAL OF AMORPHOUS RED
PHOSPHORUS FILMS AS LONG-TERM
STABLE NEGATIVE ELECTRODE FOR
THE LITHIUM BATTERY
Amorphous red phosphorus films (NS-RP) synthesized by high energy
sonication technique delivered a reversible capacity of 2137 mA h g-1 when used as
sole active lithium battery anode. After incorporation of reduced graphene oxide in
NS-RP, the hybrid, delivered a reversible capacity of 706 mA h g-1, even after 200
cycles.

5.1 Introduction
Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have been successfully applied for powering
portable electronic devices for several decades, but they now require a paradigm shift
to make them suitable for applications in electric vehicles and huge electric power
storage for the grid [1, 2]. The quest for novel materials to meet above requirements
have led to the exploration of conversion-reaction based compounds as they offer
numerous advantages, including multiple electron transfer, the ability to tune the
redox centre based on anions of transition metal compounds, and most importantly,
their capability to recover their original phase upon reversing the polarity [3-5].
Elemental phosphorus in its red allotropic form is attractive as an effective
anode material with a theoretical capacity of 2596 mA h g-1. Due to its low electrical
conductivity (1 × 10-14 S cm-1), however, along with a huge volume change (200%)
upon lithium intake, have kept it from reaching its high reversible theoretical value
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[6]. Progress towards mitigating these problems has been made by covalently
bonding red phosphorus (RP) with high-surface-area carbonaceous materials
(graphene, carbon nanotube, Super P, mesoporous carbon) and designing nanoarchitectured electrodes by solid-vapour reaction [6-15]. Although the results have
been encouraging, there are still issues that haunt the electrochemical performance of
these composites. This is mainly due to the random/improper distribution of RP with
uneven particle sizes over carbonaceous materials, leading to poor synergy with no
change in electrical conductivity and, therefore, no effect on their overall
electrochemical performance. There are also limits to the high loading of RP into the
composites [6, 7, 10]. As the composites had a high weight ratio of carbonaceous
materials to RP, the operating voltage was reduced to a level similar to that of
traditional graphite, further impeding understanding of the RP mechanism of energy
storage and its contributions towards overall electrochemical performance [7, 10,
13]. Therefore, a strategy that can transform bulk RP into well-defined
nanostructured RP for its use as the sole active anode material is highly desirable.
Two-dimensional (2D) morphologies of nanostructured materials are of great
interest for lithium storage owing to their high ratio of Li to atom in the charged state
[8]. So far, 2D nanosheets have been synthesized by the surfactant-assisted
hydro/solvothermal method (flower-like nanosheets) and high energy exfoliation of
the respective bulk materials (nanoporous nanosheets). Though their yield is low, the
latter technique has been the best way to produce 2D ultra-thin black phosphorus
(BP) nanosheets with high structural and electronic quality suitable for fundamental
studies as well as electronic applications. For applications to battery electrodes,
large-scale production of high-purity thin BP nanostructures is essential. The
removal of BP nanosheets from the high boiling point solvents (such as N-methyl-2105

pyrrolidone (204 °C), dimethyl formamide (153 °C), etc.) used in liquid-phase
exfoliation is tedious as residual solvents cover their surfaces and thereby, inevitably
limit the utilization of their intrinsic properties for various applications. Recently,
Chen et al. effectively used double distilled (DD) water as the solvent for scalable,
clean production of high-purity exfoliated BP nanosheets that could be used anode
for LIB applications [16].
This chapter report the production of amorphous RP films by high energy
sonication with water as solvent. Unlike BP, which is produced from the raw
material RP under various temperatures and pressures [16], we used amorphous RP
as our base material in its prime purity for this study. If used as a sole active anode
material for LIB, our amorphous RP-NS films exhibited a remarkable first cycle
reversible capacity of 2137 mA h g-1 and delivered 10 times more gravimetric
capacity than commercial RP even after 100 cycles. Therefore, this chapter
highlights the feasibility of relying on pure RP as a potential anode material for LIBs
by its transformation to amorphous films.

5.2 Experimental Details
All chemicals used were of laboratory grade, purchased from Sigma Aldrich,
and used without any further treatment.

5.2.1 Preparation of Nanostructured Red Phosphorus (NS-RP)
NS-RP was prepared from commercial RP by high-energy ultrasonication
with an ultrasonic processors (Model: VC505-VC750, Sonics & Materials INC,
USA). In a typical synthesis, 1 g of red phosphorus was dispersed in 20 ml distilled
water. This solution was then subjected to high-energy sonication for 20 h in an icecooled water bath at amplitude of 35% with 2 s pulse time for each on- and off-pulse.
The temperature of the solution was maintained at < 25 °C by the constant addition
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of ice cubes into the surrounding water bath. The as-obtained solution was then
frozen in a liquid-nitrogen bath and subjected to freeze-drying at -55 °C for 3 days.
The product was labelled as NS-RP for further analysis.

5.2.2 Preparation of NS-RP-rGO Hybrid
Three different RP − reduced-graphene-oxide (rGO) hybrids containing 10,
20, and 30 wt.% rGO were prepared. Appropriate quantities of NS-RP and rGO were
put into 20 ml DD H2O and subjected to ultrasonication for 3 h at amplitude of 35%
with 2 s pulse time for each on- and off-pulse. The obtained precursor was freezedried at -55 °C for 3 days and labelled as NS-RP@rGO-10, NS-RP@rGO-20, and
NS-RP@rGO-30, respectively.

5.2.3 Materials Characterization
All samples were subjected to physical and electrochemical characterizations.
Phase purities were determined by x-ray diffraction (XRD; GBC MMA) with Cu Kα
irradiation at 1°/min scan rate and 0.02° step size. Morphologies and their
compositions were analysed by field-emission-scanning electron microscopy
(FESEM, JOEL) operated at 5 kV and 10 µA, while particle sizes and particle size
distributions were determined by transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JOEL
JEM 2010) operated at 200 kV with a resolution of 10 Å and processed with Gatan
Micrograph software and nanosheet‘s depth profile was determined using atomic
forced microscopy (AFM, Asylum Research MFP-3D Scanning probe microscopy,
SPM). The structures and compositions were also analysed by Raman spectroscopy.
X ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to determine the surface
composition and the valence states of the respective elements. Nitrogen adsorptiondesorption studies were performed with a Quantachrome (iQ-MP) for BrunauerEmmett-Teller (BET) surface-area analysis.
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5.2.4 Electrochemical Characterization
All samples were tested in a classical CR2032 coin cell in a two-electrode
system against Li+/Li°. A slurry containing an 8:1:1 wt. ratio of active material (NSRP) to carbon Super P (as conducting agent) to polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF as
binder) was prepared with N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP), as blending solvent in a
planetary mixer. Electrodes were prepared from the NS-RP@rGO hybrid composites
in a weight ratio of 7:1.5:1.5 with carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) as binder and
Super P carbon with DD water as solvent. The obtained slurry was tape cast over
copper foil with a doctor blade 50 µm in thickness and vacuum dried at 120 °C (for
PVDF binder) and 80 °C (for CMC binder) overnight. The electrodes were cut into
disks, and each disk was loaded with 1 mg cm-2 active materials, ~0.5 mg of active
materials. The cells were fabricated in an argon-filled glove box maintained at less
than 0.1 ppm O2 and H2O and tested as anodes for LIBs. The NS-RP hybrid electrode
was used as the working electrode with Li foil as reference/counter electrode
separated by Celgard, soaked in a few drops of 1 M LiPF6 (in 1:1 v/v ethylene
carbonate/ diethyl carbonate (EC/DEC)) as electrolyte. All cells were rested
overnight to reach equilibrium and exhibited an open circuit voltage of 2.9-3.0 V
against Li+/Li0. The cells were tested galvanostatically in an advanced multichannel
battery tester (Land CT2001A, China) between 0.002 and 3 V against Li +/Li0. The
galvanostatic intermittent titration technique (GITT) measurements consisted of a
series of current pulses applied to the coin cells at a low current density of 100 mA g1

for 20 minutes, each followed by a 90 minute recess to allow full relaxation of

lithium diffusion, so as to reach equilibrium potential and to minimize the selfdischarge of RP during the test. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) and electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) were conducted with Biologic VMP3 instruments. CV
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was conducted with scanning at 0.1 mV s-1 between 0.002 and 3.00 V, while EIS was
conducted by applying a sine wave 5 mV in amplitude over the frequency range of
0.1 MHz to 10 mHz.

5.3 Results and Discussion
Figure 5.1 presents the synthesis process for NS-RP and NS-RP@rGO hybrid
from bulk RP. By simply dispersing the bulk RP in water by laboratory sonication
and further subjecting it to high energy ultrasonication yielded amorphous RP films.
The evolution of the amorphous films during ultrasonication is due to the impact of
shear forces that break down the Vander Waals force between bulk particles into
rough and highly porous sub-micron layered particles.

Figure 5.1 Schematic illustration of the synthesis of amorphous RP films (NS-RP)
from bulk RP and synthesis of its hybrid with rGO (NS-RP@rGO): (a) Bulk RP is
dispersed in solvent water using high energy sonication; (b) RP nanosheets (NS-RP)
were obtained from exfoliation of bulk RP by 20 h of ultrasonication with ON/OFF
time of 2 seconds each; (c) blended NS-RP with reduced graphene oxide (rGO)using
high energy sonication for 3 h to obtained NS-RP@rGO hybrid (d).
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(a)
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(b)

(c)
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100 nm

(e)
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(f)

(g)
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100 nm

Figure 5.2 FESEM images showing the morphology of (a) bulk RP; (b-c) NSRP@rGO-10; (d-e) NS-RP@rGO-20; (f-g) NS-RP after 100 cycles
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The bulk phosphorus product consisted of uneven, rigid particles ~5-10 μm in
size (Figure 5.2a). High-energy ultrasonication of bulk RP, however, results in films
of RP with amorphous structure containing numerous nanopores over their surfaces
(Figure 5.3a). From the field-emission-scanning-electron microscope (FESEM) and
atomic forced microscopy (AFM, Figure 5.4) images, it is also seen clearly that these
films are stacked over each other in a layer-by-layer fashion. To further analyse the
morphological aspects of amorphous RP films, TEM images were collected (Figure
5.3b); they confirm the layer-by-layer stacking with overall thickness of a few
nanometres. NS-RP maintained its amorphous phase, as can be seen from the fused
selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern (the inset of Figure 5.3b).
Furthermore, the RP films were decorated on rGO in the same layer-by-layer fashion
(Figure 5.3c-d), which helps to overcome the RP poor conductivity, large volume
changes, and poor adherence to the current collector. The FESEM images clearly
show that NS-RP is well dispersed in the hybrid electrode with the same layer-by
layer stacking, as presented in Figure 5.3c. Furthermore, different concentrations of
rGO were chosen to achieve high synergy among the two components as well as
better covering of RP with rGO [4] for a highly stable electrode structure with
outstanding electrochemical storage of lithium (Figure 5.2b-e).
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Figure 5.3 (a) FEGSEM image of NS-RP; (b) TEM image of NS-RP (with the inset
showing the corresponding SAED pattern); (c, d) FESEM images of NS-RP@rGO
hybrid.
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Figure 5.4 AFM topography image and depth profile of the NS-RP. The topography
shows nanosheet morphology of the NS-RP whose thickness is ~4.8 nm.
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To analyse the structure and composition of the as-synthesized NS-RP and
NS-RP@rGO hybrid, XRD, Raman spectroscopy, and XPS were carried out, as
shown in Figure 5.5. The XRD spectra of both bulk RP and NS-RP show two distinct
2θ peaks at 15.5° and 32.9°, which are characteristic of monoclinic phosphorus,
corresponding to the (013) and (31-8) lattice planes, respectively (Figure 5.5a) [10,
12]. The intensity of NS-RP peaks was weakened with a slight shift toward a lower
2θ angle compared to the bulk. The Raman spectrum (Figure 5.5b), shows three
well-defined peaks observed at 353, 396, and 465 cm-1 which are characteristics of
monoclinic phosphorus [8, 10, 12], while the rGO spectrum show a strong peak at
1340 cm-1 and a weak G band at 1596 cm-1 [4]. Even for the NS-RP@rGO hybrid
composites, the peak intensity and position remained the same between 300 and 350
cm-1, while there was a noticeable red-shift of the G band from 1595.8 cm-1 to 1584.8
cm-1, that can be assigned to electron transfer from P to C in the π anti-bonding band
of the graphite; the electron transfer both weakens and widens the C-C bonds and
bond lengths [6], (Figure 5.5b). Therefore, this electronic transfer confirms the
interaction between the NS-RP and rGO in the composite, while the Raman peak
intensity of RP disappeared (Figure 5.6) as the rGO content increased, probably due
to complete coverage by rGO, as is evident from the SEM images and XRD patterns
(Figure 5.5a).
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Figure 5.5 (a) X ray diffraction patterns and (b) Raman spectra of bulk and
amorphous films of red phosphorus (RP) and NS-RP@rGO hybrid composite; high
resolution XPS spectra of the (c) C 1s and (d) P 2p regions for the NS-RP@rGO
hybrid.

Figure 5.6 Raman spectra of bulk RP; NS-RP@rGO-20 and NS-RP@rGO-30 hybrid
composites.
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The presence of core-level peaks of C, P, and O in the XPS spectrum of NSRP@rGO confirms the high purity of the as-synthesized hybrid, as shown in Figure
5.5c-d. The percentages of elements at the hybrid‘s surface are 19.4% (P), 26.98%
(C), and 53.63% (O) respectively. The higher percentage of oxygen may be due to
the adsorbed oxygen species from rGO, while the high content of carbon confirms
the coverage of NS-RP by rGO, so only limited phosphorus was detected. Therefore,
these data confirm the strong interaction among the components of the hybrid, which
promotes better electrochemical performance by improving the overall conductivity
and stabilizing the structure of the electrode. The high resolution XPS spectrum of
the C 1s region shows three peaks at 284.5, 285.8, and 288.4 eV, corresponding to
graphitic, C-O, and C-P bonds, respectively [10]. Similarly, the high resolution XPS
spectrum of P 2p shows two distinct peaks at 131.5 and 135.6 eV, respectively,
corresponding to C-P and P-O bonds in our hybrid [10]. The presence of C-P bonds
in both hybrids confirms the strong chemical interaction between the NS-RP and
rGO, which will facilitate better electron mobility to boost the conversion reaction
and will yield high storage of lithium. It is well-known that a high surface area will
contribute a larger number of active sites on the surface, as well as a higher contact
area for the electrode and electrolyte [4]. Therefore, nitrogen adsorption-desorption
studies was carried out at 77 K to determine the surface area of the bulk and NS-RP
samples, which were 1.427 and 11.253 m2 g-1, respectively (Figure 5.7). Thus, the
above results prove that the high energy ultrasonication technique is a versatile
method for producing nanomaterials with many folds and increased surface area
compared to their corresponding bulks.
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Figure 5.7 (a) N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms and (b) Barrett-Joyner-Halenda
(BJH) pore size distributions amorphous RP films.

Based on the above features, NS-RP and its hybrid with rGO were employed
as anode materials for LIBs to explore their capabilities for lithium storage. RP
features ―conversion reaction‖ charge-discharge characteristics during cycling, and
according to the corresponding chemical reaction (3Li + P  Li3P), this will involve
a 3e- transfer and hence, supports a theoretical capacity of 2596 mA h g-1 [6, 13].
Therefore, we elucidated the electron transfer mechanism and lithium ion diffusivity
with the galvanostatic intermittent titration technique (GITT) to compare the
electrochemical performance of NS-RP to bulk RP for application as a LIB anode.
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Figure 5.8 (a) Charge-discharge characteristic curves of NS-RP electrode at
different cycles; (b) characteristic CV charge-discharge plots; (c) GITT curves of
NS-RP for the first 2 cycles; (d) Li+ chemical diffusion coefficient of NS-RP
determined by GITT during the charge-discharge process.
The bulk RP and NS-RP were tested as negative electrodes against lithium in
a typical CR2032 coin cell between 0.002 and 3 V. Figure 5.8a-b & 5.9 shows
various electrochemical characterizations of bulk RP and NS-RP; bulk RP delivered
a first discharge capacity of 1005 mA h g-1 and charge capacity of only 27 mA h g-1,
demonstrating a huge irreversible 1.14 e- transfer and capacity loss (Figure 5.8a). In
contrast, NS-RP delivered a discharge capacity of 2154 mA h g-1 involving a 2.5 etransfer and an excellent reversible charge capacity of 1795 mA h g-1 with only a
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0.42 e- loss and with the characteristic conversion curves exhibiting the small
polarization of 0.17 V. To the best of our knowledge, this is first time ever that such
a reversible capacity of RP as sole active material in anodes for LIBs has been
reported with a first cycle coulombic efficiency of 83.3% and 99% of the capacity
maintained in the subsequent cycles (Figure 5.9a). Up to the 4th cycle, NS-RP
exhibited a reversible capacity of 700 mA h g-1 and then delivered 241 mA h g-1,
even after 100 cycles cycled at 100 mA g-1, which is still 10 times higher compared
to bulk RP (Figure 5.9a).

Figure 5.9 (a) Long-term cycling stability at 100 mA g-1 compared with bulk RP; (b)
Electrochemical impedance spectra of samples (inset: enlargement at high
frequency)
To

explain

the

complex

electrochemical

mechanism

of

NS-RP,

potentiodynamic studies were conducted as shown in Figure 5.8b. The peak in Figure
5.8b demonstrates that above 1 V, a broad distinct peak at 1.32 V, starting from 1.75
V and ending at 1 V, could represent the irreversible process involving the
intercalation of Li+ into the pristine P upon discharge and the onset of the conversion
reaction of P with Li at 1 V [3]. Upon further discharge to 0.002 V, a plateau region
starting at 0.91 V and extending to 0.14 V could involve the conversion of P phase to
Li-rich phase (Li2.5P) of the Li-P system. A subsequent decomposition of the
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electrolyte occurred on reaching 0.002 V along with the formation of a resistive
solid-electrolyte-interphase (SEI). Accordingly, the overall pathway that could be
proposed in the 1st discharge was: 2.5Li + P  Li2.5P. Although the subsequent
charge-discharge curves showed similar trends, the conversion plateau diminished
with cycling. Upon charging, there were 2 distinct peaks of the same intensity at 0.91
V and 1.08 V, which were in good agreement with the corresponding galvanostatic
curves at the respective potentials. These peaks are due to the delithiation process to
form an amorphous phase, Li(2.5-x)P, which releases 2.08 e-, amounting to a charge
capacity of 1795 mA h g-1. The irreversible capacity loss during the 1st cycle reflects
the formation of a SEI containing both Li and P. If the SEI formation requires a
critical onset voltage, a possible explanation for the greater reversible specific
capacity of the NS-RP is its lower impedance for Li+ transfer across the
electrode/electrolyte interface (shown by the EIS data, Figure 5.9b), which lowers
the voltage for a given rate of change. Even after 100 cycles, the resistance to charge
transfer is lower than that of the bulk RP. Also, we tested between 0.002 and 2 V
(Figure 5.10) and obtained a discharge capacity of 1761 mA h g-1 with reduced initial
coulombic efficiency of 62.8%, while the performance deteriorated much more in the
voltage range from 0.002 to 3 V.
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Figure 5.10 Electrochemical performance of NS-RP vs. Li+/Li0 at 50 mA g-1 between
0.002 - 2 V: (a) voltage profiles for selected cycles and (b) cycling performance.
The lithiation and delithiation process was further supported by the quasiopen-circuit-voltage obtained with GITT, and the corresponding diffusivity at each
potential is shown in Figure 5.8c,d. During the GITT measurements, the cell was
discharged/charged at 100 mA g-1 for a period of 20 minutes followed by an open
circuit relaxation of 90 minutes to reach the steady state voltage; the procedure was
repeated until the cut-off voltage of 0.002 to 3 V was reached. The chemical
diffusion process is assumed to obey Fick‘s second law of diffusion. After a series of
simplifications, for a sufficient time interval (t « L2/DLi+), the equation for the
diffusion coefficient, DLi+, could be written as [17, 18]

(5.1)

where, DLi+ (cm2 s-1) is the chemical diffusion coefficient of the Li+ ions; V (cm3 mol1

) is the molar volume of active material, F is Faraday‘s constant (95485 C mol-1), I

is the applied current (A); S is the surface area of the electrode (cm2), and L is the
diffusion length (cm). Based on the above equation, the chemical diffusion
coefficient of Li+ was calculated from GITT as a function of cell voltage (V) and the
number of lithium ions (x) per formula unit, as shown in Figure 5.8d and Figure 5.8,
respectively, for the 1st charge and the 2nd cycle charge-discharge curves, while the
1st discharge was not considered, due to formation of the SEI, which severely affects
the reversible capacity. It can be seen that the Li+ chemical diffusion coefficient in
the NS-RP electrode varies from 10-12 – 10-13 cm2 s-1, with the curves twisting
downwards. For both charge and discharge, the DLi+ exhibited decreasing trends for
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voltage below 1 V, while it is almost constant above 1 V. This may be due to the
conversion reaction taking place at voltages below 1 V, which involves the
lithiation/delithiation of LixP, as is well supported by the x values in the plot in
(Figure 5.11) [17]. The DLi+ value was much improved, however, for the 2nd charge
as compared to the 1st charge cycle.

Figure 5.11 Li+ chemical diffusion coefficient of NS-RP determined by GITT during
the charge-discharge process.
To understand further the above mechanism and the electrochemical
behaviour of RP during the first cycle, we conducted ex-situ XRD, in-situ
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), and ex-situ FESEM to analyse the
phase changes along with morphological and structural changes of the active
material, NS-RP, at each specific potential during the charge-discharge process, as is
shown in Figure 5.12. The Bragg peaks of monoclinic RP before cycling can be
distinguished at 34.5° and 42° [6]. Upon discharge, the intensity of the phosphorus
peak decreases with the onset of two broad peaks, corresponding to hexagonal Li 3P
at 45.2° and 46.2°.6These peaks correspond to discharge potentials of 1.73 V, 1.0 V,
and 0.8 V, and ultimately form a single broad peak at 45.2°, confirming the
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formation of Li(3-x)P (Figure 5.12a-b). The intensity of these peaks decreases upon
reversing the polarity. This behaviour was well supported by an ex-situ morphology
change and in-situ potentiostatic EIS (PEIS) study (Figure 5.12c).
The Nyquist plot comprises a semicircle in the high and medium frequency
region and a straight line in the low frequency region in almost every in-situ plot. For
potentials above 1.0 V, only a single semicircle appeared at high frequency, while
two semicircles were developed for potentials ≤ 1.0 V. The first semicircle represents
the interfacial resistance of Li+ ions passing through the SEI layer, while the other
semicircle at medium frequency is attributed to electrochemical charge transfer
resistance between the active material and the electrolyte [3], which is well
coordinated with the CV and charge-discharge plots discussed above; the straight
line in the low-frequency region corresponds to the Warburg diffusion inside the
active material. The interfacial resistance of 146.7 Ω at open circuit potential (OCV)
increased as the discharge and charge process proceeded owing to growth of the SEI
film and aggregation to a small extent of the active material as reflected in the ex-situ
morphology at each corresponding potential. The decreasing electrochemical
performance over 5 cycles followed by a stable capacity of 241 mA h g-1 up to 100
cycles reflects the rearrangement of crystal structure to a stable morphology after 5
cycles (Figure 5.2f-g).
Furthermore, in order to obtain a stable electrochemical performance, we
prepared NS-RP@rGO hybrid composites with small quantities of rGO, the
morphologies of which were discussed above and are shown in Figure 5.3c-d and
Figure 5.2 (b-e). The rGO serves mainly for (1) enhancing the electrical conductivity
by connecting the active material nanosheets (NS-RP) with each other as well as with
the current collectors, contributing to the overall high electrochemical performance,
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and (2) mitigating the stress induced by the volume changes during the chargedischarge process. During cycling at 50 mA g-1, all hybrid composites exhibited
stable electrochemical performance up to 200 cycles as shown in Figure 5.13. (Note:
The specific capacities of all composites were calculated based on the overall net
weight of the electrode.) The stable specific discharge capacities of 706, 410.9, and
610 mA h g-1 were derived from NS-RP@rGO-10, NS-RP@rGO-20, and NSRP@rGO-30, respectively, with 97-99% coulombic efficiency, even after 200 cycles.
Overall, the nanostructured RP with a small quantity of rGO (about 10 wt.%)
delivered increased capacity as compared to the rest of the composites, which proves
that, by developing active nanostructures, higher performance can be attained
without using a high content of carbonaceous materials.
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Figure 5.12 (a) Ex-situ XRD with corresponding charge-discharge curve (right), with (b) enlarged portions of XRD patterns between 30°-50°;
and (c) ex-situ FESEM images and in-situ PEIS curves at various potentials during the first charge-discharge cycle.
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Figure 5.13 Long-term cycling performances of NS-RP@rGO composites at 50 mA
g-1.

5.4 Conclusions
In summary, this chapter reports a scalable method to synthesize high-purity,
amorphous RP films through a facile high-energy sonication process. The NS-RP
delivered a reversible capacity of 2137 mA h g-1 for the first cycle with RP as the
sole active material. Although the electrochemical performance dropped after 5
cycles, there was still a constant specific capacity of 241 mA h g-1, which was 10
times higher than for bulk RP. The above electrochemical performance was wellsupported by ex-situ phase-change and in-situ impedance data. Nanostructured
amorphous RP films showed reduced charge-transfer resistance based on a reversible
2.08 e- transfer in the first cycle and an improved lithium diffusion coefficient (DLi+)
in the subsequent cycles in the range of 10-12 – 10-13 cm2 s-1. A stable high
performance was obtained upon making a hybrid with rGO, which resulted in a
remarkable specific capacity of 706 mA h g-1 with only 10% rGO content in the
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nanostructured hybrid composite. This work further provides a pathway to fabricate
various nanostructured RP materials with little or no carbonaceous support to unlock
its potential as a long-life negative electrode for rechargeable lithium- and sodiumion batteries.
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CHAPTER 6: 2D LAYERED GRAPHITIC
CARBON NITRIDE SANDWICHED WITH
REDUCED GRAPHENE OXIDE AS
NANOARCHITECTURED ANODE FOR
HIGHLY STABLE LITHIUM-ION BATTERY

Two dimensional (2D) nanomaterials with high gravimetric capacity and rate
capability are a key strategy for the anode of a Li-ion battery, but they still pose a
challenge for Li-ion storage due to limited conductivity and an inability to alleviate
the volume change upon lithiation and delithiation. This chapter report the
construction of a 3D architecture anode consisting of exfoliated 2D layered graphitic
carbon nitride (g-C3N4) and reduced graphene oxide (rGO) nanosheets (CN-rGO) by
hydrothermal synthesis. First, bulk g-C3N4 is converted to nanosheets to increase the
edge density of the inert basal planes since the edges act as active Li-storage sites.
This unique 3D architecture, which consists of ultrathin g-C3N4 nanosheets
sandwiched between conductive rGO networks, exhibits a capacity of 970 mA h g-1
after 300 cycles, which is 15 fold higher than the bulk g-C3N4. The tuning of the
intrinsic structural properties of bulk g-C3N4 by this simple bottom-up synthesis has
rendered a 3D architectured material (CN-rGO) as an effective negative electrode for
high energy storage applications.
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6.1 Introduction
Fossil fuels cannot be recycled, and their combustion is increasing the global
mean temperature. The rapid depletion of the store of fossil fuels synchronous to the
continuous increasing demand of modern society for energy; is not sustainable,
which has created an awareness of our need to harvest the sun‘s energy available in
wind and radiant energy. The capture and storage of the sun‘s energy by plants can
be supplemented by photovoltaic cells and windmills that convert the energy into
electric power; but this electric power must be collected and stored before it can be
used. The rechargeable battery can store electric power efficiently, but this storage
must be safe, contain a high energy density of stored power, have a long use life, and
be low-cost [1]. The anode of the battery is a key component of such a rechargeable
battery. Although metallic lithium would be an ideal anode, safety problems resulting
from anode dendrite formation and growth from a metallic-lithium anode with an
organic-liquid electrolyte have resulted in the development of carbon-based anodes
that store Li+ ions rather than metallic lithium [2-4]. In this paper, I demonstrate a
strategy to increase the capacity of a graphitic-carbon anode, 372 mA h g-1, to a
stable, long-cycle-life capacity above 970 mA h g-1 with nitrogen-rich, graphitic
carbon (g-C3N4) sandwiched between reduced graphene oxide (rGO) for a carbonbased anode with a three-dimensional (3D) architecture.
This anode development resulted from the following consideration.
Improvement of the density of stored energy with a given cathode requires increasing
the storage capacity of the anode over that of graphitic carbon by structural
modification and doping with nitrogen (N), sulfur (S), or phosphorus (P). For
example, structurally modified, two-dimensional (2D) graphene could deliver a
reversible capacity of more than 500 mA h g-1 due to its ability to store Li on either
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side while heteroatom doping (< 3 at.% N) of graphene exhibited a high reversible
capacity > 2000 mA h g-1. The huge potential of N doped carbon has led to
exploration of nitrogen-rich, graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4), which is analogous to
N doped porous graphene with a N content > 50 at.% [5-7]. Owing to its distinctive
properties such as low density, excellent chemical and thermal stability, water
resistivity, wear resistance, and biocompatibility, g-C3N4 has been regarded to be the
most promising material for various applications [8-13].
Analogous to nitrogen doped graphene with very high nitrogen content, gC3N4 exists in two different structures with variable pore sizes: (1) triazine units,
C3N3, form smaller triangular pores surrounded by three triazine rings linked with
three pyrrolic N; (2) heptazine units, C6N7, form larger triangular pores linked with
six pyrrolic N [14, 15]. Theoretical predictions suggested the use of either structure
as an anode material with enhanced lithium storage capacity [16, 17]. Density
functional theory (DFT) calculations showed a potential of g-C3N4 structures
possessing a Li capacity of 534 mA h g-1 [18] corresponding to Li2C3N4, due to
adsorption of Li ions into intra-layer voids with adsorption energy of 2.4 eV.
However, the experimental results reported that both triazine and heptazine are
unsuitable anodes [17-20] owing to their low electrochemical performances towards
lithium, contradicting the theoretical studies [17-19]. This under-performance was
determined to be due to the irreversible Li interaction with graphitic like C 3N species
of heptazine. It was also predicted and experimentally reported that the higher
concentration of pyridinic N species would boost conductivity and favour reactivity
towards lithium. This reactivity further favours break down of at least one of the
graphitic N bonds during lithiation, thereby lowering the concentration of
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unfavourable species in the structure and generating new active hole sites enhancing
their overall electrochemical activity towards lithium.
Owing to the poor electrical conductivity, g-C3N4 exhibits a contact
resistance between the nanosheets and low surface area, thus limiting its application
to a large extent. It was predicted that the non-metallic, conductive carbon
nanomaterials such as graphene, reduced graphene oxide (rGO), or carbon nanotubes
could improve the conductivity and electrochemical performance of g-C3N4 [20-25].
Hybrids/composites of graphene related structures with g-C3N4 would induce unique
chemical terminal bonds that could favour electronic conductivity and improve
mechanical properties due to similar 2D planar structures. Although compositehybrids have been successful in extending the specific capacity of g-C3N4, still the
increase/decrease in capacity for graphene-related material or carbon nitride is
unclear [12, 20, 26,27]. Up to now few related research studies have been reported,
and the observed activity for the Li-ion storage of g-C3N4 is still too far away from
practical applications unless a systematic study is done to determine (1) the
individual component‘s reactivity towards lithium; (2) the concentration effect of
various N to C bonds in hybrids favouring reversible Li-ion sites, and (3) the increase
in electrochemical performance with cycle number [12, 20, 26-29].
To address the above concerns, in this chapter, a series of 3D architectures
was constructed consisting of g-C3N4 nanosheets sandwich between reduced
graphene oxide (rGO) as potential stable anodes for a LIB of long cycle life. This
3D-architecture of electrodes have numerous benefits: a) the nanosheets prevent
fracture and increase the surface area as well as active site density; b) the rGO
framework provides both an electrical pathway and a mechanical support so that the
g-C3N4 nanosheets are electrochemically active [27]; c) the rGO framework and
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nanosheets form C-N-C bonds that are desired for increasing the conductivity of
carbon nitride [30]; d) large rGO sheets completely sandwich the g-C3N4 nanosheets
to form a 3D architecture that may limits solid-electrolyte-interface (SEI) formation
to the outer carbon framework, which retains the space for lithium adsorption on
both sides of the nanosheets; e) the dilemma of high specific capacity due to carbonrelated supporting material or carbon nitride is resolved. As a result, the hybrid
containing only 20 wt.% rGO exhibited a remarkable specific capacity of 970 mA h
g-1 even after 300 cycles, rendering a high-energy negative electrode for lithium
battery applications.

6.2 Experimental
6.2.1 Preparation of Nanostructured Carbon Nitride (NS-CN)
In a typical synthesis, 1 g of melamine was put into an alumina crucible and
annealed in a tubular furnace under N2 atmosphere at 550 °C (ramped at 5 °C/min)
for 5 h. The obtained yellow powder was labelled as b-CN, (bulk g-C3N4).
NS-CN was prepared from the above-obtained b-CN powder by a high
energy mechanical exfoliation method with ultrasonic processors (Model: VC505VC750, Sonics & Materials INC, USA). In a typical synthesis, 500 mg of b-CN was
dispersed in 20 ml distilled water. This solution was then subjected to high energy
sonication for 20 h in an ice-cooled water bath at amplitude of 35% with 2 s for each
on- and off-pulse time. The temperature of the precursor was maintained at < 25 °C
by constant addition of ice cubes into the surrounding water bath. The as-obtained
precursor was then frozen using liquid nitrogen and subjected to freeze-drying at -55
°C for 3 days. The obtained material was labelled as NS-CN for further analysis.
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6.2.2 Preparation of NS-CN-rGO Hybrids
Three different NS-CN and rGO hybrid compositions containing 10, 20, and
30 wt.% rGO were prepared. Appropriate quantities of NS-CN and rGO were
dispersed into 20 ml double-distilled (DD) H2O and transferred into a 90 ml Teflon
container, which was then sealed in a stainless steel container and subjected to
hydrothermal treatment at 200 °C for 5 h. The obtained precursor was freeze-dried at
-55 °C for 3 days and labelled as rGO10, rGO20, rGO30 Also, we prepared b-CN with
20 wt.% rGO hybrid (b-CN-rGO20) for comparative studies.

6.2.3 Materials Characterization
All samples were subjected to physical and electrochemical characterizations.
Phase purity was determined by x-ray diffraction (XRD, GBC MMA) using Cu Kα
irradiation at 1°/min scan rate and 0.02° step size. The morphology and composition
of samples were analysed by field-emission-scanning-electron-microscopy (FESEM,
JOEL) operated at 5 kV and 10 µA, coupled with energy dispersive spectroscopy
(EDS, Bruker), while the particle size and its distribution were determined by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JOEL JEM 2010) conducted at 200 kV at
resolution of 10 Å and processed using Gatan Micrograph software and nanosheet‘s
depth profile was determined using atomic forced microscopy (AFM, Asylum
Research MFP-3D Scanning probe microscopy, SPM). The structure and
composition of samples were also analysed by Raman spectroscopy. X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to determine the surface composition
and the valence states of the respective elements. Nitrogen adsorption-desorption
studies were performed with a Quantachrome (iQ-MP) for Brunauer-Emmett-Teller
(BET) surface-area analysis.
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6.2.4 Electrochemical Characterizations
All samples were tested in classical CR2032 type coin cells in a two electrode
system against Li+/Li. A slurry containing an 8:1:1 respective wt. ratio of active
material (NS-CN, CN-rGO) to carbon Super P (as conducting agent) to
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF, as binder) was prepared with N-methyl-2pyrrolidone (NMP, as blending solvent) in a planetary mixer. The obtained slurry
was tape casted over copper foil using a doctor blade 50 µm in thickness and vacuum
dried at 120 °C overnight. The electrodes were disc-cut, with each disc having a
loading of 1 mg cm-2 active materials (~0.5 mg of active materials). The electrodes
were tested as anode for LIBs using the CR2032 coin cells in an argon-filled glove
box maintained at less than 0.1 ppm O2 and H2O. The as-prepared electrodes were
used as working electrode, while Li foil was used as the reference/counter electrode,
separated by a Celgard separator. The separator was soaked in a few drops of 1 M
LiPF6 (in 1:1 v/v ethylene carbonate/ diethyl carbonate (EC/DEC)) as an electrolyte.
The cells were tested galvanostatically in an advanced multichannel battery tester
(Land CT2001A, China) between 0.002 – 3.000 V against Li+/Li. The specific
capacity of all samples was calculated based on the active mass, leaving out the other
ingredients. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS) were conducted using Biologic VMP3 instruments. CV was conducted at 0.1
mV s-1 between 0.002 - 3.000 V, while EIS involved applying a sine wave of 5 mV
amplitude over the frequency range of 0.1 MHz - 10 mHz.

6.3 Results and Discussion
Figure 6.1 presents the synthesis of the 3D architecture of CN-rGO hybrid,
where the bulk b-CN was well-dispersed in water by sonication and a high energy
mechanical exfoliation technique was employed to produce 2D ultrathin g-C3N4
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nanosheets (NS-CN). The NS-CN were produced by shear forces and inter-particle
collisions generated by the bubbles from sonication, which further weakened the van
der Waals forces and chemical bonds, resulting in separation into ultrathin layers.
The ultrathin nanosheet synthesis of g-C3N4 (NS-CN) and the 3D architecture of CNrGO hybrid is schematically illustrated in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1 (a) Schematic illustration of synthesis procedure for ultrathin g-C3N4
nanosheets (NS-CN) sandwiched in a 3D architecture (CN-rGO) of carbon nitride
nanosheets embedded in reduced graphene oxide, which is used as anode for LIBs.
In order to confirm the formation of the sandwich structure of rGO/NSCN/rGO and the nature of the bonding between NS-CN and rGO, multiple analytical
techniques were used. In Figure 6.2a, a broad peak in the XRD spectrum of bulk CN
(b-CN) at ~ 27.7° is observed, which is the (002) peak stemming from the long-range
inter-planar stacking of aromatic systems [31-33]. The low-angle diffraction peak at
13.1° results from the trigonal nitrogen linkage of tri-s-triazine units in the (100)
planes. The peak located at 13.3° observed in b-CN was absent in chemically
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exfoliated NS-CN due to the decreased planar size and structural defects. However, a
peak appeared at 16.6°,which is (101) plane due to exfoliation ascertains the
presence of polymeric graphitic carbon nitride as reported in by Fina et al., [34]. In
the case of the rGO/NS-CN sandwich nano-architecture, the x-ray diffraction
(XRD) pattern (Figure 6.2a) shows diffraction peaks of both rGO and the g-C3N4
nanosheets, while the characteristic peaks of rGO (26.44 o) and NS-CN (28.27o) are
very close and distinctly appear in the architecture with a shift of 0.6 o towards
higher angles. This shift indicates an interaction between the ultrathin 2D
nanostructures of g-C3N4 and rGO as a result of C-N-C bonding through the lone
pair of pyridinic nitrogen in the NS-CN voids with carbon in the rGO; bonding of
the ultrathin nanosheets in the sandwich structure and the two large rGO layers
also permits restacking of the NS-CN and rGO.

Figure 6.2 (a) XRD patterns of bulk g-C3N4 (b-CN), 2D layered g-C3N4 (NS-CN),
and CN-rGO hybrid; (b) Raman spectra of as-prepared bulk g-C3N4 (b-CN),
ultrathin g-C3N4 nanosheet (NS-CN), and CN-rGO hybrid. The rGO/NS-CN 3D
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architecture shows prominent Raman peaks of reduced graphene oxide, while there
are no traces from the ultrathin g-C3N4 nanosheets. (c-d) XPS spectra of CN-rGO
nanosheet hybrid showing high-resolution N 1s and C 1s peaks, respectively.
Raman spectroscopy, being a sensitive technique, was used to resolve the
disorder in sp2 carbonaceous materials. In the Raman spectra (Figure 6.2b), the ID/IG
peak ratio (1.41) of rGO in the 3D CN-rGO sandwich structure is higher than that of
GO (1.19, not shown), signifying disorder and reduction of GO to rGO. Also, the 2D
peak at 2638 cm-1 indicates the complete exfoliation state of rGO in a 3D CN-rGO
hybrid in accordance with reports in the literature [23]. Therefore, the increased ID/IG
peak ratio can be attributed to a strong bonding between rGO and NS-CN in the
sandwich structure. XPS is another versatile surface technique used to determine the
surface elemental composition and their valence state. Figure 6.2c-d shows the XPS
survey of CN-rGO hybrid (Figure 6.3a) and its individual high resolution spectra of
nitrogen and carbon elements.
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Figure 6.3 (a) XPS survey spectrum of NS-rGOn hybrid; high resolution spectra of
bulk CN (b) N 1s; (c) C 1s
The high resolution N 1s XPS spectrum shown in Figure 6.2c consisted of 2
major types of N species in the CN-rGO hybrid. The peaks centred at 400.42 and
398.86 eV can be assigned to pyrrolic nitrogen (N-(C)3) and pyridinic nitrogen (CN=C), respectively. The former peak could be attributed to sp3 C-N bonds while the
latter peak is due to N-sp2C bond, which proves that there exists bonding between the
nitrogen and carbon atoms [35, 36]. From Table 6.1, it could be ascertained that
among the nitrogen-containing species, the nitrogen atom of the pyridine moiety is
dominant (56.18 at.%), as compared to 48.17 at.% in b-CN (Figure 6.3b). The high
resolution spectrum of C 1s (Figure 6.2d) further highlights the C-N covalent
interactions, which is vital for high electrical conductivity. A C-N-C interaction is
confirmed by the existence of two peaks at 288.56 and 285.64 eV; the central peak at
284.64 eV pertains to a pure carbon environment of carbon atoms [35, 36].
Therefore, the XPS spectrum confirms the improved electrical conductivity in CN138

rGo hybrids by the existence of a higher percentage C-N bonds as compared to b-CN
(Figure 6.3c), thereby, enhancing its candidature as a remarkable anode material for
LIB.
Table 6.1 Composition (at.%) of various species of carbon and nitrogen in bulk CN
and CN-rGO composite from analysis of XPS spectra
Elements

C 1s

N 1s

Binding energy

Composition (at.%)

(eV)

Bulk CN

CN-rGO

288.64 (C=N)

23.88

28.21

285.64 (C-N)

38.33

43.08

284.58

37.79

28.71

402.89 (N-H)

8.06

-

400.42 (N-(C3))

43.77

43.82

398.86 (C=N-C)

48.17

56.18

Nitrogen adsorption-desorption was carried out at 77 K to determine the
surface area of the b-CN and CN-rGO20 samples; surface areas 2.54 and 24.22 m2 g-1
(Figure 6.4), respectively, indicates the ability of the mechanical exfoliation
technique to produce 2D materials with enhanced surface area relative to their
respective bulk.

Figure 6.4 (a) N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms and (b) Barrett-Joyner-Halenda
(BJH) pore size distributions CN-rGO20.
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FESEM operated at 5 kV and 10 μA was used to study the morphology of the
b-CN, NS-CN and CN-rGO composites; the images are shown in Figure 6.5a-c. The
bulk CN consisted of irregular and rigid particles of size in the range of 0.1 – 1 μm.
After these particles were subjected to mechanical ultrasonication for 20 h, the
particles were thinned layer by layer as shown by TEM images in Figure 6.6. This
thinning may be due to a shear force generated by liquid water along with interparticle collisions helping to weaken the van der Waals bonding between layers
leading to the dissociation of bulk particles into separated layers, NS-CN (Figure
6.5b).When sandwiched with an appropriate quantity of rGO, the hybrid contained
NS-CN inserted between the rGO sheets as shown in Figure 6.5c. This intercalation
was further clarified by TEM images (Figure 6.5d-f) that picture the sandwiching of
NS-CN nanosheets between the large rGO sheets, indicating an overall 3D
architecture.
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Figure 6.5 FESEM images of (a) b-CN; (b) NS-CN; (c) NS-rGO hybrids with
corresponding high resolution insets; (d-f) TEM of CN-rGO with corresponding
selected area electron diffraction (SAED) which confirms the crystal structure of the
reduced graphene oxide (rGO) sheets. The diffraction rings indicate that the obtained rGO
presents turbostratic stacking. and (g) AFM topography image and depth profile of the
NS-CN. The topography show 2D nanosheet morphology of the NS-CN whose
thickness is ~4.4 nm.

Figure 6.6 TEM of exfoliated NS-CN at (a) low and (b) high magnification.

The electrochemical performances of b-CN, b-CN-rGO20 hybrid, NS-CN and
3D architecture CN-rGO hybrids were tested against Li+/Li. First, we studied the
effect of exfoliation of b-CN to NS-CN; then we compared the electrochemical
performance against lithium with that of the CN-rGO hybrid followed by the effect
of rGO content in the CN-rGO hybrids.
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Figure 6.7 (a) Galvanostatic charge-discharge curves of bulk g-C3N4 (b-CN), bulk gC3N4 mixed with rGO (b-CN-rGO20), g-C3N4 nanosheets (NS-CN), and bulk gC3N4@rGO hybrid (CN-rGO20) at various cycles obtained at 50 mA g-1; (b) longterm cycle stability testing of the above compositions at 50 mA g-1; (c)
electrochemical impedance spectra of b-CN, b-CN-rGO20, NS-CN, and CN-rGO20,
with the inset showing the equivalent circuit used to interpret the results.
Figure 6.7a shows the charge-discharge plots against lithium at 50 mA g-1 of
both b-CN and, its rGO hybrid (b-CN-rGO20) and similarly, NS-CN and its hybrid
(NS-CN-rGO20). All compositions exhibited similar cycling curves; they differed
only in their specific capacity. NS-CN delivered a discharge capacity of 342.1 mA h
g-1 and a reversible charge capacity of 120.8 mA h g-1 as compared to only 220 and
65.1 mA h g-1 of discharge and charge capacity, respectively, from b-CN despite the
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material being a poor electrical conductor. This result could be due to an increased
surface area or to an increased edge density as active Li storage sites; the 2D
nanostructure of NS-CN may also help impregnation of electrolyte. Figure 6.7c
shows the electrochemical impedance spectra of these electrodes, which provide
further insight into their remarkable electrochemical performance. The Nyquist plot
consist of a semicircle at high frequency and a straight line at low frequency which
are attributed to the electrolyte or solution resistance (R1) offered at the electrodeelectrolyte interface and the charge transfer resistance (R2) in the case of the
semicircle, and the Warburg lithium diffusion (W2) in the case of the straight line,
along with a constant phase element (Q1) and a capacitor (C3), as represented in the
equivalent circuit model (Figure 6.7c inset). b-CN-rGO20, NS-CN and CN-rGO20
offered negligible electrolyte resistance of 4.468, 2.884 and 1.432 Ω, respectively, as
compared to 10.16 Ω for b-CN, while CN-rGO20 exhibited an initial R1 value of
316.3 Ω as compared to 445.1, 717.9 and 1092 Ω, respectively, for NS-CN, b-CNrGO20 and b-CN. Accordingly, the b-CN-rGO hybrid delivered 345 mA h g-1 even
after 300 cycles is far better than that of the bare b-CN and NS-CN samples (Figure
6.7a-b). During the charging process, removal of inserted lithium at 1.12 V is typical
for CN-rGO layers with pore-structure defects [37]. The CV curves were quite
similar after the second cycle, indicating a stable state. The lithium insertion reaction
with NS-rGO hybrids can be expressed by [19, 20]
C3N4 + zLi+ + ze- ↔ LizC3N4

(6.1)

Although nanostructuring has been successful for increasing the discharge
capacity of NS-CN, the electrodes can be improved further by making the 3D
architecture hybrids of NS-CN nanosheets and graphene of rGO [12, 33, 38, 39]. The
latter‘s enhanced electrochemical performances is due to the 3D architecture
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electrodes consisting of ultrathin g-C3N4 nanosheets (NS-CN) sandwiched between
rGO sheets, which increases the interfacial contact of g-CN4 sheets with the
conductive rGO sheets by developing increased bridging C-N-C bonds. Also, this
hybrid nanostructure helps to alleviate the volume change during the chargedischarge process. The increased specific capacity with cycle number suggests an
aging of electrolyte penetration to NS-CN edge sites that store Li ions as shown in
Figure 6.8.

Figure 6.8 shows the effect of cycling time over specific capacity for various
compositions

Figure 6.9 Schematic model of carbon nitride and lithium ion storage in NS-CN/rGO
3D architecture: a) polymeric carbon nitride (nitrogen: red and carbon: yellow)
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nanosheets having the tri-s-triazine structure containing pyridinic and pyrrolic
nitrogen; (b-f) shows the storage of one, two, three, and six lithium ions in the void.
In lithium-ion insertion into the carbon nitride nanosheet, one lithium-ion (yellow) is
attached to three pyridinic nitrogen (blue), but with increased lithium ion insertion
into the 3D architecture, more lithium ions are attached to pyridinic nitrogen atoms
(in the void spaces) in the CN nanosheets.
The synergistically enhanced lithium storage of the CN-rGO 3D architecture
is modelled by the Li insertion process in Figure 6.9. Theoretical calculations and
XPS results suggest that large numbers of pyridinic N and pyrrolic N defects and
holes exist in the pristine g-C3N4 structure. The distance between two large defects
consisting of pyrrolic holes is about 7.13 Å [17, 19]. It is predicted that Li ions tend
to occupy the natural defects of the g-C3N4 layers and the pyridinic N in the rings of
g-C3N4 to give a large storage capacity. Each nitrogen atom can alone adsorb up to
two lithium atoms. Initially, lithium tends to be adsorbed on the pyridinic N; the first
lithium will be attached to three nitrogen atoms in a void while the next lithium will
be adsorbed on remaining three nitrogen sites. If all the voids accommodate two
lithium ions pyridinic N, the resulting distortion of the structure would need to be
counter balanced by the rGO frameworks. However, adsorption of Li+ at the edge
site N atoms can be accommodated by the liquid electrolyte.
To explore the effect of different concentrations of rGO, on the
electrochemical performance, different amounts of rGO in the hybrids were cycled as
shown in Figure 6.10. Figure 6.10a shows the CV curves of CN-rGO hybrids cycled
between 0.002 – 3.000 V corresponding to the charge-discharge curves (Figure
6.10b). As can be seen from the CV curves of CN-rGO (Figure 6.10a), the first
cathodic peak centred at 0.36 V corresponds to the irreversible formation of a solid145

electrolyte interphase (SEI) over the electrode‘s surface due to electrolyte
decomposition; the electrolyte is passivated in subsequent cycles. The second
cathodic peak centred at around 1.41 V corresponds to Li+ insertion into the hybrids,
which is an important indication of lithium storage in CN-rGO. The reversible
capacity above 0.5 V is associated with Li storage [28].

Figure 6.10 (a) Cyclic voltammograms of CN-rGO hybrids cycled at 0.1 mV s-1
between 0.002 – 3.000 V; (b) charge-discharge plots of NS-rGO20 hybrid obtained at
different cycle numbers; (c) long-term cycling stability of CN-rGO hybrids at 50 mA
g-1; (d) electrochemical impedance spectra of CN-rGO20
All the 3D sandwich CN-rGO architectures give remarkable battery
performance. Figure 6.10b-c demonstrates the discharge capacity of rGO-(NS-CN)rGO architectures at a current density of 50 mA g-1 with their coulombic efficiency.
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The specific capacity of all hybrids were calculated based on only wt.% of NS-CN
neglecting the rGO contents in the hybrids. CN-rGO20 architecture shows a much
larger first discharge and reversible charge capacity of 1632 and 674.7 mA h g-1 than
the other electrodes. The initial irreversibility are the intrinsic property of
carbonaceous materials and this could be overcome by performing SEI layer prior to
the cell fabrication so as to render high and stable capacity in the long run. After the
first irreversible capacity loss, the latter still delivered a reversible capacity of 761,
773, 929, 963 and 970 mA h g-1, respectively, after 50th, 100th, 200th, 250th and 300th
cycle (Figure 6.10b). While CN-rGO30, delivered 556, 608, 769, 960 mA h g-1 after
50, 100, 200 and 300 cycles, which is still higher than CN-rGO10; exhibited only a
reversible capacity of 299 mA h g-1 after 300 cycles. Interestingly, the pure rGO
electrode could only deliver 55 mA h g-1 after 100 cycles, which means that the
majority of electrochemical specific capacity is obtained from the NS-CN while rGO
plays a vital role in providing electrons and robust support during cycling. Therefore,
the new 3D nano-architectured electrode delivered an electrochemical performance
of 970 mA h g-1 at 50 mA g-1 as compared to only 134.8 mA h g-1 from bare NS-CN
which is superior electrochemical performance compared to available literatures
(Table 6.2). This is well supported by the EIS data of Figure 6.10d, which shows a
comparison of Nyquist plots of the CN-rGO electrodes before and after 300 cycles.
The latter plot possessed a depressed semi-circle and a reduced interfacial chargetransfer resistance, demonstrating that the good electronic conductivity of the
composite enhanced the Li+ transport across the electrode-electrolyte interface. When
tested at various current densities, which is essential for high energy applications,
CN-rGO20 exhibited excellent capacity retention and rate capability as shown in
Figure 6.11. At different current densities (0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1 and 2 A g-1), the 3D nano147

architectured CN-rGO20 showed a reversible capacity of 671, 613, 506, 348 and 276
mA h g-1, respectively and exhibited 728 mA h g-1 upon returning to 0.05 A g-1 after
50 cycles.

Figure 6.11 Rate capability tests of CN-rGOn electrodes at various current densities.
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Table 6.2 Comparison of the electrochemical performance of the C3N4 nanosheets electrode with those of C3N4 with different structures
synthesized by different methods reported in the literature.

Morphology/
(wt%)
carbonaceous
materials

Synthesis method

Potential
(V vs
Li+/Li)

Current
rate
(mA g-1)

Initial
Capacity
(mA h g1
)

Capacity
retention
(mA h g-1)/
(cycles)

C3N4
Nanosheets/
rGO

Hydrothermal

0.002 –
3.000

50

1632

970 (300)

g-C3N4

Solid state method
(550 °C, 2h)

0.01 –
3.00

4 μA
cm-2

200

38 (6)

-

C3N4

Thermal
condensation
Hydrothermal

0.1 –3.0

30

250

50 (50)

-

100%

0.01 –
3.00

50

938

855 (100)

8000, (10)/
135

<50%

100

3002

~1563 (50)

1000, (10)/
1002

50%
(n=1)

150

75 (2)

C3N4/NRGO/
MoS2

g- C3N4/rGO

C3N4

Fe2O3/C3N4

Freeze drying and
0.01 –
calcination of
3.00
C2H4N4 and GO (gC3N4-rGO-n where n
= wt. ratio of
C2H4N4 and GO)
Hydrothermal

0.01 –
3.00

50

~1282

~738 (50)
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Rate Test
Current rate
(mA g-1),
(cycle)/
Capacity
(mA h g-1)
2000 (10)/
276

C3N4 as
Active
material
Wt. %

Remark

Ref.

> 80%

Focused on C3N4 as
active material as long
stable for about 300
cycles
Tested with electrode of
composition 75:15:10
wt.% of C3N4:Timcal
carbon: PVDf, respect.
1st capacity is higher but
fell steeply in 2nd cycle
Ternary composite with
lesser C3N4 content
while latter used as
MoS2 backbone
Actual capacity is due to
C3N4 or rGO is not clear,
Rise/drop in specific
capacity depends on wt.
ratio of raw materials

Present
work

Ternary composite in
which C3N4 was used as
support for Fe2O3

[26]

[20]

[19]
[38]

[27]

100
2000, (100)/
~436

-

6.4 Conclusions
Synthesis of 3D hybrids of nanostructured graphitic C3N4 (NS-CN)
sandwiched between the reduced graphene-oxide (rGO) sheets x-layers thick has
resulted in high-capacity Li anodes of long cycle life with n ≈ 20 wt.%. The NS-CN
and rGO are bonded by C-N-C interactions to give fast electron access to the NS-CN
anode particles. The NS-CN particles are good electronic conductors, and a liquid
electrolyte penetrating the space between the rGO sheets provide access of the Li + of
a liquid electrolyte to the N atoms that bind the Li+ ions in the reversible reaction
C3N4 + z Li+ + z e- = LizC3N4 with 1 < z < 2 per active N atom. After an initial
capacity loss owing to an irreversible formation of an anode SEI, an excellent
coulomb efficiency with a hybrid containing n = 20 wt.% rGO sheets gave a long
cycle-life stable capacity of 970 mA h g-1 cycled at 50 mA g-1 even after 300 cycles.
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CHAPTER 7: LONG STABLE CYCLING OF
FLUORINE DOPED NICKEL RICH
LAYERED CATHODE FOR LITHIUM
BATTERY

Theoretically, layered Ni-rich metal oxides are capable to deliver 200 mA h
g-1 but their performance deteriorates due to an irreversible surface reaction with the
electrolyte which could be overcome by partial substitution of fluorine for oxygen.
Herein, fluorine-doped of composition LiNi0.7Co0.15Mn0.15O1.95F0.05 exhibited 170
mA h g-1 even after 100 cycles when tested against lithium.

7.1 Introduction
Lithium-ion rechargeable batteries (LIBs) have been considered the best nearterm store of electric power for electric vehicles that can compete with an internal
combustion engine powered by fossil fuels [1-3]. This application requires a step
improvement over LIBs powering electronic devices in safety, cycle life, and stored
energy density; the energy density is <V(q)> . Q(I) where <V(q)> is the average
voltage over the state of charge, q, of the battery and Q (I) is the capacity at a
delivered current, I, of the electric power stored per unit weight and/ or volume of the
battery stack of cells. Safety concerns and energy density requirements dictate
development of a dendrite-free lithium anode and a high-voltage cathode host into
which lithium can be inserted reversibly over a large solid-state range. The safety
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issues, dendrite-free, lithium anode and long cycle life are being addressed with the
development of an insertion cathode host providing a large cathode energy density.
Transition-metal oxides offer the highest voltage, and Li+ ions can be extracted
reversibly at acceptable rates from oxides with close-packed oxygen arrays; layered
LiMO2, spinel LiM2O4, and olivine LiMPO4 with M containing a transition-metal
cation with a stable redox energy have been of particular interest provided they are
stable at high voltages in the electrolyte they contact [4-15].
Acceptable ordering of the layered LiMO2 oxides requires having a small
enough average radius of the M cations relative to the radius of the Li+ ion. The
Ni(III)/Ni(II) redox energy is at the top of the O2-:2p6 volume bands in an oxide; and
in the presence of Mn(IV) and low spin Co(III) ions, it is possible to have access not
only to the Ni(III)/Ni(II) completely but also to host, if not all, of the Ni(IV)/Ni(III)
couple pinned at the top of the O2-:2p6 valence bands with little, or no, energy gap
between the two Ni couples. Therefore, the Ni-rich layered oxides Li(Ni(II)12xCo(III)xMn(IV)x)O2

have been investigated as LIB cathodes [11, 16-21], that ease

give a cathode discharge capacity of 200 mA h g-1 [17-21]. However, surface
reactions with the liquid electrolyte of a conventional LIB have not been totally
suppressed by cation substitutions, including the Li2MnO3 interlayer 2D phase [2229]. This situation has led to the exploration of anion substitutions, particularly, F for O2- [30-41]. Herein, this chapter reports an investigation of F- doping on the highvoltage Ni-rich layered cathodes Li(Ni0.7Co0.15Mn0.15)O2-xFx (x = 0.025, 0.05, 0.075)
synthesized solvothermally followed by past annealing; the x = 0.05 sample
delivered a capacity of 170 mA h g-1 at 200 mA g-1 even after 100 cycles.
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7.2 Experimental
All chemical precursors utilized were 99.99% pure purchased from Sigma
Aldrich. The Ni0.7Co0.15Mn0.15(OH)2 precursor was prepared by solvothermal
method. A stoichiometric amount containing 7 mmol of Ni(CH3COO)2.4H2O, 1.5
mmol of Co(CH3COO)2.4H2O and 1.5 mmol of Mn(CH3COO)2.4H2O were
dissolved into 50 ml transparent solution using absolute ethanol and water in the
volume ratio of 4:1, respectively. The obtained homogeneous solution was then
transferred to a 90 ml Teflon-lined stainless-steel autoclave and heated in a muffle
furnace at 200 °C for 12 h. After cooling to room temperature, the obtained slurries
were centrifuged and washed several times with ethanol and vacuum dried at 60 °C
overnight. The Ni0.7Co0.15Mn0.15(OH)2 based precursors were thoroughly blended
with 5% Li excess of a stoichiometric amount of Li2CO3 and LiF as lithium and
fluorine sources, respectively. The mixture was sintered at 480 °C and 800 °C in an
O2 flow for 5 h and 12 h, respectively. For comparison, a pristine sample was
prepared without adding LiF at same sintering conditions.
Both pristine and F-doped Ni-rich layered cathodes were subjected to phase
identification, surface and electrochemical characterizations. X-ray diffraction
(XRD, Rigaku Miniflex 600) equipped with Cu-Kα radiation was employed for phase
identification at 2°/min scan rate and 0.02° step size. Surface characterization of
materials was carried out with a commercial x-ray photoelectron spectrometer
(Kratos Axis Ultra DLD, Manchester, U.K.), having a monochromated Al-Kα X-ray
source (hν = 1486.5 eV) with X-ray power at 120 Watt; the spectrometer had hybrid
optics (a magnetic and electrostatic lens used simultaneously) and a multi-channel
plate detector coupled to a hemispherical photoelectron kinetic analyser. The base
pressure in the analysis chamber was typically 3 x 10-9 Torr. Spectra were collected
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with pass energy of 20 eV and scanned at 0.1 eV per step. All peaks were calibrated
with respect to adventitious carbon, C 1s, at 285 eV. Casa XPS analysis software was
used for peak fitting analysis and the stoichiometric ratios were determined from
corrected peak areas by employing the Kratos sensitivity factors for each element of
interest. A field-emission-gun-scanning-electron-microscope (FESEM, Hitachi
S5500 SEM/STEM) coupled with energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS)
operated at 5 kV and 10 µA was used to visualize and study cathode structural
morphologies and compositions, respectively.
The electrochemical performances of pristine and fluorine-doped Ni-rich
layered cathodes were studied with CR2032 half-cell coin cells assembled in an
argon-filled glove box (MBraun, Germany). All samples were blended individually
with carbon Super P as conducting agent and polyvinylidene fluoride (SigmaAldrich) as a binder in the weight ratio 8:1:1, respectively with N-methyl-2pyrrolidone as a solvent. They were mixed and thus-obtained slurry was tape casted
over the double side carbon coated aluminium current collector and vacuum dried at
120 °C overnight. The dried electrodes were cut into circular discs with each
electrode weighing ~1 mg cm-2 active materials. Half-cell coin cells were assembled
with afore-prepared cathodes while Li metal foil as counter/reference electrode
separated by Celgard polypropylene film as a separator containing a few drops of
commercially available 1 M LiPF6 in 1:1 (v/v) of ethylene carbonate (EC): diethyl
carbonate (DEC) as electrolyte. All the assembled cells were tested in a batterytesting analyser (Landt, China CT2001A) at a constant specific current density (mA
g-1) between 2.8 – 4.4 V. A Solartron electrochemical workstation was employed to
perform potentiostatic electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (PEIS) in the
frequency range of 1 MHz to 10 mHz against Li+/Li0.
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7.3 Results and Discussion
The XRD pattern in Figure 7.1 pertains to Ni0.7Co0.15Mn0.15(OH)2 (JCPDF:
#14-0117) that confirms that the precursor is a typical M(OH)2 oxide (where M = Ni,
Co or Mn). The precursors contained nanometre-sized particle agglomerates to form
granular shaped particles of ~1 μm. Also, the energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS,
not shown) reveals that Ni, Co, Mn are disturbed uniformly with an atom ratio of
0.73:0.14:0.13 which is close to the desired composition of 0.70:0:15:0:15.

Figure 7.1 XRD pattern and FESEM (insert) shows phase purity and morphology,
respectively, of the as-prepared NCM precursor.
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Figure 7.2 XRD patterns of pristine and various fluorine doped Ni rich cathode with
corresponding morphologies of each composition on the adjacent FESEM.
Figure 7.2 shows the XRD patterns of the pristine and fluorine-doped
LiNi0.7Co0.15Mn0.15O2-xFx, where x = 0, 0.025, 0.05 and 0.075 samples. All the
materials possessed layered hexagonal rock-salt structure of α-NaFeO2 with R m
space group. It has been reported that the intensity ratio of I(003)/I(104) is the key
determinant of the degree of ordering of the Li+ and Ni2+ ions into alternate (101)
planes [9, 12]. After careful analysis of the XRD pattern (Figure 7.2), the I(003)/I(104)
were determined to be 1.83 (pristine); 1.19 (x = 0.025); 1.02 (x = 0.05) and 0.9 (x =
0.075). Therefore, it is understood that the intensity ratio of I(003)/I(104) planes
decreased indicating increased disorder of Li+ and Ni2+ with increasing fluorine
doping. The planes (006)/(102) and (108)/(110) are clearly separated in the pristine
sample, but become indistinguishable with increasing in fluorine doping. From the
XRD analysis, it is anticipated that the lower the fluorine content in
LiNi0.7Co0.15Mn0.15O2, the better would be their electrochemical Li+ insertion
performance. The post annealing of Ni0.7Co0.15Mn0.15(OH)2 with a stoichiometric
amount of Li2CO3 and LiF at 480 °C and 800 °C for 5 h and 12 h, respectively, leads
to highly crystalline particles with an insignificant change in their lattice parameters
with fluorine doping. Further, the changes in lattice parameter represented by ―a‖
and ―c‖ of annealed pristine and F-doped samples were determined using XRDA 3.1
software and tabulated below.
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Table 7.1 Lattice parameter “a” and “c” determined using XRDA 3.1 software
Sample ID

Lattice parameters
a (Å)

Pristine

2.8548

c (Å)

c/a

± 14.1219 ± 0.0194

0.0036
x = 0.025

2.8697

2.8756

± 14.1920 ± 0.0121

2.8684

4.9455

± 101.217

0.0042
± 14.2109 ± 0.0294

0.0053
x = 0.075

± 99.674

0.0068

0.0026
x = 0.050

4.9467

V (Å3)

4.9419

± 101.766

0.0102
± 14.1815 ± 0.0194

0.0031

4.9440

± 101.051

0.0068

The parameters ―a‖ and ―c‖ respectively, measures interlayer metal-metal
distance and cumulative of MO6 octahedron layer thickness in the layer structure of
LiMO2 [8] whose values are a = 2.8548 (Å) and c = 14.1219 (Å) for pristine sample.
Upon increasing fluorine doping in pristine from x = 0.025 to 0.05, both ―a‖ and ―c‖
parameters increased, whereas the ratios of c/a decreased, accompanying with the
decrease of slab thickness and the increase of inter-slab space thickness. This may be
due to the occupancy of small radius Ni2+ (0.69 Å) at Li layer while the location of
Li+ with largest radius (0.76 Å) in the transition metal layer lead to increase in the
slab thickness (―a‖). Also, increase in ―c‖ axis favours the process of lithium ion‘s
intercalation and deintercalation leading to their enhanced electrochemical
performances. Further, doping beyond, x = 0.075 lead to reduced ―a‖ and ―c‖ values
which does not favour the electrochemical performances which is reflected when
these electrodes were tested against lithium.
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XPS spectra in Figure 7.3 show high resolution peaks of (a) Li 1s, (b) F 1s
and (c) Ni 2p. In panel (a), the Li 1s spectrum of the pristine sample (x = 0.00) was
fitted to a single symmetric function with its peak centred at 55.2 eV while the rest of
the Li 1s spectra from the F-doped samples were fitted by two symmetric functions.
The peaks at 55.2 eV, which dominate 75 to 85% of the total experimental Li peak
area in the F-doped samples, are assigned to Li2CO3 [38]. The presence of Li2CO3
was confirmed with the detection of the strong carbonate C 1s peak at ~290 eV (not
shown). The stoichiometric concentration of the carbonate peak is in agreement with
Li 1s at 55.2 eV. The smaller fitted peaks at 56.3 eV are assigned to LiF [38].
Additional evidence for the detection of LiF is discussed below; focusing on the F 1s
region, panel Figure 7.3b. It is important to note that Li co-ordinated in the pristine
or F doped Ni rich layered of LiNi0.7Co0.15Mn0.15O1.95F0.05 structure was not detected
in any of the Li 1s peaks due to overall structure of the samples that consist of a top
layer of excess LiF and Li2CO3. This top layer screened the signals from Li in the
pristine and F doped LiNi0.7Co0.15Mn0.15O1.95F0.05 structures. This observation is
further discussed below.
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Figure 7.3 High-resolution XPS spectra of LiNi0.7Co0.15Mn0.15O1.95F0.05 for regions in
(a) lithium, (b) fluorine, (c) nickel
As expected, the spectrum of the pristine sample (x = 0.00) shows a flat line
(with noise) in the F 1s region while the F 1s spectra of the F-doped samples show
broad asymmetric peaks. Each of these peaks was adequately fitted to two symmetric
functions. One of the fitted functions has a dominant peak area at 685.1 eV. Based on
the binding energy value of this peak and its calculated concentration, which is in
agreement with the fitted Li 1s peak at 56.3 eV, it is assigned to LiF [38]. The second
fitted F 1s peak decreases in binding energy as the concentration of doped fluorine
(x) is incrementally increased per sample in the following order: 686.6, 686.1, and
685.9 eV for x = 0.025, 0.05, 0.075, respectively. This chemical shift is trending
toward a binding energy value where the F 1s binding energy in NiF2 was measured
at 685.1 eV [38]. Thus, the second fitted F 1s peak is assigned to doped fluorine from
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the ion-exchange

reaction during the

synthesis

of the

Ni-rich

layered

LiNi0.7Co0.15Mn0.15O1.95F0.05Fx materials. Additional evidence of the detection of
doped fluorine is discussed below. A small shoulder peak at 687.2 eV, which is only
detected in one sample, x = 0.075, was not identified. We are assuming, based on its
relatively small concentration, it plays an inactive role.
The pristine layered Ni-rich electrode material, without fluorine, has two
oxidation states, Ni3+ and Ni2+, with a theoretical Ni3+/Ni2+ ratio of 3.7. In Figure
7.3c, the Ni 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 regions show a single asymmetric core transition peak for
the pristine as well as the F-doped samples. The spectra also show broad peaks near
862 and 880 eV. The latter peaks are assigned to satellite peak transitions of the Ni
2p [34, 35, 37]. A peak deconvolution procedure to determine the spectroscopic
properties of the Ni3+ and Ni2+ states was unsuccessful since the binding energy of
these states are separated by less than 1.2 eV [34, 35, 37]. These Ni chemical states
become convoluted into single peak in both 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 spin states. Another fitting
complication is that there is a considerable overlap of the broad satellites peaks with
the Ni chemical states. The electrons of the Ni3+/Ni2+ redox couple ate commonly
itinerant in Ni-rich oxides. To evaluate the effect(s) of fluorine doped samples, we
chose in the fitting procedure a single fitting function only for the Ni 2p3/2 peak to
represent both Ni3+ and Ni2+ chemical states. Using a Shirley function as a
background account for the in-elastically photoelectron scattering, the Ni 2p2/3 peaks
were adequately fitted with a single asymmetric Lorentzian function with full-widthhalf-maximum (FWHM) fixed at 2.22 eV while the satellite peak of Ni 2p3/2 peak is
fitted to a broader symmetric Gaussian-Lorentzian function. The fits of the Ni 2p3/2
for the pristine and F doped samples shown early identical line shapes, indicating the
Ni3+/Ni2+ ratio is not strongly perturbed in any of the fluorine doped samples. There
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is, however, a small positive binding energy peak shift of 0.1 to 0.2 eV for the Fdoped samples compared to the pristine sample. This small positive binding energy
shift trends toward the binding energy of the Ni 2p of NiF2 [37]. This Ni 2p shift is
also consistent with the trend observed for the small fitted F 1s peak near 686 eV.
These observations are consistent with the XRD data, indicating that the ion
exchange reaction yields F-doped LiNi0.7Co0.15Mn0.15O1.95F0.05 structure.
Table 7.2 Chemical composition determined from XPS analysis
Sample ID

LiF/Ni

Li in

F doped/

Li2CO3/ Ni

Ni-rich layer

I(003)/I(104)

x = 0.000

0.00

5.26

0.00

1.83

x = 0.025

0.422

8.72

0.12

1.19

x = 0.050

0.55

4.10

0.20

1.02

x = 0.075

0.47

4.00

0.53

0.90

With the Ni 2p3/4 peak as a reference to calculate peak ratios for the detected
species on the surface of the pristine and F doped Ni rich layered samples, Table 7.2
shows a summary of the concentration ratios of Li2CO3, LiF, and doped F with
respect to the Ni concentration. The LiF/Ni ratios are similar while doped F/Ni ratios
increase as expected from ion-exchange reaction of the doped F samples. Table 7.2
also shows that the doped F/Ni ratio from XPS correlates with the XRD ratios,
I(003)/I(104). This correlation between XRD (i.e., bulk technique) and XPS (i.e., surface
technique) has not been reported in previous studies. Its correlation characteristics
are under consideration for future study. Such a study is desirable to explore since
the target ratios of fluorine doped LiNi0.7Co0.15Mn0.15O2-xFx (x = 0.025, 0.05, and
0.075), on the one hand, are consistent with the XRD while, on the other hand, the
XPS ratios are nearly 5 to 6 times larger for the x = 0.12, 0.20, and 0.50 than the
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theoretical values. Moreover, the surface of the Ni-rich layered materials has a layer
of excess Li2CO3 and LiF. Under similar acquisition parameters (e.g., 20 eV pass
energy), the 2p peaks of Mn and Co yielded extremely weak signals, indicating that
the overlayer of un-reacted Li2CO3 and LiF effectively screened the signal from
these elements, but not from nickel, suggesting the top layer is approximately 4 to 6
nm in thickness. This top layer clearly originates from 5% Li excess of the
stoichiometric amount from a mixture of Li2CO3 and LiF, which was added to
compensate the Li loss at elevated temperature. Without this excess Li source, the
pristine and LiNi0.7Co0.15Mn0.15O2-xFx samples would be deficient of Li [8, 9, 14, 20,
34, 35, 37] and battery performance would drop. Furthermore, removal of excess
Li2CO3 and LiF post-annealing treatment is not feasible due to the insolubility of the
LiF and Li2CO3 with most solvents that would not alter the structure of layered,
nickel-rich cathode particles. In conclusions, the pristine and LiNi0.7Co0.15Mn0.15O2xFx

samples prepared by solvothermal and post-annealing treatment methods yield

particles 3-4 micron in diameter with an intrinsic top layer of Li2CO3 and LiF.
The electrochemical performance of LiNi0.7Co0.15Mn0.15O2-xFx, where x = 0,
0.025, 0.05 and 0.075 were tested in typical CR 2032 coin half-cell against lithium
metal. Figure 7.4a-c compares the long cycle stability and charge-discharge plots of
pristine and various fluorine doped LiNi0.7Co0.15Mn0.15O2 electrodes obtained in the
voltage range of 2.8 – 4.4 V at a current density of 200 mA g-1. The pristine
delivered an initial charge and discharge capacity of 261.3 and 162.6 mA h g-1,
respectively, with an initial coulombic efficiency of 78.2% while the x = 0.05
delivered a reversible initial charge and discharge capacity of 302.6 and 197.6 mA h
g-1 with 80.3% coulombic efficiency making it the best among the pristine and
fluorine-doped samples. The low initial coulombic efficiency (CE) in both doped and
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undoped samples maybe due to the (1) formation of irreversible solid-electrolyteinterface (SEI) over the electrode surface and (2) the top layer containing excess
Li2CO3 and LiF on the surface of the Ni-rich layered materials which could further
impede the electrolyte‘s impregnation into the electrode‘s surface.

Figure 7.4 (a) Long cycle stability of pristine and F-doped LiNi0.7Co0.15Mn0.15O2
tested at 200 mA g-1; charge-discharge at various cycles of (b) pristine and (c)
LiNi0.7Co0.15Mn0.15O2 obtained at 200 mA g-1; (d) electrochemical impedance spectra
of pristine and LiNi0.7Co0.15Mn0.15O2
The electrochemical performance increases with fluorine doping till x = 0.05,
and a further increase of the F- concentration adversely affects their electrochemical
performance. A possible reason may be due to the disordering of Li+ and Ni2+ as
evident from the XRD pattern of x = 0.075. The sample x =0.05 exhibited negligible
voltage fade as compared to pristine (Figure 7.4b,c) delivering a reversible capacity
of 169.8 mA h g-1 even after 100 cycles as compared to only 131.8 mA h g-1from the
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pristine sample. Moreover, the F-doped surface layer suppress the surface reaction as
it is anticipated that the anion doping of high voltage cathode materials form a M-F
bond that which directly modifies the anionic oxidation processes at high voltage
cathode materials as reported by the anionic redox (O2)n- process by Tarascon group
[30-33]. Oxyfluoride-based high voltage cathode materials show improved
electrochemical high voltage and rate performance [36, 39-41]. This is wellsupported by the electrochemical impedance spectra of pristine and fluorine doped (x
= 0.05) samples. The Nyquist plot consists of a semicircle in the high and medium
frequency region and a straight line in the low frequency region in both the spectra.
The first semicircle at high frequency and the other semicircle at medium frequency
corresponds, respectively, to the interfacial resistance of Li+ ions passing through the
SEI layer and to electrochemical charge transfer resistance between the active
material and the electrolyte, which is well coordinated with charge-discharge plots
while the straight line in the low-frequency region refers to the Warburg diffusion
inside the active material. Accordingly, the pristine and fluorine doped (x = 0.05)
exhibit a lower charge-transfer resistance of 152.9 Ω as compared to 751.2 Ω of
pristine samples as shown in Figure 7.4d.

7.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, successfully synthesized Ni-rich layered LiNi0.7Co0.15Mn0.15O2xFx

compounds (0 < x < 0.075) and studied the effect of fluorine doping on their

electrochemical performances of Li+ reversible extraction in the potential window of
2.8 – 4.4 V. The increase in fluorine content (x > 0.05) results in disordering of Li+
and Ni2+ ions, which adversely affects their cycling performances. The composition,
LiNi0.7Co0.15Mn0.15O2-xFx where x = 0.05 exhibited the lowest charge-transfer
resistance and delivered a remarkable reversible capacity of 169.8 mA h g-1 at 200
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mA g-1 with negligible voltage drop even after 100 cycles as compared to pristine
samples.
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CHAPTER 8: ELUCIDATING THE EFFECTS
OF FLUORINE DOPING IN LI-RICH
SPINEL CATHODE FOR THE LITHIUM
BATTERY: A STUDY USING EX-SITU TOFSIMS AND IN-SITU NEUTRON
DIFFRACTION TECHNIQUES
8.1 Introduction
The rapid depletion of fossil fuels along with rise in accumulation of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere has alarmed materials scientists and inspired
them to hunt for alternatives that might be viable in the near future. The advent of
advanced technologies to harness electrical energy from various renewable energy
resources, such as solar, wind, tidal, hydro, etc., has led to serious questions on how
to store this energy for various applications, as energy is considered as the heart of
modern society [1, 2]. The electrochemically based devices such as batteries and
supercapacitors have shown superior performances among the various storage
devices. Among the various types of batteries, it is anticipated that the lithium-ion
batteries (LIBs) which are widely used in electronic components could be modified
and improved in term of performance for practical use in hybrid/ plug-in electric
vehicles [3, 4]. To meet these demanding requirements, LIBs are proposed due to
their low cost, high energy density, faster charging/discharging rate, longer cycling
life, and environmental benignity compared to other battery types. Nevertheless, the
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present commercialized cathode material, LiCoO2, is limited by its 50% reversible
theoretical capacity, structural instability, and the high cost and toxicity of cobalt [28]. Hence, the present LIB technology does not completely meet the requirements for
above applications in terms of energy and power densities.
In order to achieve high energy and power densities, new cathode materials
with high capacity or higher operating voltage need to be developed. In this regards,
high voltage (> 4.6 V) spinel materials are promising due to their high energy density
and power density [8-12], as compared to layered Li-Ni-Co-Mn-O (NMC) [13] and
olivine LiFePO4 [14, 15]. These materials are still facing challenges, however, such
as poor rate performance with low initial coulombic efficiency, caused by
irreversible side reactions with electrolytes at higher voltage, which further results in
deteriorating working voltage in the long run [16]. The poor electrochemical
performance could be attributed to (1) the slow dissolution of manganese ions with
the onset of the Jahn-Teller effect in deeply discharged LixMn2O4 electrodes (x = 1)
[17-20]; and (2) decomposition of organic electrolytes at higher voltages [16, 21-24].
These shortcomings have to be deal with in order to make the Li excess cathode
materials more vibrant and competitive candidates for next-generation batteries.
Several groups have extensively studied manganese substituted spinel doped with
other metals, such as Li, Ni, Mg, Zn, Co, etc., to address point (1). In the past few
years, there has been tremendous progress on mitigating point (2) by surface
modification of micron-sized active cathode materials as an effective strategy to
enhance their electrochemical performance without depleting the energy density of
the active material. This includes the formation layers a few nanometers (nm) thick
of metal oxides [25, 26], metal phosphates [27], and metal fluorides [28] to cover the
surfaces, leading to hetero-structured cathode materials with core-shell structures and
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concentration-gradient surfaces [29, 30]. Although these strategies overcome a few
limitations, such as by enhancing coulombic efficiency and protecting the active
materials from side reactions at elevated voltage, they have not been a complete
solution due to the instability of the surface structure and electrochemical
performance that are caused by the Li2MnO3 phase in Li excess cathode materials
[16]. Also, there are experimental limitations to optimizing the surface coating with
uniform thickness, resulting in localization of the product as an insulating layer over
the active cathode material, leading to degradation of its overall electrochemical
performances [8].
Nevertheless, while anion doping of high voltage cathode materials
strengthens their immunity to dissolution in HF-related acids, avoids the undesirable
occupation of Li or transition metal (TM) ion sites, and directly modifies the anionic
processes, which is very important for the high voltage cathode materials ever since
the significance of the (O2)n- anionic redox process was reported by Tarascon‘s group
[31]. Following this, oxyfluoride-based high voltage cathode materials showed
enormous positive electrochemical effects such as enhanced battery voltage, better
rate performance by increased ionic conductivity, and greater structural stability in
the long run [13, 32-34].
This chapter reports a fluorine-doped high-voltage Li-excess spinel cathode
for the LIB that was synthesized by the versatile solvothermal method and postannealing at high temperatures [13]. These materials were characterized structurally
by X-ray diffraction and neutron powder diffraction techniques, where the chemical
composition distribution was determined using time of flight-secondary ion mass
spectroscopy (TOF-SIMS), supported by investigations of their electrochemical
performance [35-38]. The fluorine doped Li-excess spinel outperformed the
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pristine/undoped reference sample in terms of initial coulombic efficiency, long,
stable cycling, and excellent rate performance at higher current densities.

8.2 Experimental
8.2.1 Preparation of Pristine and Fluorine-Doped Li-excess Spinel
Cathode Materials
All chemical precursors utilized (99.99% pure) were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich. Li[LixMn1.5-yNi0.5-z]O4-x-Fx materials with x = y +z = 0.36,  = 0.36 were
prepared by the simple and versatile solvothermal technique and a post-annealing
process. The following procedure was implemented: stoichiometric amounts of the
respective metal acetates and urea (chelating agent) were dissolved in 50 ml ethanol
(solvent). The obtained homogeneous solution was then transferred to 90 ml Teflon
lined stainless steel autoclaves, which were heated in a muffle furnace at 200 °C for
24 h. After cooling to room temperature, the obtained slurries were centrifuged/
washed several times with ethanol and vacuum dried at 60 °C overnight. A molar
ratio of 1:1.5, respectively, of the ground metal carbonate precursors with respect to
lithium fluoride (LiF, 10% excess) was mixed, and the samples were subjected to
heat treatment at 800 °C for 15 h in open air atmosphere. Also, the pristine materials
were prepared using Li carbonate and metal carbonate precursors while maintaining
constant annealing parameters. Therefore, the fluorine doped and undoped samples
were labelled as LEMFO and LEMO, respectively.

8.2.2 Materials Characterization
Both the fluorine-doped and the pristine Li-excess spinel cathodes were
subjected to phase identification, and surface and electrochemical characterizations.
X-ray diffraction (XRD, GBC MMA) equipped with Cu-Kα radiation was employed
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for phase identification at a 2°/min scan rate and 0.02° step size. Field-emission-gunscanning-electron-microscopy (FEGSEM, JOEL JSM-7500F, Japan) coupled with
energy dispersive X ray spectroscopy (EDS) operated at 5 kV and 10 µA were
conducted to visualize and study their structural morphologies and compositions. An
ION-TOF GmbH (Germany, 2010) TOF.SIMS 5 was used for chemical analysis.
The analysis ion beam, consisting of Bi+ ion pulses (30 keV ion energy), was set in
either the high current (HC, 20 ns pulse width, ~4 pA measured sample current,
raster scanning: 100 × 100 µm2) or burst alignment (BA, 100 ns pulse width, ~0.04
pA measured sample current, raster scanning: 50 × 50 µm2) mode for depth profiling
or high lateral resolution (~200 nm) elemental mapping, respectively. For depth
profiling, a Cs+ (500 eV ion energy, ~40 nA measured sample current) was raster
scanned over a 300 × 300 µm2 area centred over the analysis area. The Cs+ sputtering
rate, 0.03 nm/s, was determined previously on a similar active material [35-38], and
the depth profiles were acquired in a non-interlaced mode, that is, sequential
sputtering and analysis (static SIMS). All detected ions had negative polarity, while
the mass resolution was > 7000 for the HC mode and > 300 for the BA mode. The
data was acquired at a base pressure of ~2 × 10-9 mbar. Due to the high reactivity of
Li with the water in the environment, the samples were transferred from an argonfilled glove box to the TOF-SIMS instrument in an air-free capsule that was used an
in-house-built air-sensitive set-up.

8.2.3 Electrochemical Characterizations
The electrochemical performance was studied for the pristine and Li-excess
spinel cathodes with CR2032 half-cell configured coin cells assembled in an argon
filled glove box (MBraun, Germany). All samples were blended individually with
carbon Super P as conducting agent and polyvinylidene fluoride (Sigma-Aldrich) as
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binder in the weight ratio of 8:1:1, respectively, using N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone as a
solvent. The slurry was mixed using a planetary mixer (Kurabo Mazerustar, Japan),
and the thus-obtained slurry was tape-casted over copper current collectors by the
using doctor blade technique and vacuum dried at 120 °C overnight. The dried
electrodes were cut into circular discs, and half-cell type coin cells were assembled
using the thus-prepared electrodes as working electrode with Li metal foil as
counter/reference electrode and Celgard polypropylene film as a separator
impregnated with a few drops of commercially available 1 M LiPF6 in 1:1:1 (v/v/v)
of ethylene carbonate (EC): diethyl carbonate (DEC): dimethyl carbonate (DMC) as
electrolyte. All the assembled cells were electrochemically tested in a battery testing
analyser (Land, China CT2001A) at a constant specific current density (mA g-1)
between 2 – 4.8 V. A Biologic (VMP3) electrochemical workstation was employed
to perform cyclic voltammetry (CV) at a 0.1 mV s-1 scan rate and potentiostatic
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (PEIS) in the frequency range of 0.1 MHz
to 10 mHz against Li+/Li0.

8.2.4 Neutron Powder Diffraction (NPD) Studies
For high-resolution neutron powder diffraction (NPD) data measurements,
the as-prepared pristine and F-doped powders were separately packed into a 9-mm
vanadium can inside an Ar-filled glove box, and the can was sealed to avoid aircontact. The NPD data were collected, with a neutron beam wavelength of
1.62161(5) Å, determined using the La11B6 National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) Standard Reference Material 660b on ECHIDNA, the highresolution neutron powder diffractometer at the Open Pool Australian Light-water
(OPAL) research reactor at the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology
Organisation (ANSTO) [39] The NPD data were obtained in the 2θ angular range of
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4 to 164° with a step size of 0.125°. GSAS-II [40] was used to perform Rietveld
analysis of the obtained NPD data. The refinement parameters that were optimized
included background coefficients, zero-shift, peak shape parameters, lattice
parameters, the positional parameters of oxygen, isotropic atomic displacement
parameters (Uiso), and the occupancy of Mn and Ni.
A specially designed pouch-type battery was used in the collection of
operando NPD data. The details of battery assembly can be found elsewhere [41-45].
In this work, for coupling with the F-doped cathode, graphite was used as anode in
the

full

battery

with

deuterated

electrolyte

solution

(1

M

lithium

hexafluorophosphate (99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich) in a 1:1 volume ratio of deuterated
dimethyl carbonate (DMC) (99.5%, Novachem) to deuterated ethylene carbonate
(EC) (98%, prepared at the Neutron Deuteration Facility (NDF), ANSTO)). During
the operando NPD experiment, the neutron-friendly battery was cycled
galvanostatically using a potentiostat/galvanostat (Autolab PG302N) at a current of
20 mA for 4 cycles between 2.0 and 4.5 V (vs. graphite). Operando NPD data on the
battery were collected with a neutron beam wavelength of 2.4155(2) Å, determined
using the La11B6 NIST Standard Reference Material 660b, on WOMBAT [46], the
high-intensity neutron powder diffractometer at the OPAL research reactor at
ANSTO. Single-peak fitting of the cathode (222) reflection was performed using the
Large Array Manipulation Program (LAMP).

8.3 Results and Discussion
Li-Mn-Ni-O microspheres [47, 48] were obtained by designing a simple and
versatile solvothermal technique with a subsequent thermal annealing. It was
anticipated that metal ions and acetate groups would be alcohol-phobic and alcoholphilic, respectively, in which favours the formation of tiny bubbles when dissolved in
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ethanol. As the temperature of the Teflon-lined autoclave increased to 200 °C, metal
ions precipitated with the CO2 and NH3 produced by the decomposition of urea
resulting in metal carbonate microspheres, as shown in Figure 8.1

Figure 8.1 Morphology of metal carbonate microsphere precursors.
The obtained metal carbonate precursors were blended with LiF, respectively,
in the molar ratio of 1:1.5 and annealed at 800 °C for 15 h, with the resultant material
denoted as LEMFO. Similarly, a 10% excess beyond the stoichiometric amount of
Li2CO3 was mixed with metal carbonate precursors and annealed under the same
conditions, with the resultant material denoted as LEMO (pristine). The XRD
patterns of LEMFO and LEMO are shown in Figure 8.2a, while their microspheres
morphologies were identical as shown in Figure 8.2b.
Initially, the obtained high-resolution NPD patterns were first indexed and
refined with a trigonal phase (R m). Some impurity peaks were found. On
investigating the reflection positions between the spinel and layer phases, most of
them were found to be overlapping, and some minor peaks (not belonging to R m)
were indexed using the spinel structure with Fd m space group. In the refinements,
the starting models were a LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4-like spinel and a Li-rich Li2MnO3 layered
phase (C2/m). The crystallographic details of the spinel phase are tabulated in Table
8.1. The good weighted profile R-factor (Rwp) and goodness-of-fit (GOF) (shown in
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Figure 8.2) support the correctness of the results. The refinement results confirm that
the pristine sample consists of 96(11) wt.% spinel phase, and the rest consists of the
Li-rich component with the C2/m monoclinic space group. The doping with fluorine
has great influence on the composition, in which the weight fraction of spinel phase
is reduces to 78(3) wt% and that of Li-rich component increases to 22(1) wt.%.

(c)

Figure 8.2 Rietveld fit-profiles using high-resolution neutron powder diffraction
(NPD) data on (a) pristine LEMO (undoped) and (b) LEMFO (fluorine doped), and
(c) their morphology.
Table 8.1 Crystallography of the spinel phase in the pristine (top) and F-doped
(bottom) samples, obtained from the refinement results using the high-resolution
NPD data collected using ECHIDNA.
LMNO (Pristine sample); Space group: Fd m; a = 8.2021(3) Å
Atoms Site x

y

z

Uiso

Li

8a

1/8

1/8

0.014(1)* 1

Ni

16d ½

1/2

½

0.014(1)* 0.230(1)#

1/8

180

Occupancy

Mn

16d ½

O

32e

1/2

½

0.014(1)* 0.770(1)#

0.26310(5) 0.26310(5) 0.26310(5) 0.014(1)* 1

LMNFO (F-doped sample ); Space group: Fd m; a = 8.1726(3) Å
Atoms Site x

y

z

Uiso

Occupancy

Li

8a

1/8

1/8

1/8

0.015(1)* 1

Ni

16d 1/2

1/2

½

0.015(1)* 0.242(2) #

Mn

16d 1/2

1/2

½

0.015(1)* 0.758(2) #

O

32e

0.26327(8) 0.26327(8) 0.26327(8) 0.015(1)* 0.95

F

32e

0.26327(8) 0.26327(8) 0.26327(8) 0.015(1)* 0.05

* constrained to be same # the sum constrained to be unity
The charge-discharge profiles of 1st cycle for pristine LEMO and fluorine
doped LEMFO recorded between 2.0 and 4.8 V at 40 mA g-1 are shown in Figure
8.5. Both electrodes showed four distinct plateau regions during discharge. The
plateaus at around 4.7 and 4.0 V correspond to the extraction/ insertion of lithium ion
from/ into 8a tetrahedral sites of the cubic spinel structure. The upper plateau region
at ~4.7 V originates from the Ni3+/Ni4+ couple, and the lower plateau region at ~4.7
V corresponds to the Ni2+/Ni3+ couple. The plateau region at 4.0 V originates from
the Mn3+/Mn4+ couple, which is mainly due to the existence of a small amount of
Mn3+ formed during the hydrothermal process. The reaction plateaus at 2.8 V and 2.1
V are associated with the transformation of cubic to tetragonal phase during the
extraction of lithium ions from empty 16c octahedral sites of the cubic spinel
structure.
The cyclability in terms of discharge capacity of LEMO and LEMFO was
obtained at 40 mA g-1 for 100 cycles. The first discharge capacities of the pristine
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LEMO and LEMFO, respectively, were 257.2 and 206.6 mA h g-1. The performance
of latter was stable, while the former showed considerable fading, with capacity of
198.3 and 132.6 mA h g-1, respectively, after 100 cycles. Although the initial
discharge capacity of LEMFO is lower than that of LEMO, the former showed
excellent capacity retention of 96 % as compared to latter‘s 52 %. This was reflected
by the rapid voltage fade for LEMO as compared to negligible fade for LEMFO
samples. The rate capability plot displayed the comparative performances of LEMO
and LEMFO at various current densities for 60 cycles. LEMO exhibited 238.2,
189.4, 137.3, 97.4, 64.2, 38.7, 15.4, and 11 mA h g-1, respectively, at 20, 40, 60, 100,
200, 400, 800, and 1000 mA g-1, and reversibly delivered only 112.9 and 150.6
mAhg-1, respectively, on reverting back to 60 and 20 mA g-1. LEMFO, however,
exhibited 289.2, 218.2, 153.1, 120.4, 94, 66.4, 38.5, and 33.7 mA h g-1 at the same
respective current densities and was able to deliver a reversible capacity of 257.2 mA
h g-1 upon reverting back to 20 mA g-1, even after 60 cycles.
In order to understand the function of the electrode material and the effects of
F-doping, operando NPD measurements were performed. The operando NPD data
was stacked to form the contour map (see Figure 8.6), clearly showing the shift of the
(222) reflection for the cathode, following the charge-discharge profile. The
continuous movement of the (222) reflection indicates that the F-doped material
undergoes a solid-solution reaction, with the lattice being shrunk during the lithium
extraction and expanded during the lithium insertion. This result further suggests that
the main phase is not crystallized in the R m space group, which should be similar to
LiCoO2 electrode, exhibiting lattice expansion at the beginning of lithium extraction
due to the increase in electrostatic repulsion between the oxygen layers and then
lattice shrinkage during further extraction, following Vegard‘s law. Except for the
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first cycle, high reversibility of the lattice volume can be observed in the following
cycles, suggesting good cycling performance.
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Figure 8.5 (a) 1st cycle charge-discharge profiles and (b) long-term cycling stability of pristine LEMO and LEMFO, obtained at 40 mA
g-1; charge-discharge profiles of (c) pristine and (d) fluorine doped LEMFO, and (e) their comparative rate capabilities at various
current densities.
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Figure 8.6 (left) Contour plot using the operando neutron powder diffraction data
and (right) single-peak fitting results for the (222) reflection of F-doped electrode.
The charge-discharge profile is also shown alongside.
To understand the effects of the fluorine dopant on the active material
performance we employed time-of-flight-secondary − ion-mass-spectrometry (TOFSIMS), a highly elemental and surface sensitive technique [35-38]. Figure 8.7
contains TOF-SIMS depth profiling and high resolution imaging to demonstrate the
F dopant segregation at the surfaces of the secondary particles of the active material.
Indeed, representing the F dopant, the F2- secondary ion signal of the pristine F
doped cell shows a surface peak feature in the depth profile, which is distinct from
the profile of the active material (represented by the MnO- fragments, Figure 8.7a),
with an intensity ~6 times higher at the peak position than the F2- depth profile of the
pristine undoped cell (Figure 8.7b). Due to the saturation of the F- signal during the
depth profile acquisition, the F2- cluster was chosen as the F dopant marker. For the F
doped cell, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the surface peak in the F2depth profile indicates that the secondary particles of the active material have a ~7
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nm thick F-rich surface layer. The Cs+ ion beam sputtering rate was previously
calculated at ~0.03 nm s-1 for a similar active material [37]. Confirming the surface
F-rich layer formed in the F-doped active material, Figure 8.7c exhibits a series of
TOF-SIMS high resolution chemical maps of the F- and MnO- fragments, acquired at
different sputtering times, 5, 100, and 1800 seconds of Cs+ sputtering, corresponding
to a depth of about 0.15, 3, and 54 nm, respectively. We note both the reduction and
the increase of the F- and MnO- signals, respectively, at the particle surface, as
sputtering progresses.
Figure 8.8 shows the operational mechanism differences between the F-doped
and undoped cells during cycling. A well-known solid-electrolyte-interphase (SEI)
species [37], the C2F- fragment, appears to readily form a passivation layer (~4 nm
thick FWHM) at the active material surface in the F-doped cell with respect to the
undoped cell before cycling, as indicated by the C2F- intensity comparison at the
peak position of the depth profiles, > 4 times larger in the case of the F doped cell
(Figure 8.8a). Although, after the first charge, the C2F- profiles for both the doped
and the undoped cells, show the SEI reaching a similar depth (~9 nm), after the first
discharge, the F-doped cell appears to retain a SEI with a similar thickness as after
the first charge, whereas the undoped cell seems to lose roughly half of its SEI layer
(Figure 8.8b). This is likely to be attributable to the robustness of the C-F species
intrinsically formed at the surface of the active material in the F-doped cell prior to
battery operation, due to the chemical reactions between the F dopant and the
adventitious carbon. In contrast, the electrochemically formed C-F species in the
undoped cell during the first charge seem to be unstable and prone to dissolution in
the electrolyte following the first discharge. As a result, the active material
dissolution, commonly represented by the MnF3- fragment, is significantly larger,
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that is, ~30 % at the profile peak position and ~3 nm larger FWHM (~21 nm vs. ~18
nm), in the undoped cell when compared to the F-doped cell after the first charge.
Moreover, the amount of active material degradation appears to become larger with
cycling, reaching a ~47 % increase after the first discharge (Figure 8.8c), which
demonstrates the protective effect of the chemically formed CF species [37]. The
initial active material dissolution prior to any battery operation is virtually nil, as
indicated by the very low MnF3- signal in the pristine cells.
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Figure 8.7 (a) Depth profiles of two reference secondary ion fragments, F2- and MnO-, representing the F dopant and the active
material, respectively, demonstrating the F surface segregation. Due to the F- signal saturation, the F2- cluster signal was selected to
represent the F dopant in HC mode. (b) F2- profiles for the F doped and undoped cells. (c) High lateral resolution chemical maps
showing the total, F-, and MnO- signal spatial distributions at 3 different depths, 0.15, 3, and 54 nm, corresponding to Cs+ sputtering
times of 5 s, 100 s, and 1800 s, respectively. The F- signal essentially disappears from the secondary particle locations after 1800 s of
Cs+ sputtering, which demonstrates the F dopant surface segregation in the active material.
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Figure 8.8 Depth profiles of the C2F- fragment, representing the C-F compounds
forming the SEI, for the doped and undoped cells (a) before and (b) after cycling.
There is a significant SEI build-up prior to battery operation in the F doped cell. (c)
active material dissolution products, represented by the MnF3- fragment, with the
depth profiles showing the lower degradation of the F doped cell. (d) LiF 2- depth
profiles for the doped and undoped cells before and after cycling, demonstrating the
more robust Li-F compound formation in the F doped cell and its passivation effect.
An interesting insight on the Li and F behaviour prior to and after cycling is
presented in Figure 8.8d, which shows the LiF2- depth profiles for the pristine and
cycled cells. The LiF2- fragment is usually associated with both the SEI and the
active mass dissolution products [37]. In the pristine cells, the Li-F reaction regions
reside at the surface of the active material and are virtually identical, despite the far
larger amount of F in the doped cell, spanning ~7 nm FWHM. After the first charge,
as Li is extracted, the LiF2- signal disappears from the surface, yet it can be found far
deeper (> 100 nm) in the active material of both the doped and undoped cells, a result
of the HF attack on the Li-surface-depleted NMC secondary particles. Nevertheless,
the F doped cell exhibits a significantly larger amount (> 7 times) of Li-F
compounds, on average, throughout the analysed depth. After the first discharge, Li
is reinserted into the active material, reforming the surface Li-F compounds.
Interestingly, the LiF2- bulk signal is still far larger (> 4 times in average) for the Fdoped cell. As such, although usually associated with the active material dissolution
products, the Li-F compounds in the F-doped cell appear in far higher amounts in the
bulk of the active material and seem to protect it from continuous deterioration due
to the HF attack. Indeed, the variation of the LiF2- profile for the F-doped cell is
significantly smaller in the first 100 nm at the surface with respect to the undoped
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cell following a charge-discharge cycle (Figure 8.8d). Consequently, it is likely that
the F doping forms electrochemically robust (possibly inactive) Li-F compounds at
the surface of the active material, in contrast to the undoped cell, which further
passivate the secondary particles, in addition to the C-F compounds contained in the
SEI, leading to better cycling stability.

8.4 Conclusions
In summary, this chapter summarize

the successfully synthesized and

investigate the comparative electrochemical performance of fluorine-doped
(LMNFO) and pristine (LMNO) Li-rich spinel cathode for the lithium battery. The
LMNFO electrochemically out-classed LMNO when tested against lithium between
2 – 4.8 V at specific current densities. TOF-SIMS indicated the presence of a
uniform fluorine layer over the surface of the LMNFO particles, which acted as
barrier/ passivating layer against HF attack during cycling, thereby stabilizing the
SEI, which is further reflected in their stabilized electrochemical performance, as
also confirmed by in-situ NPD studies. Therefore, fluorine-doping has an enhanced
suface effect itowards improving the electrochemical performance by impeding
violent surface reactions during cycling, as elucidated using ex-situ TOF-SIMS and
in-situ NPD studies.
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CHAPTER 9: NON-CONVENTIONAL
HIGHLY DURABLE HIGH-VOLTAGE
RECHARGEABLE SOLID STATE LITHIUM
BATTERY
9.1 Introduction
The Li-ion battery of the wireless revolution is limited by its anode, by a
flammable organic-liquid electrolyte, and by oxidation of the electrolyte at voltages
above 4.3 V versus Li/Li+ [1]. The introduction of solid electrolytes from which an
alkali metal can be plated dendrite-free has enabled new concepts of battery design
[2]. The ability to plate an alkali-metal anode dendrite-free from a solid electrolyte
that is wet by the alkali-metal (electrode-electrolyte bonding stronger than bonding
within the alkali metal and/or within the electrolyte) solves the anode problem, but a
cathode that has a three-dimensional (3D) volume change on charge/discharge
cycling is unable to maintain a strong bond with a solid electrolyte over a long cycle
life. High-voltage rechargeable cathodes [3-33] are host structures that retain their
structure with, at most, only distortion changes on cycling cations in and out over a
large solid-solution range, but their volume changes can only be accommodated over
a long cycle life if they are in contact with a soft electrolyte: liquid, polymer, or
plasticizer. The liquid electrolytes do not permit a voltage higher than 4.3 V;
therefore, a glass electrolyte in contact with a polymer or a plasticizer [34-36]
coating the cathode is used to accommodate volume changes and to ensure a safe,
high-voltage, solid-state battery of long cycle life. However, the internal resistance of
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the battery must be kept small to provide a high rate of charge/discharge at room
temperature. In a traditional cell, the impedance to cation transfer across the
glass/plasticizer interface during charge/discharge is a problem. In this new battery
cell architecture, this problem is solved by replacing the need of cation transfer
between electrodes with small displacement currents in the electrolyte and cathode;
but this structure requires the ability to plate from the solid electrolyte cations on the
anode or anode current collector without replenishing the plated cations from the
cathode side.
This chapter illustrate this strategy without an electronic discharge current
from a cell that has been charged from a discharged state without the passage of the
cation being supplied by the cathode during charge reaching the anode through the
glass electrolyte. Instead, the cations and/or dipoles of the plasticizer are displaced to
form a positive charge at the interface with the solid electrolyte. The cations in the
solid electrolyte are displaced toward the anode where they are eventually plated
during charge, leaving a negative charge on the solid electrolyte surface facing the
plasticizer that aligns with the positive charges of the plasticizer. The result is an
association of electric-double-layer-capacitors (EDLC) in series. The negative
charges of the plasticizer form a third EDLC with the Li+ ions of the active cathode
material during charge. During discharge, the electrolyte cations and dipoles are
displaced back to their original positions to reduce the EDLC at the
electrolyte/plasticizer interface and return the excess cations in the plasticizer back
into the host cathode.
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9.2 Experimental
9.2.1 Synthesis of F-Doped Li-excess Spinel
Li[LixMn1.5-yNi0.5-z]O4-x-Fx with x = y + z = 0.36,  = 0.36 (LMNO) spinel
was prepared by the solvothermal technique from chemical precursors of metal
acetates and lithium fluoride all of 99.99% pure purchased from Sigma Aldrich. The
materials were prepared by solvothermal technique. The following procedure was
implemented: stoichiometric amounts of respective metal acetates and urea
(chelating agent) were dissolved in 50 ml ethanol (solvent). The obtained
homogeneous solution was then transferred to a 90 ml Teflon-lined stainless-steel
autoclave that heated in a muffle furnace at 200 °C for 24 h. After cooling to room
temperature, the obtained slurry was centrifuged/ washed several times with ethanol,
and vacuum dried at 60 °C overnight. A molar ratio of 1:1.5 of the grounded metal
carbonate product to lithium fluoride (LiF, 10% excess) were mixed and subjected to
heat treatment at 800 °C for 15 h in open-air atmosphere.

9.2.2 Synthesis of the Ba-Doped Glass Electrolyte
Nominal glass/amorphous solid electrolytes Li2.99Ba0.005Cl1-2xO1+x were
obtained in a wet synthesis as described previously [37-38] from the commercial
precursors LiCl (99%, Merck), Li(OH) (98%, Alfa Aesar), and Ba(OH)2·8H2O
(98.5%, Merck). The glass products were dried by HCl evaporation at lower
temperatures and the loss of the OH- by the reaction 2OH- = O2− + H2O↑ above 230
C as previously shown in [38]; the reaction leaves a glass/ amorphous solid
containing electric dipoles. The samples obtained after synthesis were ground with
an agate mortar and pestle while mixed in absolute ethanol. Non-woven paper
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separators of about 40-60 m thick were immersed in the electrolyte-ethanol mixture
and dried at about 180 ºC in an argon-filled glove box (MBraun, Germany).

9.2.3 Preparation of the Cathode
The cathode was prepared by mixing the LNMO particles with carbon Super
P as conducting agent and polyvinylidene fluoride (Sigma-Aldrich) (PVDF) as a
binder in the weight ratio of 8:1:1, respectively with N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP)
as solvent. The slurry was mixed in a plenary mixer (Kurabo Mazerustar, Japan) and
coated on double-sided carbon-coated aluminium foil. Finally, the cathode was dried
at 120 °C overnight in a vacuum oven. The loading of the active cathode material on
the aluminium foil of the all-solid-state cells was 0.13 or 0.25 mg, which corresponds
to about 0.324 or 0.623 mg cm-2 (diameter = 0.714 cm) of active material.

9.2.4 Electrochemical Characterizations
The electrochemical performances of three types of Li/spinel CR2032 coin
cells were compared; each cell was assembled in an argon-filled glove box (MBraun,
Germany).
Li-metal/Li-glass in paper/SN (plasticizer)+LMNO+carbon+PVDF all solidstate-cell, the half-cells were assembled with the afore-prepared cathode as working
electrode and Li-metal foil as counter/reference electrode. Circular lithium-metal
anodes with a 12 mm diameter and 0.2-0.3 mm thick were deposited on stainless
steel and then covered with the paper matrix with the glass electrolyte. Finally, the
cathode was added as well as the spacer and the spring. We used half a drop of 1 M
LiClO4 in PC/DEC 1:1 to facilitate the contact between the paper and the cathode
SN-surface; no excess liquid was ever found in the cell; and when cells were opened
after cycling, the paper was strongly attached to the cathode surface with SN making
it very hard to detach.
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Li-metal/Liquid Electrolyte with Celgard/SN+LMNO+Carbon+PVDF
For comparison, we have assembled the above-described cell in which the
glass electrolyte in a paper matrix was replaced by a Celgard polypropylene film as a
separator impregnated with a few drops of commercially available 1 M LiPF6 in 1:1
(v/v) of ethylene carbonate (EC)/ diethyl carbonate (DEC) as electrolyte.
Li-metal/Liquid electrolyte and Celgard/LMNO+Carbon+PVDF
For additional comparison, we have assembled the above-described cell
without the plasticizer (SN) on the cathode‘s surface; the glass electrolyte in the
paper matrix was replaced by a Celgard polypropylene separator film impregnated
with a few drops of commercially available 1 M LiPF6 in 1:1 (v/v) of ethylene
carbonate (EC)/ diethyl carbonate (DEC) as electrolyte.
All three assembled cells were electrochemically tested in a battery testing
analyser (Land, China CT2001A) at a constant specific current densities of 46 or 23
mA g-1 (active material) corresponding to 0.2 C and 0.1 C rates and a voltage
between 2.5 and 4.8 V or 3.0 and 5.0 V. A Solartron electrochemical workstation
was used to perform potentiostatic electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (PEIS)
in the frequency range of 1 MHz to 10 mHz against Li +/Li0 at open circuit voltage
with an AC amplitude of 10 mV.

9.2.5 Materials Characterization
The fluorine doped Li excess spinel cathodes were analysed for phase
identification, as well as surface and electrochemical characterization. Field-emission
gun-scanning electron microscopy (FEI Quanta 650) coupled with energy dispersive
X ray spectroscopy (EDS, Bruker) operated at 5 kV and 10 µA was used to visualize
and study the structural morphologies and compositions. All surfaces were gold
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plated prior to observation to prevent charge accumulation since most of the
materials are not good electrical conductors.

9.3 Results and Discussion
Figure 9.1 (a) shows the high impedance of the plasticizer (SN), which makes
it a barrier to conduction. Figure 9.1 (b) reinforces the hypothesis of SN as a barrier.
In the cell that contained a liquid electrolyte and plasticizer, no more than the liquid
electrolyte semi-circle is observed in the Nyquist spectrum from 1 MHz to 0.1 Hz.
The plasticizer covering the cathode‘s surface constitutes creates a quasi-blocking
electrode characterized by a Warburg impedance element associated with a chargetransfer resistance and a double layer capacitance (EDLC).

Figure 9.1 (a) Impedance spectra (PEIS) of plasticizer (SN) and fresh cells. a)
plasticizer (SN) experimental thick red line and calculated with equivalent circuit
(black thin line); b) fresh cells before cycling:(squares) Li-metal/Li-glass in
paper/SN+LMNO+carbon+PVDF - this cell rested for one month to optimize the
interfaces; (circles) Li-metal/ Liquid electrolyte + Celgard/SN + LMNO + carbon +
PVDF; (triangles) Li-metal/Liquid electrolyte+Celgard/LMNO+carbon+PVDF.
The

PEIS

spectrum

corresponding

to

the

Li-metal/Li-glass

in

paper/SN+LMNO+carbon+PVDF shows that the conductivity of the bulk glass in the
paper is very similar to the liquid electrolyte in the presence of the Celgard separator.
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However, an additional semi-circle is observed, corresponding to the conductivity of
the Li+ ions at the interfaces of the glass electrolyte/SN and glass electrolyte/Li-metal
where EDLCs had been formed during one month of cell resting. It is clear that at the
glass surfaces, where either excess Li+ ions or negatively charged Li+ deficiencies are
concentrated forming EDLCs, the Li+ ion movements are slowed down due to strong
coulombic forces. This impedance is by itself very large ~ 8 k; and addition of the
high impedance of the SN makes it impossible in a traditional cell to deliver the high
currents needed to light a red or a white (higher current) LED. In a traditional cell
with a liquid electrolyte, the EDLCs formed at the electrodes/electrolyte interfaces to
equilibrate the chemical-potential difference between anode and cathode are removed
as soon as the external electronic circuit is closed and the internal electric field falls
to zero. In an electrochemical cell containing electric dipoles in the electrolyte, the
electric field remains different from zero even after plating due to the constant
presence of aligned dipoles [2].

Figure 9.2 shows SEM images of the cathode with just the active material (a-b), with
the addition of carbon and PVDF (c-d), and with the plasticizer SN (e-f) coating the
cathode of (c-d). Carbon makes electrical contact with the active material and with
the aluminium current collector. The plasticizer coats the cathode’s entire surface,
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even the active material as observed by comparison between (b) and (f); but it does
not cover the cathode current-collector.

Figure 9.3 shows that the plasticizer (SN), identified by the presence of nitrogen (N)
covers homogenously all the cathodes surface including the active material identified
by the presence of Ni, Mn and O.

Figure 9.4 shows the charge/discharge performances of the three different cells of
Figure 9.1 (b).
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The electrochemical cell with an organic-liquid electrolyte (Figure 9.4a-b)
shows an initial discharge voltage at about 4.7 V, but the capacity faded rapidly
during the first 30 cycles because the liquid electrolyte is oxidized to form an ionic
insulator SEI layer. The electrochemical cell with the organic-liquid electrolyte
contacting the anode and a plasticizer contacting the cathode (c) showed a rapid
reduction of the charging voltage and no discharge current by the second cycle,
indicating metallic lithium was not plated on the anode from the mobile cations in
the liquid electrolyte. On the other hand, the electrochemical cell with the glasselectrolyte and plasticizer (SN) (Figure 9.4d-e) exhibited with increasing number of
cycles an increase of both the cell‘s capacity at 2.5 V, from 79 mA h g-1 to 250 mA h
g-1, and an increase in the discharge voltage.
It is anticipated that at the anode, not shown in the drawing, Li+ ions
accumulated at the glass electrolyte surface facing the anode start to plate on the
anode, leaving the electrolyte negatively charged on the opposite side contacting the
SN. The negative charges correspond to the depletion of Li+ ions. In the plasticizer,
the positive charges of the plasticizer dipoles accumulate at the surface that faces the
glass-electrolyte and the negative charges accumulate at the surface facing the active
material, which will accumulate Li+ ions at its surface after the active material is
oxidized. The electrons fed to the external circuit reach the anode where they reduce
Li+-glass excess Li+ ions to plate them as Li0 on the anode.
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Figure 9.5 shows a cathode of a cell with the glass electrolyte after cycle life. The
presence of the electrolyte in contact with the cathode’s surface (a-c) is clearly
evident even after careful removal of the paper matrix and after gold deposition; as
the electrolyte is a good insulator, charge accumulation characterized by bright
white is observed. Figure 9.6 (d-f) shows the paper matrix with small pieces of the
electrolyte attached to the paper fibers.
The discharging process with the Li+ ions stripped back into the electrolyte
forming an EDLC with the Li-metal electron mirror charge accumulated at the
surface. At the electrolyte/plasticizer interface the EDLC is kept similar to the one
formed during charge, but with a reduced capacitance. The Li-ions of the active
material at the interface with the plasticizer are inserted back into the spinel by the
discharged electrons conducted from the anode to the aluminium cathode current
collector and carbon. The cathode recovers its discharged composition and the EDLC
at the active material/plasticizer interface ceases to exist. The charge/discharge
cycles of a high-voltage cell discharged at 46 mA g-1 (not shown). The first cycle
shows a reduced coulombic efficiency that is not due to the formation of an SEI layer
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as in a traditional cell. If an SEI layer was formed, the coulombic efficiency would
drastically drop with increasing number of cycles (not shown) for a cell with liquid
electrolyte. The origin of the reduced coulomb efficiency in the first cycle of the allsolid-state cell followed by a steady rise in the specific capacity with a high coulomb
efficiency with the number of cycles to a full theoretical capacity over 132 cycles has
not been determined (whose research still undergoing), but we suggest that this
behaviour could be due to a partial segregation of the spinel phase into a rock-salt
phase on the first charge that is slowly reversed back to the all-spinel parent phase
with cycling.

9.4 Conclusions
In summary, this chapter have shown that it is possible to make a solid-state
high-voltage battery cell with a glass-electrolyte and a plasticizer; the cell exhibits a
new phenomenon: the traditional ion transport across the electrode interfaces and
through the electrolyte is replaced by a small displacement current at the
anode/electrolyte interface and inside the cathode at the active material surface that
drastically reduces the cell‘s impedance. The ―on/off‖ displacement information is
transmitted throughout the cell with a series of EDLCs. The role of the plasticizer is
to accommodate cathode‘s active material volume changes while providing polar
molecules and/or ions that can align at the interfaces. The cell exhibits a long cycle
life at the theoretical cathode capacity in an all-solid-state cell that is safe and
inexpensive with a state-of-the art Li-ion battery high voltage cathode.
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CHAPTER 10: THESIS CONCLUSIONS AND
FUTURE PROSPECTS
Thesis Conclusions
This doctoral thesis work investigates various nano/micro-architectured
negative and positive electrodes and solid electrolyte for LIBs, with a particular
emphasis on low-cost, facile synthesis, and safer and better electrochemical
performance of these materials, which include nanocomposites of hematite-reduced
graphene oxide (α-Fe2O3-rGO); red phosphorus-rGO (NS-RP-rGO); and carbon
nitride-rGO (C3N4-rGO) as negative electrodes, high-voltage Ni-rich layered and Lirich spinel cathode materials, and solid electrolyte. All these materials have a unique
morphology with nano/microparticles and nanosheets, and are prepared using simple
and low-cost techniques such as spray-precipitation, high energy ultrasonication, and
solvothermal and solid state methods. The goal of this thesis has been to develop
low-cost, better-performing electrode materials, as well as attaining an in-depth
understanding of their structural/ phase evolution during battery operation by using
advanced crystallographic techniques, such as in-situ neutron powder diffraction and
ex-situ time-of-flight − secondary-ion-mass-spectroscopy (TOF-SIMS) techniques.
The as-prepared nano/microstructured electrode materials showed enhanced
electrochemical performance because of their high surface area, shortened lithium
diffusion pathways, and improved electronic and ionic conductivity. A summary of
the research outcomes from the evaluation of these as-prepared materials is outlined
in the following section:
Three intrinsically ―conversion reaction‖ based nanocomposites were
successfully fabricated, consisting of highly porous (1) hematite nanorods (α-Fe2O3210

rGO); (2) red phosphorus nanosheets (NS-RP-rGO), and (3) nanosheets of carbon
nitride (C3N4-rGO) wrapped with 10-30 wt.% reduced graphene oxide layers. (1) The
electrochemical performance of the hematite nanorod architecture in a conductive
rGO network featured exceptional energy storage capability as a negative electrode
active material for battery application. A comparatively small amount of rGO (10
wt%) interaction creates an outstanding interconnected conductive network among
the nanorods, resulting in a highly (Li+) ion penetrable nanostructure with superior
reversible capacity of 1320 mA h g-1 over 100 cycles at 100 mA g-1 and excellent
rate capability at various current densities over prolonged cycling. (2) The redphosphorus nanosheets (NS-RP) prepared by the high energy ultrasonication
technique delivered a reversible capacity of 2137 mA h g-1 for the first cycle with RP
as the sole active material. Although the electrochemical performance dropped after
5 cycles, there was still a constant specific capacity of 241 mA h g-1, which was 10
times higher than for bulk RP. The above electrochemical performance was wellsupported by ex-situ phase-change and in-situ impedance data. Nanostructured
amorphous RP films showed reduced charge-transfer resistance, based on a
reversible 2.08 e- transfer in the first cycle and an improved lithium diffusion
coefficient (DLi+) in the subsequent cycles in the range of 10-12 – 10-13 cm2 s-1. A
stable high performance was obtained upon making a hybrid with rGO, which
resulted in a remarkable specific capacity of 706 mA h g-1 with only 10% rGO
content in the nanostructured hybrid composite. (3) Synthesis of 3D hybrids of
nanostructured graphitic C3N4 (NS-CN) sandwiched between reduced grapheneoxide (rGO) sheets x-layers thick resulted in high-capacity Li anodes with long cycle
life and n ≈ 20 wt.%. The NS-CN and rGO are bonded by C-N-C interactions to give
fast electron access to the NS-CN anode particles. The NS-CN particles are good
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electronic conductors, and a liquid electrolyte penetrating the space between the rGO
sheets provides Li+ in a liquid electrolyte with access to the N atoms that bind the Li+
ions in the reversible reaction C3N4 + z Li+ + z e- = LizC3N4 with 1 < z < 2 per active
N atom. After an initial capacity loss owing to the irreversible formation of the anode
solid electrolyte interphase (SEI), excellent coulombic efficiency with a hybrid
containing 20 wt.% rGO sheets gave a long cycle life with stable capacity of 970 mA
h g-1 when cycled at 50 mA g-1, even after 300 cycles.
These environmentally friendly materials in nanocomposites created through
a low temperature fabrication approach highlight this material as a promising anode
material for high performance lithium ion batteries. The simple fabrication
methodology can point the way to the large-scale production of active materials for
modern energy devices in future developments. This work further provides a
pathway to the fabrication of various types of nanostructured hematite, red
phosphorus, and C3N4 materials with little or no carbonaceous support, to unlock
their potential as long-life negative electrodes for rechargeable lithium- and sodiumion batteries.
Also, this dissertation has elucidated the effect of fluorine doping in overcoming the parasitic surface reactions of high-voltage Ni-rich layered and Li-rich
spinel cathode materials. Ni-rich layered LiNi0.7Co0.15Mn0.15O2-xFx compounds (0 < x
< 0.075) were successfully synthesized, and studied the effects of fluorine doping on
the electrochemical performances was studied in terms of Li+ reversible extraction in
the potential window of 2.8 – 4.4 V. The increase in fluorine content (x > 0.05)
resulted in disordering of the Li+ and Ni2+ ions, which adversely affects their cycling
performances. The composition, LiNi0.7Co0.15Mn0.15O2-xFx where x = 0.05 exhibited
the lowest charge-transfer resistance and delivered a remarkable reversible capacity
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of 169.8 mA h g-1 at 200 mA g-1with negligible voltage drop, even after 100 cycles,
as compared to the pristine samples. Also, the fluorine doped high-voltage Li-rich
spinel (LMNFO) electrochemically outperformed pristine (LMNO) when tested
against lithium between 2 – 4.8 V at specific current densities. TOF-SIMS indicated
the presence of a uniform fluorine layer over the surfaces of the LMNFO particles,
which acted as barrier/ passivating layer to protect against HF attack during cycling,
thereby stabilizing the SEI, which is further reflected in the sample‘s stabilized
electrochemical performance, as also confirmed by in-situ neutron powder
diffraction (NPD) studies. Therefore, fluorine-doping has an enhanced suface
effectthat improves the electrochemical performance by impeding the violent surface
reactions during cycling, as elucidated using ex-situ TOF-SIMS and in-situ NPD
studies.
Finally, this thesis includes the successful fabrication of all-solid-state highvoltage batteries using lithium anode and high-voltage Li-rich spinel cathode wetted
by a glass electrolyte and a plasticizer. The cell exhibits a new phenomenon: the
traditional ion transport across the electrode interfaces and through the electrolyte is
replaced by a small displacement current at the anode/electrolyte interface and inside
the cathode at the active material surface, which dramatically reduces the cell‘s
impedance. The ―on/off‖ displacement information is transmitted throughout the cell
with a series of electrical double layer capacitors (EDLCs). The role of the plasticizer
is to accommodate the active material volume changes in the cathode, while
providing polar molecules and/or ions that can align themselves at the interfaces. The
cell exhibited a long cycle life at the theoretical cathode capacity in an all-solid-state
Li-ion battery cell that is safe and inexpensive with a state-of-the-art high voltage
cathode.
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Future Prospects
For decades, there has been enormous research on improving the present
state-of-the-art positive and negative electrodes and on replacement of liquid organic
electrolytes for developing safe lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) with high energy and
power densities for high power applications such plug-in/ hybrid electric vehicles
and off-grid power storage applications. The present graphite offers low gravimetric
capacity and suffers from huge first cycle irreversibility due to SEI formation, which
limits the Li+ ion diffusivity and costs it its candidature for the above applications.
On the other hand, in spite of the high theoretical capacity of the alloying and
conversion reaction based nanostructured materials, they suffer from unstable SEI
layers, which could crack due to stress and strain induced by the ~ 400% volume
change and hysteresis during cycling. These drawbacks have been addressed in this
thesis by fabrication of 2D/ 3D nano-architectured electrodes with ≤ 20 wt.% rGO
content. These nanocomposites displayed excellent electrochemical performances for
more than 100 cycles by lowering the first cycle irreversibility and alleviating the
stress induced during cycling. Therefore, the 2D negative electrode materials with
low/negligible carbonaceous content could be ideal candidates for high power
applications, although they need further optimization, including (1) doping/ surface
treatment of red phosphorus and carbon nitride, and tuning/ adjusting the thickness of
the nanosheets/nanorods; (2) preparing the nanosheets with different particle sizes;
and (3) reducing the electrode‘s weight, thereby increasing its volumetric energy
density.
The positive electrodes, including bulk layered, spinel, and olivine structured
lithium-metal-oxides and phosphates respectively suffer from their own limitations,
as in the case of LiCoO2, which is limited by low specific capacity, structural
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instability, toxicity, and expensive cobalt, while LiFePO4 and spinel are limited by
poor conductivity and cyclability, respectively. It is expected that nanostructuring of
such materials can enhance their physicochemical and electrical properties, resulting
in better rate capability, and improved lithium insertion and de-insertion
mechanisms. Although these nanostructured features have endowed them with
various advantages, they still suffer from considerable capacity fading and structural
degradation during cycle life due to induced parasitic surface reactions with the
electrolyte in contact with the electrode. Resolving such physical and
electrochemical issues is a major challenge in the development of such
nanostructured lithium-metal-oxide materials on the commercial scale with superior
lifetime and safety performance. Appropriate anion/ cation doping and surface
coatings could overcome these drawbacks, but at the expense of their
electrochemical performances. This thesis has elucidated the promising effects of
anion fluorine doping using advanced in-situ and ex-situ characterizations. This
provides insight into the surface reaction mechanism with the electrolyte, which
could be useful in developing advanced electrode materials to alleviate the parasitic
surface reactions.
Penultimately, the main purpose of this thesis was accomplished by
constructing and testing non-conventional high-energy-density, safe all-solid-state
batteries containing lithium anodes and the herein developed high-voltage fluorinedoped Li-rich spinel cathodes with solid glass electrolyte.

This technology is

superior to the present state-of-the-art LIB systems and clearly provides more scope
for advancement in the development of plug-in/ hybrid electric vehicles.
Last but not least, it is high-time to replace LIB technology with sodiumbased rechargeable battery technology (SIB), as there are serious concerns about Li
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reserves, and importantly, Li and earth-abundant Na share common properties in
terms of fundamental chemical and electrochemical principles. Even more
importantly, SIB materials have lower raw material costs than LIB materials, savings
of ~35% in terms of cost per kWh. The above findings (such as the conversion
electrodes and Ni-rich layered and Li/Na-rich spinel cathodes) could be used
efficiently to build better performing sodium batteries for off-grid applications.
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